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MORNING

yellow head to see what angel was passing ; now noddingto the Hudson until its
waters broke out into dimpled laughter,
and anon,

tripping

over the

mountains,

while every tree stood still with fond
expectancy. Ah, April, you were a lovesick girl, those later days, and you went
far towards infusing all with your spirit.
But here we strike upon the Hudson,

and now

for miles we wind

along its

eastern banks, watching the alternation of
light and shade upon its broad surfice,
the brown palisades which rise so manlylike to keep the cold tempests of the
north-west from striking too roughly, the

quiet

villages dozing

dreamily at the

footof hills and baskingin the spring sun,
the Catskills rising blue and rounded to
crown the

the

fairest

stretches

children lying on

the

of the

green

river,

sward

and reveling in the coming warmth; until water, bill, mountain and child fade
out into a listless reverie to whose idle

HYMN FOR MEMORIAL DAY.
Who dies for truth, he lives in God;
Who Lionor serves, shall honor save;
And though the body waste unerowned
In some unknown und nameless grave,

nothings

the

ceaseless

roll of the car

wheels
keep up a monotonous tune.
Then in our dreams came half real vis-

The spirit strong abides with God,

STAR, DOVER, N. H., MAY 28, 1879.

the people around them, and the outcome

banquet

of such a system must be bad for the best
parts of the community, the home and the
family.
The religious bodies of New
York State are moving to have the come
munity abolished, This can only be done
by the passing ofa statute to thatend. So
the process is a doubtful and tedious one,
for the principle of politicians is not very
confidently counted upon.
The hore
and the proper relations of the woman to
it are the problems involved; and the
Oneida Community must, sooner or later
go to the wall. It has the wrong side of
the question. Community in the center of
New York, Polygamy in Utah, and all under the glorious: stars and stripes of a
Christian nation: here is food for thought.
TSE

Th, mJ

8, I, PROS

ASTER

THE RHODE ISLAND ASSOCIATION.

ions of some evil genius, laden with pie-The annual meeting of this body was
torial papers, hy
coeinen button- held last week at Pascoag.
Tuesday was
Dear hearts, dear loves! our strength and joy!
hooks, oranges,
oranges, bananas, given entirely to the Ministers’ ConferDear light of our deserted homes!
ice creams, shawl-straps, peanuts, pine- ence. The session was one of interest.
We gave you to a sacred cause
‘| apples, pocket-books, .etc., ete., who dis- Though the presence of some of the older
Which gives us back but these sad tombs;
Yet these to-day with flowers shall shine,
sipated every sweet vision and tugged members was missed, a good number
As in our hearts your valor blooms.
at us just ag we were sailing off into some was in.attendante. There were a few
fairy land of reverie;
until, with an new fuces. Pleasant letters were received
Dead are they not; they live in love,
intonation

So year by year the kind spring comes

wishing that Mercury would keep his
trading imps away from dreamy railroad

travelers.

May like forgiving work be seen!
— Christian Register.
dE

PROF.

G.E,

any

before,

feeling very like

If we ever get into a State

Legislature, our maiden speech shall be
uttered upon a bill providing for the
transportation of railway variety merchants, and if we are sugcessful whole
generations of persecuted travelers will

TRAVEL SKETGHES, |
BY

than

brosia, and we awoke

To strew her garlands on the scene,
And cover strife’s sad wounds and scars
With her forgiving, healing green.
O Lord of quick and duad! in us

EERE
db. di, 2

stronger

he aroused us in sticking some plebeian
* taffy” under our nose which had just
plumed itself for a whiff of celestial am-

rise up and call us blessed.

FOSTER.

Albany! shouts the short, stout man
with the red face and the epitaph upon
his cap front. . There it is, sure enough,

Going West! There's inspiration in that
idea. Hus not humanity been going West
ever since that deplorable ¢jectment from
the primal paradise? Westward from the
cradle of the race, wandering beside the

crowning the western bank
supreme folly

of the Legislature,
the cap-

dark waters of the

itol which

already

Euphrates

and

throw-

ing up the great E stern Empires

in its

sony and

there
has

is that

of the Hud-

monument
cost

to

the

815,000,000,

and is far from being finished.

There is

row /Egean,and toiling for a world's mo-

Connecticut, which has just opened a
splendid one, and sufficient for all the

ment, to rear the beautiful Grecian

needs of a State, and

march ; westward

thence across

the narcivil.

ization; westward, still,
and halting
upon the Seven Hills of the Tiber to form

an universal empire, and fix the past results

in

permanence;

westward

with

Hun and Teuton and Saxon till the dark
- ocean lying outside the pillars of Hercules
was explored, a vew world opened up,
and its eastern border planted with scious
of

older

Stocks.

Westward,

till,

the

race is cwarming, flooding the great central American valley, climbing the Rocky
Mountains,

and

life in profusion

spreading

its

vigorous

on the Pacific eands.

* Thitlfer young men turn their gaze and
find the prospect boundless, and the horizon almost measureless.
There lie the
golden treasures of the mine, there cities
spring up in a night realizing the olden
alchemy of Alladin’s magic toil, there the
pulses heat strong, and feverish adventure
operates like wine upon the heart.
And
~ so shall humanity's sea surge West, till
the East is met, and the current, circling
the globe, equalizes itself, and

settles in-

to the calm and purity of better life.
And then, too, so sirangely the West is
associated with heavenward
striving.
The ancients located the blessed isles, the

all

for

83,000,000.

But New York machine politicians want
to have everything bigger than anybody
else, and so the -voter must pull out his
wallet and pay the bill.
Some one in
conversation tells us that Albany is *¢ just
a wicked city, yo1 bet.” We never bet,
but do not doubt the truth of Lis assertion. The reason is not far to seek.
It
is the city where the Now York politicians
have their abiding place for five months
in the year; and if they would n't make
any place wicked, why it must be simply
Satan-procf.
Whiskey-ringers, lobbyists,
jobbers, money-sharks, and people on the
make do most love to congregate in Albany during the session of the Legislature.
Supply follows demand; and since the
demand for all Kinds of deviltry is so
high you may b2 sure means are abundant for its attempted satisfaction.. If the
Millennium ever comes we shall be restricted at least to quadfennial L-gis-

latures, so that the countty shall have
three yeurs to recover from fhe bloodletting process.
Let us away from Albany. Now comes the Central New York
region,

‘The vale

of the

Mohawk, with

its fugitive beauty, just giving glimpses
heavenly rest, in the region of the setting. of itself as we pass along by Troy, Utica
sun; and thither noble
souls, whom 'and Rome, and, as at the mention of this

death hud relieved from the gross body,

took up thelr ghostlike march, preceded
by the guiding wand of Mercury. But

the whizz and clatter of passing trains
disturb our meditations and bring us back
to mundanund
e very real surroundings.
April is sweet and tender in mood to-

day, asshe takes her farewell. Like
some coquettish maiden who, filled with a

sense of power and wild waywardness,
teases and provokes and half angers her
lover day after day, until her time for departure approaches ; then, each hour witnesses a growing tenderness, sweet and
regretful smiles abide upon her lips,more

and more lingeringly her soft hand leaves

his, until the last hour sees her countenance suffused with. love's subtle telegraphy, and her whole soul ‘open to his
eye like a printed book.
So April,
. hoyden and saucy-like, roistered and
pouted and coquetted, until the hour of
her farewell drew near; then, with sweet,
warm breath, and bright,sunful smile,she
opened the wealth of her charms and

showered them upon the waiting suitors

of her loveliness,
and we did hate to part
with her when she ‘showed “herself so

grateful,

and

we

gave

ourselves

up in

full abandonment to her. parting endearments. © As the ** fast express” flew nlong
the level rails, and mile after mile passed
in swift review, we could’ see

her gentle

ways. Here, lifting up the young grass
spires, and bringing the green’ blood to
their tips; here, touching the buds with
loving caress, until they blushed red with
Joy ; yonder, kissing the arbutus, trailing
low by the woodsides,
with the soft pressure;

upon the crocus

beds

till it erimsoned
breathing there

till each

lifted its

last name, the delusion is complete,

we

conclude to put up for the night at the
new ‘‘eternal city.” What genius named
so. many of these New York towns from
classic parentage until one finds himself
ali of a wonder if the Mediterranean ¢ities
have,in the strange eventualities of trans-

migration,sprung up anew in these young
forms? We eould not find any Tiber; the
Seven Hills were not in sight; the
Forum and the Temple were wanting ; the
Subura, alas, was present without much

change.

Well, Rome in New York is a

pretty little city, even if it has an ambitious name, and the people are steady,
conservative and settled. Two ‘“ arousements” on the temperance

question

were

the order of the Sabbath and we tried to
do what we could towards that end.
There was also an “ arousement” on the
odd ‘community which has its being in
this countv.
:
THE

consists now

ONEIDA

COMMUNITY

of about 200 persons,

upon the communistio plan.

They

united

hold

all property in common, and no individu-

al owns anything.

They all

live in a

‘¢ big house" and eat at a common

table.

They own find lands, have silk and other
factories and are reputed very prosperous. They keep up their ‘own schools,
and good ones, we are told. Lots of people in summer go up to have dinner at
their “big house,” and those dinners

are famed far and wide.

They have the

women in common as well ; no man

has,

from members who do not

our limits.

ed by Rev. J. T. Ward,.

within

of

Georgiaville,

from James 1 : 14, was thounghtful and
suggestive, The theme was the removal
of temptation.
Rev. B. D. Peck preaches
‘the Conference sermon next year, An
appropriate resolution, respecting the
death of Rev. M. W. Burlingame, was
adopted.
On Wednesday, the day of the meeting
of the Association, delegates and visitors
came in large numbers.
The Association
was promptly organized with the choice
of Rev. A. L. Gerrish as Moderator.
Much business was transacted in a short

time.

About eigity delegates were in at-

tendance from twenty-one
ty-five
churches.
From

of the twentwenty-three

churches letters were received,

from

a verbal report and

remaining

from

the

one

church a report has been since received.
The intelligence was generally of a hopeful character. Though the past year has
been a sort of an off one, there are report-

ed 137 additions by baptism
letter.

and 59 by

There has been a gain

the members, the tutal number

of 56

in

statistics was fairly

successful.

The

ti-

Pawtucket, and the subject of the Annual

Association sermon, to be preached by
Rev. J. M, Brewster, will be ‘The history of Free Baptists in Rhode Island and
vicinity,”—a fitting theme for the Centennial year of the denomination. Will not
other bodies take a similar course?
The sermons and addresses co tained
features of interest.
The annual sermon,
by Rev. A. Given, from the text ** Watch-

wan, what of the night?” was well prepared, abounded in tacts and was admirably adapted to follow the reading of the

letters from the churches.” The ante-commuuion serinon by Rey, G. J, Abbot was

just sch an one as would have been éxpected from the man. Rev. B. D. Peck
spoke bold and earnest words on the subject
of temperance, Rev. E. N. Fernald,whom

we were glad to welcome, presented forcibly intelligent views of benevolent work.
ev. J. D. Veney, whom everybody ought
to hear, told the story of the wants of the
colored people of the South so touchingly
that many eyes were moistened. All
who had parts assigned them responded,
but one or two were virtually crowded
out. Rev. G. S. Ricker and Mrs. Fenner
brought congratulations and greetings
Q.

M.

and

the

y Western R. I. Q. M., respectively.
The Communion service, conducted by
Revs. A. Lovejoy and A. Given, was
largely attended and impressive.
The ladies held two missionary meetings. One of these was for business and
the other was a public service. In the
first of these meetings, it appeared that
the work undertaken one year ago had
been

successfully

carried

forward," and

that the sum required for the passage of
Miss Hattie Phillips was nearly all raised,
also three-fourths of her salary, though
one year from the time when her salary
commenced has nor expired. The public
service was one of the best.

. The Sunday-school meeting, was the
largest of all,and a little more time would
have rendered it a grand success.
So the meeting of our

Association,

or

as some one calls it ‘‘the reunion of a
great family,” was an occasion of rejoicing and inspiration, Held on historic
ground, at this beautiful = season, and

is

it will linger.~—J. M, B,

fragrant

was

over, Lamb

memories of

a sublime destipy inviting
race, but the individual.
“It

not

isin the sentiment of

only
:

the
!

* Obermann

Once More’ that we recognizeya noble ex-

his

pression of what we have regarded as the

‘‘ But where

third and final stage in the religious prog-

reminded

friend of their agreement..

to see me home, and I hold you to the bar-

ress of thoughtful

minds.

but to take a hackney

hoped for only when, through all its uncertainties, the soul has remained true to

to

Is-

lington where he had a vague notion that
Lamb resided, and trust to inquiry to discover his house.
This he accomplished,
but only after some hours

had

been

come of it.

* Pawned,”

was

the

reply.

He had actually pawned the watch, finding it a useless encumbrance.
3. On one occasion Lamb arrived at
the office at the

usual

hour, but

omitted

to sign the attendance book. About midday he suddenly paused in his work, and
slapping his forehead as though illuminated by returning recollection, exclaimed loudly: “Lamb! Lamb! I have it;”
and rushing to the attendance book in-

terpolated his name.
4. On another occasion Lamb was observed to enter the office hastily and in an
excitell manner, assumed no doubt for
the occasion, and’to leave by an opposite
door. He appeared no more that day.
He stated the next morning in explanation, that as he was passing through
Leadenhall Market on his way to the
office he accidentally trod on a butchers
heel. «I apologized,”
said Lamb, to
the butcher, but the latter retorted: < Yes;

but your excuses won't

heel,

and

me,”

cure

said

my

broken

be, seizing

his

knife, ¢ I'll have it out of you.” Lamb
fled from the butcher, and in dread of his
pursuit dared not remain for the rest of
the duy at the India House. This story
was accepted as a humorous excuse
taking a holiday without leave.

for

5. An unpopular head of a department
came to Lamb one day and inquired,
Pray,

Mr.

Lamb,

what

are you

about ?”

¢* Forty, next birthday,” said Lamb.
‘I
don't like your answer,” said his chief.
*¢ Nor I vour question,” was Lamb's reply.~—Maecmzillan’s Magazine.
:
Ooo

MATTHEW ARNOLD'S POETRY.
ITS

RELIGIOUS

the ultima&te tnspeakable

ASPECT.

Mr. George S. Merriam contributes to
the June Scribner a study of Matthew
Arnold's verse,in so fa r as it is represent-

trust is to

be

its convictions of moral right.”

MISSION WORK.

thus

spent, during which Lamb dryly and persistently refused to give the slightest clue
or information in aid of his companion.
2. Lamb was one of the most punctual
of men, although he never carried a watch.
A friend, observing the absence of this
usual adjunct of a business man’s attire, presented him with anew gold watch, which
he accepted and carried for one day only.
A colleague asked Lamb what had be-

always more

CONDUCTED BY REV, G. C. WATERMAN.
THE RIGHT SPIRIT.

Some months since one of the officers of
the Education Society received a letter
from a young man who was at one time a
beneficiary cf the Society, but whom: circumstances over which he had no control
had thus far prevented from entering the
ministry. He wanted to ascertain the
amount of his indebtedness to the Society,
for so he regardedit, and proposed to replace the money in the Society’s treasury.

It is to be feared that the case is exceptional. - He is not the only one

who after

having received aid from the Society, has
failed to enter the ministry; he may not
be the only one who has expressed a
willingness or a desire, to return the
money expended by the Society in his
behalf, but such instances are too rare.
The rule seems to have been for those

who have enjoyed the privileges

of in-

struction, at the expense of the Society,
und who, forfany reason have not entered
the ministry,

to make

such

roo

school as they might see fit or have opportunity to do, and inno way to recog-

nize their obligafion to the Society. It is
manifestly proper that one who,believing,
or fancying, himself called to the work of
the Christian ministry, accepts aid provided for such persons, and afterwards
finds that he was

mistaken,

should

hold

himself indebtedto the source of his help
for all aid received. He has accepted
money provided for a definite class, to

which he did not in reality

belong.

was

supposed. it

not for him, though

he

It

CORRESPONDENCE.

- WasHINGTON,

D. C., May 23, 1879.

AN ECHO OF THE SLAVE WHIP'S CRACK.
1'here

are

some

fifty colored

churches

of

various denominations in New Orleans, La.
The following is the effect of a recent order

issued by the authorities of that city:
:
“Commanding officers [of Police statipns] are
hereby instructed to notify the preachers of
the various colored churches, that services,
whenever held, must terminate at 10, Pp. Mm.
Under no circumstances will they be allowed
to hold services after that hour. Afidavits
mustbe made against preachers violating this
order, for disturbing the peace.” Signed by
g
the Chief of Police.
Mark the words “ must” and ‘under ng
And yet the constitution of
circumstances.”
the U. S. prohibits all laws, ‘respecting an
established religion, or interfering with the.
free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom
the
of .
of speech or of the press, or the right

‘

people peaceably to assemble.”

Here is a direct violation of the laws of the
petty official of a southern . city
A
land.
dictating to a religious congregation, at what
time they shall cease their worship of the
That the order only refers
Ruler of Nations!
to the colored churches is the reverberation of
the bloodhound's cry on the track of the flee-

‘be protecfd in

ing fugitive, who should now

his rights as freeman and an American citizen.
This prevalent malignant spirit of injustice
toward the colored people on the part of the

representative

southern

worst

classes, is the

feature in contemplating this southern question.
The rising generation fulfills the wicked prejudices of the past: Christianity is attempting
and expecting the regeneration of mankind;
but hope ceases to smile, at the thought of the

obliteration of this deadly hatred of a race.

use of their

knowledge and the discipline gained in

interesting.

- WASHINGTON

serene trust which comes,under whatever
form of intellectual belief, after the sea#on.of doubt and dread which succeeds to
the first elated sense of liberation.
But

coach, drive

Will the clerks of the several Yearly
Meetings promptly report the sessions as
soon as ‘held?
Seasonable reports are

It is the

gain.” His friend, not liking to leave
Lamb to find his way alone, had no choice

of whom

ble to appear in the Minutes, showing the
facts gathered, will tell a story of noble
service rendered.
No change was made in the officers for
the ensuing year, and the Clerk, who has
now served longer than any one in this
capacity in the history of the body, and
the Treasurer were re-elected for three
years. The next session will be held at

from the Massachusetts

Lamb, at the solicitation of a city

do you live ?” asked the latter. ¢* That's
your affair,” said Lamb, ¢ you undertook

is now 3262. It has never been so large.
The attempt made to procure financial

nobly ; entertained,

for thrift, economy, prosperity,

reside

The Annual sermon, preach-

or knows his own wife and no child has
or knows his own father or mother: They
are brought up in a common nursery and
belong to the community.
This people
moted

senseof a spiritual me®ning in life, and

acquaintance, was induced to go to a public dinner, but stipulated that the latter
was to see him safely home: When the

Wearing the white crown of the brave.

In truth, and in eternal worth,
We know them near, as with these blooms
We fondly dress their crumbling earth,
And keep in memory green the hour
Their spirits won immortgl birth.

NEW STORIES ABOUT LAMB.

and nothing is said we believe against
their morals outside of themselves. But
they have no home, or home life, no marriage, or marringe ceremony.
This is
envugh to condemn them in the eyes of

1.

NO. 22

DANIEL

A

point

WEBSTER

was' made

ON THE

some

UNION.

weeks

age

by

Democratic Senators,that the ‘ great expounder” called this union a “ Confederation” of

the States, subsequently modified to“ a compact” between the States, and it remained for
a northern
Democrat
and
New
England
Senator (Mr. Eaton, of Conn.)
to thrust himself forward as a champion of *¢ States rights.”
Mr. Blaine, on. Monday, antagenized this
statement. The House was not in session
(baving adjourned over to Tuesday), and most
of the members were present.
It was a
splendid and inspiring audience, and many of
the foreign
representatives
occupied
the
Diplomatic gallery.

The

Senator = from Maine contended

that

was. The brother in question has shown
a still more acute sense of justice in the
matter, for he has not abandoned his
purpose of entering tbe ministry, but,
having been delayed in doing so, beyond

Daniel Webster would now, as he intended.
then, uphold the theory that this.union was ws.
Government founded on the will of the peo-ple, the whole people, and not established on.
the States that enter into it; the constitution .
repudiated the
latter proposition in its pre- .

his

amble.

expectation,

desires

to

re-imburse

the Society for its help to him., Conscience is a good thing and nowhere
more in place than in determining the duty of the Christian ministry in pecuniary
matters. Now let it not be supposed that
we would demand of every such person

That beautiful

sentiment uttered

at

Gettysburg expressed it finely : ‘That this Government ofthe people.by the people,for the pec
ple,shall not perish from the earth.”He held up
a book written by Alexander H. Stephens, who
had named it ¢ the War between
the States ,”
but Mr. Blaine said its proper title should be
the history of ¢ the rebellion against the United States.” He then proceeded to deliverascaihing review of its teachings and quoted some

ative of *“ the unanswered
questionings
which make the tragedy of the intellectual
who might fail to carry out his purpose in
life of this age.” In summing up Mr.
regard to the ministry, that he should re- of the absurdities that are taught seuthern
Arnold's position, he says:
Le
turn the money expended by the Society
“We have said that in Mr. Arnold's for him. - Every case must be judged up- children, such an arithmetical problem, takenfrom a southern work, as the following for a
poetry and prose there are traceable a on its own merits, but it is plain that sample: “If ten cowardly yankees have to
strongly marked
unity and a steady young men having received help from the run, knowing that the confederates were fo'growth. The sentiment ‘that links the | Society and then having left the proposed lowing them, how long would it be before they
:
poetry to the prose is found in this clos- work of the ministry for other professions were overtaken?” etc.
Principles intensely hostile to the Government
ing poem, in which the author is bidden or pursuits, should not ignore the fact
are inculcated and odious comparisons made
by the sympathetic spivit of Obermann to
that they have been educated, in part, by between the two sections of the ccuntry.
give his remaining strength to help attain
funds designed for another purpose, and Sharp passages occurred between this donglhty
this end :
that it is no more than right that they leader und a number of Democratic Senators.
¢ One common wave of thought and joy,
should make suitable returns for such as- The Maine Senator often glows witha refieetLifting mankind again.’
sistance, The Society can do but little at ed light, and it surely happens, when Be is
“t The prose writings of his later years
are an attempt in this direction.
Without

discussing the soundness of
tations of the

point

his interpre-

Bible, it is enough

out that

he

here to

finds in religion the

great hope of the .human race, and that
his cotiception of religion lays supreme
stress
duced

on conduct and
to an intellectual

character.
Reform, his later

creed might not seem greatly to differ
from his earlier one. But the spirit and
temper are different. Instead of isolation,
there is the effort to serve. There is the
recognition that Christ had the secret oflife ; the perception that the deepest truth
embodied in Christis untouched by all
the new discoveries of thought ;the sense
that joy and peace are not a lost treasure
of the ancient world. There is the consciousness

that

moral

fidelity

finds

its

true completion in brotherly love and unfearing trust and broadening hope.
“The ‘new and larger life breaking
upon the world, like the sunrise upon the
Alps, is not to be measured by Mr.
Arnold's creed, or by any creed, new or
old. Fashion our theories and doctrines
as wisely as we can, they very imperfectly express the great realities, of which we
‘may have
a living consciousness deeper
than all our speculations. The ¢ common
wave of theught and joy,’ whose uplift is
felt by brave hearts,

is much

more

than

a new interpretation of history or religious philosophy. It includes all the
great onward movement of mankind,—
mixed,

it

pulsating

is

-now

new elation.
articulate

true,

and

with

new

yet

intensity

and

classes

and

reforms,

all

To it belong dll the half-

aspirations

nationalities,

fluctuating,

all

of

social

strenuous and successful study of nature,
all resolute inquiry into
distinctively
religious truth. To this same onward
movement especially belongs the swiftly
growing perception that religion centers
in character.’ And out of this perception
and crowning it, comes the reviving

best, and it is all the more important

that

none of ‘its disbursements should be diverted into improper channels. Let us
all be honest with one

the Society that has

another, and

helped

with

so many

of

‘our noblest men,
THE HEALTH OF OUR' WORKERS ABROAD.
At the last accounts (Apr. 8.), Rev.
Jeremiah Phillips had left his work at
Dantoon, in charge of his daughter Julia,
and had gone, with #is wife, to Midnapore that he might receive the constant
care

of his

son, Dr. J. I.. Phillips.

1Itis

hoped that his sufferings may be relieved
and, perhaps, by some change of air he
may be, at least partially, restored :to
health again.
Dr. J. L. Phillips finds
that the climate of India lacks

the

tonic

properties of the bracing air in which he
spent his time in this country,

but hopes

to get acclimated again soon.
He expected to open the Bible School about the
first of May with a dozen or more good
scholars. He had many applications for
places but was taking only the best. The
new members of the force seem likely to
get hardened to the climate without injury, and are getting on with the language
as rapidly as could be expected.
The
Society needs as much as ever prayers,
sympathy and money.

We

have

enough

of all and can bestow liberally if we will.
Let us not fail in any particular.
Education

Society.

INSTALLMENT

A large number of installments

on

the

notes given to the Education Society are
now due. The money is greatly needed
for the next disbursement before the close
of present

term.

Will

have given these notes

not

those

forward

made

who

what “is

due on them without furfher notice,
the Society may be able to meet

pledges it has
them ?
4 May 24.

interrupted and questioned,
that thén his
brightest scintillations are emitted and his
brilliant abilities shine with
the
greatest

luster,
THE

.
LEGISLATIVE

BILL

AND

:
ITS

WRITERS.

Debate on this bill closed last Tuesday and a
vote on the political sections was reached at 4,
P. M. . Senator Edmunds pffered 4 amendments
in succession, striking-out the clause repealing’
the ** test oath,” the paragraph establishing the
drawing of U. 8. Jurors, that relating to the
appointment
of Deputy Marshalls and supervisors of elections, and the article repealing

section 5622 (Revised

statutes) for the protec

tion of such Marshalls, etc., in their duties.
They were all rejected by the usual party votes.
The bill was then read three times and passed,
. 37T=—27—(12 Senators paired).
Senator McDonald during the day introduced
a bill that cun be considered the Democratic
ultimatum and another
plan of operations.
The Legislative hill with its riders will go to.

the President this week, and of course a third
veto is expected, probably on Monday.
Then
the two long-delayed appropriation bills will.
be passed in the shape they should have been.
last session, = althpugh it is surmised and:

whispered that the Democrats hgve vicious designs regarding the army bill. - After this, the
MeDonald bill will be pushed through and both
houses adjourn—with either a reply'to the
President'or an address tothe countrv. The
above bill is designed to meet all objections
relative to the military on election days; but it
is ingeniously worded, andthe design of State
supremacy is palpably evident.
The closing
section is emphatically dangerous: it repeals
all laws heretofore passed by Congress regulating the manner of Congressional elections.
The House for a number of days, has been
dallying with a dangerous findncial measure

known as the ** Warner Silver Bill.” Somewhat non-partizan, it is yet inimical to honest

NOTES.

that
the

on the strength of
E. N. FERNALD.

.

business interests, conceived for the benefit of
capitalists and to thé detriment of fair dealings
between man and man. Two
or three solid
blows have heen given it in the shape of a-

mendments by Republicans and the friends of
good money, and if it is passed, it will be in a

more moderate and satisfactory shape thun its

inception.
The free coinage section was defeated,the principal point of contention being
whether the profits in coining transactions shal}
accrue to the Government or go to the interests
of capitalists and
bullionists,” so-called,
;
ELLIOTT.

.
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Ss.

Sabbath - School Lesson.--June 8.
QUESTIONS

AND

BONES.

DRY

OF

VALLEY

™M .
TT.
WwW.
T.
F.
Ss.

PE
tr

with the¢ raw

GOLDEN

er the appointed verses as many times as
she has scholars.
« Now I am Nellie,” she reminds her-

* It is the spirit that quick-

TEXT:

nothing; the words

eneth ; the flesh profiteth

+.

and

that I speak unto you, they are spirit,

they are life.’ —John 6:63.

kinds, bad

uring the girl as she sits inthe class with
uncomprehending
good-humored,
her

Notes and Hints.

smile,

“ The hand of the Lord.” «‘ Hand" is
here used as a figure for the power of the
Lord. ¢ Carried me out in the Spirit.”
That is, this scene was a vision:
The
prophet was, as it were,

carried

into

valley, not that he was literally

a

carried.

< In the midst of the valley.” The word
could as well have been translated plain.
No specific valley or plain is meant.
‘¢ Full of bones.” *¢ These bones are the
whole house of Israel; behold, they say,
our bones are dried and our hope is lost.”
Verse 11.
‘ In the open valley.”
Lying on the
ground, exposed to sunaad rain. “Very

-d¥y.”

This is a rhetorical statement, de-

signed to strengthen the feeling of the
impossibility of any resurrection of the
* bones.

;

“ Son of man.”

A favorite title of Eze-

kiel, applied to himself in this prophecy
nearly a hundred times. Our Lord also
chose this title to designate his own character; as if he were ever conscious of the

humility of his incarnation.
~~“ Prophesy upon these bones.” God first
showed Ezekiel the utter impossibility,by
finite power, of restoring the dead;
then, led him to the higher truth, that
* with God all things are possible.” Here
is a principle of educating often employed by God. Men first see their impo-

tenee; then

look —up—to— his strength:

‘ Prophesy” here means to speak
vine authority.

“ Hear the word of the

by ai-

We

must keep the meaning of ‘this vision in
mind. The bones were the house of Israel; their dryness, the hopeless state of
Israel in their captivity; the address to
the bones,an appeal to the nation of captives to hear what God would do for
them,
¢ Twill cause breath to enter into you.”
This means no more than,

I

will

re-ani-

mate you. ‘‘Willlay sinews upon you.”
These separate details of the process of
- clothing the bones with flesh and form,
give vividness tu the picture; but they
teach that every necessary step will be
taken for the recovery of Israel.

« Ye shall know that I am the Lord.”
Israel never knew, uniil after the captivity, that Jehovah alone was God.

Idola-

try for centuries had been its

chronic

#ault. So now we, by hard experiences,
ape often brought to fear God.
Priceless
»to any man is the knowledge that God is
the Lord. The great aim of the Sab«bath-school is to impart this truth.
#¢ There was
a noise.”
The literal
“meaning of the Hebrew here is ‘ voice.”
Hence, some think that the voice of God
was heard, which caused what follows to
take place. Others regard the meaning
‘to be just what our version gives it, the

noise of the movement of the
.obediexce to the command.
*¢ No breath in them.”
saw the bodily forms

The

restored,

bones

in

prophet
but

they

were without life.
Breath is here used
as if it were the life, because life ceases
when the breath ceases.

“ Prophesy unto the wind.”

The He-

brew word here means ¢ wind,” ¢ air,”
+¢ breath,” ¢“ soul,” ¢¢ spirit.’
From this

fact some men reason that there is no dif-

ference between spirit and air or breath.
In early ages men borrowed thelanguage
of material things, to express their ideas

of immaterial things. . They" borrowed on
some principle of likeness between the
two objects. Hence, the unseen, omni‘present (God was called by the same name
as the air.
As the mind left the body

with the breath the mind
the same name

ancients

as

breath.

had far less

was called by
Besides,

knowledge

the

from

above thanthose under the gospel,
« Upon these slain.”

The. Bones which

Ezekiel saw were those of a slaughtered
army,and
Chaldeans
came into
mortality

may represent those’slain by the
in their victories. ‘The breath
them.” The question of the imof the soul which we are inclined

10 connect

make of this lesson.” Slowly and carefully shereads the words, construing them

with these statements does not

seem to have been considered by Ezekiel.
: He simply tells what could he seen and
heard in the case supposed.
Probably
the doctrine of immortality, like that of
regeneration, was not as clear to him as

every-

with the utmost literalness, noting

stumbling-block,
peculiar circumevery help that
text to svit her

thing that may prove a
bearing in mind Nellie’s
stances, and looking for
can be drawn from the

habit by their example, and children hear

needs. _

- Every question that Nellie would natu-

the expressions they use, and repeat
them, and sometimes acquire this bad

rally ask, with ewgrything that required
explanation for her, is now written out in
full on the paper bearing her name.

Then she reads it over for Patty.

habit before they understand the evil of

it.

foriier?”

=

7%

:

>

Now the teacher brightens as she reads
Louise,

for

of God to raise the dead.

(2) It shows

‘that God can do all things that he wills to

do. (3) It teaches that w2 should dlways
turn from our weakness io his power

help.

for

(4) It suggests that God is able to

Those

day

Lords

the

misuse

who

| tend this, but just so far as the conduct is
wrong, the influence is bad.

they

of religion exert

all study, are all interested and anxious
to learn the truth ; their degree of culture
is about the

same,

and

study their diverse

she

has

and

life surroundings,—Kate,
hot-headed,
frank and sound,
with a houseful
of
brothers and sisters; Hattie, with her
anxious, self-distrustful nature, seeking
to earn God's favor by some sacrifice of

influence

when

temper, and say things which they

ought

not tu say, and when they

atten-

neglect

tion to ordinary religious duties.
Some professors of religion exert a bad
influence by drinking intoxicating drinks.
Of course, they do not drink enough to
bring them under its power. Noone ever
saw them intoxicated. But others nct so
careful as they are, are influenced by
what they do, and fiad in -their practice

her own, living a lonely, uncongenial
life; and Louise, with nice perceptions,
but indolent mentally, gently stubborn,
and, unknown to herself,

a bad

Professors

they are light, vain and careless in their
conversation, when they yield to a hasty

only to

temperaments

of so jealous a

disposition that much tact is requiredin
hen teacher to avoid jars and heart-burnings. But the six papers are finally prepared and laid away to cool.

an excuse for themselves,
drink to excess, and injure

Through the week, in snatches of time,

and
these
themselves

further

delay,
and receive salvation through
Jesus Christ ; that thus they may begin to
influence others for good. And let those
who are Christians, see to it that they
« gease to do evil, and learn to do well;
that they deny themselves, ¢* abstain
from all appearance of evil,” and follow
Jesus Christ in all things, that their in.
fluence upon others may be good, always
good, and only good.

stumbled,

with

through
window
against
woman
It

a well-poised

It was ev-

mind.

Proud,

after this, the comamentaries

are

ence

may

opened,

by

neglecting

to

exercise

think that their children should be

-when new questions go down on the paers.
I have not stated that she asks God's
blessing while stadying the lesson; I have
also omitted to add that she breathes.—
Ella A. Drinkwater, in S. S. Times.

allow-

ed to do as they please. Or they may be
easy and indulgent in their disposition,
and not disposed to do or say anything
that may cause unpleasantness.
Either
way, they not only allow bad habits to
| grow strong in their own children,but they

———r

also place obstacles in the way of other

FOREIGN SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.
There is
parents, who are
another
circumstance
connected with
children aright.
what seem to be now the tendencies of |

the Continent, that

helps to make

the

présent a favorable opportunity for the
foreign Sunday-schools ; and it was thus
alluded to by Dr. Heory C. Potter in a
timely and outspoken
sermon on the
American Sunday :
¢ It is,” he said, ¢“ one of the most remarkable facts of our time that those old

nations, from whom some of us propose
to borrow, our habit of disregard for the
Lord's day, are striving at this very moment, with most impressive earnestness,
to restore the earlier sacredness of the
day. In Germdhy, in Switzerland, and
in France, there are already organizations

and thoughtful men who are seeking to
banish the Continental Sunday.”
Thus the condition”of Europe seems to
favor the plan of dotting the globe with
Sunday-schools, where the

children will

be taught by their own friends to read
the Bible, to learn religious toleration and
good-will towards men, and to exercise
an intelligent’ and manly independence.
— Chris. Union.
os

ToE Reserve.
In the average Sunday-school there is apt to be one or more
‘of these

latent Christians, with ‘a moder-

ately brilliant light under a very dark
bushel. Reader, is it you? Are you willing toattempt the reformation of your
school? No matter if you are not the superintendent.
Perhaps your influence
will be greater if you are not. If you are
ready for this work, go to Jesus first in
prayer, and consecrate yourself anew to
his work, and then look about

you’

to see

to succeed.

Set the scholars to work in

finding new scholars,

and

give

rewards

for punctual attendance and well learned
lessons. Make your school enthusiastic,
and you have made it a model one.—W.
H. Bishop.

trying

to

train

their
Sars
But while;many persons are ‘exerting a

heart

tender

mercy,

the

for still

she thought,

‘this

forgiven, The soul that still persists in
wrong doing has no claim on the mercies
of the Father.”
. Blessed, timely words! Like a ray of
light from the throne above, they came to
the tortured heart of Mrs. Alton, bidding
her again look up with the blessed assurance of Divine pardon, remembering
that God never requires his children to
forgive where proffered forgiveness would
be treated with scorn and contempt.
With this new state of feeling—this
heaven-boin trust, there came a willingness—nay, a longing to forgive, if the

wrong-doer
fault.

would

only repent ‘of bis

Would our God require more?
ER

TWO

Nl

QUESTIONS
BY

D.D.

CONSIDERED.
T.

1. Did Noah sin in becoming
ed?

What

is sin?

the law ;” but

intoxicat-

¢‘ The transgression
“where no law

of

is there is

no transgression.”
Let us look into this case of Noah in the
of reason

enlight-

Jaw

written upon

men's

conscience, ‘could

not teach the patriarch the effect of drinking grape-juice after it had fermented.
For aught we

sis-

That sis-

deserted for a fairer face, when ten

years

of faithful, wifely devotion had robbed
her cheeks of the beauty of youth. Sad-

ages, is,. in our circumstanceé, wrong;
how does it follow that Noah, in his far
different
gircumstances,
should
have

by whomsoever performed, is goed in

its

Father

influence upon others. Such are acts of
benevolence, or of attention to religious
exercises. The doer may be influenced
by wrong motives, and may thus fail to
receive any personal benefit from what
Ee does ; but his motives being unknown
to others,
his influence upon them,
in these respects, will be good.
And every intelligent and consistent
Christian is exerting a good influence

to her

precise and particular.
that he might do some

will not

him

They
things

too

may say
which he

do, and yet not step far

out

of the way.
But if he acts intelligently, and in the fear of God, his influ‘ence must be

good,

and

he

will

exert

a power in favor of true religion, of consistent conduct, and in opposition to the
spiritof worldliness which is so preva.
lent. And this influence will be exerted
when heis not aware of it.
He may

think that he occupies so humble a - position, that no one takes any notice of him.
Or, if he occupies a prominent position,
he may find that his influence was exerted at times, when he was not thinking of
it. 'Iknow a minister who asked one of
his people about the means of her con-

forgive
with

anger,

do

bever-

that a large number are exerting a good
influence. Every good and proper act,

think

unrestrained

opportunities,

thought it Wrong for him freely to drink

may

of

mournful

know, that for us to use alcoholic

the juice of the grape? What did he know
about alcohol >—what about fermentation, before his experiment? And who
told him that he had committed an error?
Perhaps, now, enlightened by his ex-

Many

sin

large and

fol

upon others.

own

few hours, would be wrong? Somebody
must have experimented, in order to
find out that it would intoxicate. And
did the first experimenter sin
when
ignorantly making the experiment? And
how could such a man know anything
about
intoxication
beforehand?
And
how, after the fermented grape juice had
80 unexpectedly affected Noah,—if he was
the first inebriate,—should: he know that
there was anything very bad in being put
into that condition for a while? Because
we, with the Bible in hand, with our

lowed.
After that, the words of our
Sagiour,‘‘ But if ye forgive
not men
their
trespasses,
neither
will your

bad influence, it is cause for thankfulness,

your trespasses,”

crushing

came

weight, "and

she

feil that unless she fully forgave this man
the foul wrong he had done, she could
not hope for God's forgiveness of her
sing. Feeling thus, she dared not utter
our Lord's prayer. Day and night she
thought, prayed,and struggled to forgive,
and still felt more and more how powerless was her heart to obey her bidding.
Thus the words of her pastor seemed
to her “a thrust sent from heaven to

awaken her anew to the duty which
loomed up so darkly before her.s Long
she sat by the open window, praying,
resolving, and fearing.
At length) with
aching head, and tearless eyes whose
shadowy depths told all too plainly of
the heart's anguish, Mrs. Alton retired.

There was not much sleep for her. wim
~ Alas, that there should be hours in tife

than usual. How

effect ?

i

3

2. Was Mary

x

Magdalene,

before

conversion, a vicious woman ?

the soul's eye clearer, the trust in the
boundless love firmer, there would be no

there, elsewhere, authentic

to walk.

Were

such hours.
The next day was the Sabbath. Almost

Why should

it be

assumed

her

that she

was ? The Scripture does not so state,
nor give any intimation of the kind. Is
evidence that

she was other than a virtuous woman ?
The fact that she had been a sad sufferer
from a tremendous evil,

somewhat

com-

* Do thou preach, and let God convert

preacher, or he is not a true preacher.”

“Three things preserve the church.
faithful teaching, diligent prayer, ang
patient suffering.”
‘ The Word of God must be preached
in its purity.”
* In order that

a man may

lift up

his

haye

not

head toward heaven, he must find nothing
on earth whereon tu lean it.”
** Be not double-tongued and
two hearts.”
good

‘A

compress

be able to

must

preacher

a sermon

into

two

or three

words, and also out of one flowerto make
3
a whole meadow ”
* Form

your

jndgment

not

from

warfare, and Ministers
must {ead the army."

of

the
:

Word
y

“I earnestly entreat you to contemplate
simple sayings, and narratives recorded
in the Bible.”
“Three properties belong toa good
prayer: first, the laying hold upon the
promise;

second,

an

anxious

feeling

concerning what is asked for; third,
thankfulness and confession. The prayer
also should be diligent, increasing, untiring, ever withstanding suspicion, unbelief and despair.”

who has

is the best Christian

most love; after that he who has most
:
faith.”
- * Knowledge without works is like a
tree without fruit.”
** To stand still is to go back.”
‘¢ A preacher of the gospel is neither a
nor of

servant of the coart

peasant,

the

but a servant of God, and his message is
for both lords and peasants.”
“If a great damage is to be done fo the

by young people

devil, it must be done

growing in the nurture and admonition of
the Lord.”
‘* To work is our business.”
* Be ever the enemy of sin and yet the
friend of sinners.”
+4

De

w—

THE JEWS.
The dread which the Jews are awakening in Eastern Europe almost equals the
dread felt for them in Western Europe
six hundred years ago,

and

is

based

allowing - them the

equal * rights which

were secured by the Treaty of Berlin, is
the certainty entertained by Roumanians
and Servians that they would gradually
oust the peasantry
till they possess the
whole land. In Hungary, itis asserted,
oven in Reuter’s telegrams, that they

have purchased so
make an alteration

many estates as (0
inthe Constitution

needful, and in Germany literature is full
of the success of the Jews in ousting the
ancient families. Their remarkable success in polities, and instinct for acquiring
pecuniary control of the Press, are observed in all free countries,

and

recently

called forth pamphlets, and even books,
penetrated with a most energetic hate.
Considering that a hundred years ago

the Jews were a despised caste, their rise
into a dreaded order has been singularly
rapid,—too rapid, we imagine, for them
te be perfectly safe in their new position.
The explanation of their success is, we
presume, that their peculiar capacity exactly suits the conditions of modern life,
and their best défense would be this,—
that in the country where they are most
perfectly free, France, they are least

hated or distrasted.

In England, their

conduct in reference to Turkey has undoubtedly profoundly modified the opinion
of all Liberals, and

will

effect

their:

|

HOW THE

APOSTLES DIED.

1. St. Peter was crucified in Rome, and,

at his own request, with his head downward.
:
2. Andrew was cruvified by being bound
to a cross with cords, on which he hung
two days, exhorting the people till he expired.
3. St. James the Great was beheaded,
by order of Herod, at Jerusalem.
4. St. James the Less was thrown from

a high pinnacle, then stoned,

and finally

killed with a fuller's club.
against a pillar.

led me to see that I was wrong, and
needed to change ‘my course, but I did

cording to her pastor’s own

as even the disciples did of the man born

by command of a harbarous king.

sick lodger),

said,

‘‘I

have

received

teaching, she

Engrossed by her
But when for-several weeks I the blessed Master.
lived in your house (in attendance on a thoughts, the self-condemned woman did
not notice that there

was

Christian conduct at home, that removed
the excuses I had held to, and led me to

the desk,

heard

receive Jesus Christ for my Saviour.”
But during these weeks, this’ minister

thoughts,

saw

never thought thathe

your

consistent

was being

ed, and had no idea of the special

ence he was exerting at this time.

watchinflu-

Have my readers ever thought sufficiently of the influence they are exerting
on others ? Have they kept.in mind that

5. St. Philip

was bound and hanged
4

6. St. Bartholomew was flayed to death

had no right to call herself a follower of blind, orof his parents; atleast they | 7. St. Matthew was killed with a hal-

not do it.

and

crime, although heathens might so judge ;

fu-

ture.— London Spectator.

as the islanders of Melita did of Paul, and

She

on

the same grounds.
They display a talent
for accumulation with which Christians
can not compete, and which tends to
make of them an ascendant caste. It is
gravely asserted in the Roumanian Parliament that the true difficulty in the way of

mon in those days, surelyis no proof of

benefit from your preaching, for that has

the

opjnion of the world, but from the Word.”
* The life of a Christian must be 3

mechanically, Mrs. Alton prepared herself and went to church. There could be
no message for her, she thought.
Ac-

version.

life

Souls.”
:
i
** The gain of souls must animate the.

from that time onward ; for we never

should he have known that such additional quantity would have so strange an

-

“He who seeks a ‘comfortable
should not be a teacher of religion”

hear of his being intoxicated afterwards.
And, if a man leaves off an indulgence,
which, in his ignorance, he considered
perfectly harmless, as soon as he finds
that Le was mistaken, should he be greatly blamed for what he did in the integrity
of his heart ? Perhaps Noah had drank
fermented grape juice fifty times, without
any perceptible intoxicating effect; only,
this time, he drank more

J

“There is no sermon that can improve

to continue the practice of using a drink
capable of producing such strange effects,
and so desisted, and became a ‘* leetotaller”

Jo J. HALL, 4 )

like a gospel sermon.”

perience, he judged that it was not proper

when the poor, wearied soul feels that
(od has set before them a path in which,
however hard they may try, itis im-

possible for their feet

SELRCTED BY HEV.

know, his was the first vine-

yard ever cultivated. If he had found
out that the expressed juice of the wild
ter, with all the trust and love of a girl- ‘grape was a pleasant beverage, and had
hood's purity, had given her life into the freely used it, at first, how should he
hands of a fair-seeming middle-aged man. know, except by experiment, that to parHad become his wife but to be scorned and take of this beverage, after it had stood a

ter who was dearer than self.

SAYINGS OF MARTIN LUTHER, FOR
* MINISTERS AND OTHERS,

“He

fn fin

The Moral Law was not, at that time
proclaimed.
Noah had no Bible. The

unless we obey his commands to the very
letter.”
:
Mrs. Alton had long been grieving and
praying over her inability to forgive ane
a

at

ened by Scripture.

* There is no use,” he had said, * in
calling ourselves the followers of Christ,

who had wronged nct herself, but

the

light of Scripture, and

er again to be its ‘‘ light and wealth,”
as Mrs. Alton had fondly called her in
the sunny days of yore.
;
. At first the old fiery, passionate spirit,
which had so long lain dormant in the
heart of the older sister, burst forth, and
in that moment of forgetfulness she almost felt like heaping curses on the head
of him who could thus basely break the
heart, and ruin the bright young life so
dear to her.
Then calmer moments—moments when
she could see the heinousness of her

gain from social intercourse with them.
After this individual labor, and only

she

a

saber-cut across an open wound.

proper

care over their children.
Perhaps they
have incorrect notions of liberty; and

which

were, to her over-burdened heart, like

>-*e

the proud, scornful heart that will not be

ident that heart and soul were in the petition of this crushed and broken spirit.
Her pastor had called that afternoon.

His was

trembled

forgiveness is not for me unless I forgive;
and how can I forgive the man who has
never for a moment been sorry for the
ruin he has wrought?"
But hark, what was he"saying? ** Right
here let me remark that even this tender,
merciful, forgiving God can not forgive

seems impossible, and yet I would forgive, Oh, for grace to forgive, even as I

would be forgiven by thee.”

upon

or even rest;

of fresh springing grass came up
the evening air, to the opefi
where Mrs. Alton leaned wearily
the casement.’
;
With a long-drawn sigh, the

help me!

Alton

upon the

above all others who most needed to fear
the vengeance of such a God. Then when
he dwelt

perfume

God,

eloquence

stranger been pointed to her as the one

mournfully through

O my

impassioned

re.

regret that truth

might

quired such a settlement of it.

is

long-suffering, the full and free forgivewess of this Father ubove, she was melted
to tears. Still they were not tears of joy,

the trees, while the faint, sweet

whispered, **

there

must séem before the eye of this just
Being. She would hardly have been surprised had the uplifted hand of the

MARILLA,

wailed

God

thought of what her own. sinful

ORGIVENESS.
The wind

our

setting the question to rest,

we

though

While the preacher dwelt

justice of God, Mrs.

a Sr
BY

* For with

forgiveness:”

dened, crushed, almost crazed, she had
come back to her childhood's home, nev-

and those dependent on them.
professors of religion exert a bad

icati

sides for,

her.
It was that one text over which she had

Other
influ-

references and parallel passages are looked up, while
additional questions and bits
of illustration are added to each paper,
i

——

When the stranger arose to speak, there

exert a bad influence. I speak notnow of strong, and conscious of the purity and
those who go gunning or fishing on the rectitude of his own life, he had little
Sabbath; but of those who remain at thought of stnoping to sympathize with
He pointed out
home, who do nothing very bad, but do the weak and erring,
the
right
path,
he
walked
in it himself—
r
not ‘* remembe the Sabbath day to keep
it holy ;” aud thus.influence others to the what need that he do more ? Let others
same course. The neglecter of religion walk as he did, and they would not reIie may be of quire that sympathy which was an elebad influence.
a s
exert
,
good morai character and may in vari- ment almost, if not wholly, wanting in his
es nature. Had it been otherwise, and his
So the questions of time and place, ev- ous ‘ways show respect to thie ordinanc
erything to assure her that the actors in of religion, and thus far, of course, his heart been overflowing with Christ-like
the lesson were real personages, with influence is good. . But while he neglects charity for the bruised ‘and sorrowing, be
likes avd dislikes, hopesand fears, pre- personal religion, others are influenced would never have dreamed of Mrs. Alton
cisely like her own, are written on Patty’s by him to neglect it also.- He may nev- as one who needed sympathy.
Had his
paper. Charlotte is the next for whom
opinion of her been asked, he would wno/
it must be read. Now Charlotte is a trial, er utter a word to show his disregard of
for under the stereotyped array of relig- God, but *¢ actions speak louder than doubt have answered, ‘* Her example is
Follow it, and you will
10us phrases which she regularly displays words,” and his continued neglect will a safe one.
each Sunday, there i$ an ignorance and lead others to continue in neglect.
never go astray.”
Thus, in discussing
carelessness that is appalling; and whatcertain church affairs that afternoon, he
s
a
exert
religion
of
professor
Some
ever the subject of the lesson may be, it
must point to some simple gospel truth bad influence. Of course they do not in- had unconsciously used words which

Pat-

what can be done.
¥ind some other
earnest Christian and talk the mattef over
to Paul.
with him. Constitute yoursel ves a work++ Exceeding great army.”
The multi- ing band and induce others to join it. Entudes that were revived corresponded to thusiasm is often as catching as the meathe number of Jews that were captives in sles, and the missionary measles is an ex‘Chaldea.
If God could raise from the cellent disease to have. Get the teachers.
and talk the matter over with
"dead this multitude, then unbelieving Is- | together
them, but be sure you make Christ your
raelcould see that God cquld do what guide and leader. . Faith and works are
was less, viz., restore them to their native both necessary to success in any good
work, but faith must come first, and withland.
Ha
shows to us, (1) the power | out it the Christian soldier can not hope

The lesson

1

—_

ty is a little brighter, and generally has a
knowledge of the literal meaning of the
lesson as an isolated fact; but she brings
no reason to bear upon it, and is utterly
bewildered with chronology, believing
that St. Paul was the first king of Israel,
that Noah’s ark was placed in the temple,
and has several other little myths about
the Bible that cause the class to bubble
over with amusement sometimes.

for Kate and Hattieand

Lord.”

will

she

what

see

*‘ and I must

Christians turn to God without

fact

a

is

it

and

good,

and

worthy to be kept in constant remembrance, that the same person may exert
both a bad and a good influence.
A large number of persons are exerting a bad influence on those around them.
"They may not intend it; but they do it.
All who are living irreligious lives do
this. Those who use profane language
do this. Perhaps they do it thoughtlessly. When spoken to about it, they admit
that it is wrong, but it has become a habit with them, and they continue the practice. And others are confirmed in the

self, beginning with the dullest, and pictEzekiel 81:1-10,

10

think they have but little influence,do really exert a great deal. Influence is of two

reads ov-

and

and cooking for the book),

=

a

his text,there was one heart that felt there
might, after all, be some message for

him, for the Bible says, ‘* None of us
liveth to himself;” and some of those who

pers and commentaries a sort of dressing

0

that we each give serious attention to this
matter, more attention than we have ever
before given. Let those who are not

they ought to do; and others give it as a
reason why they do things that are quesBut every
tionable in their character.
one exerts an induence upon those around

lesson pa-

consider

|

INFLUENCE.

ing to do what they might do, and what

some of the

(as

Bible”
it who

children call

3

was nothing unusual in: fice or form to
attract attention, but when "he gave out

Many persons think that they bave

down

sits

then

and

them,

scholar upon

1

tivesto action, are constantly infinencing
others for good ov evil ? It is important

influence upon others. Some of these
persons make this an excuse for neglect.

a number of slips
the name of each

next lesson.’ Taking
of paper, she writes

Valley of Dry Bones. Ezek. 37 11-10,
Creation of man. Gen. 2:1—7.
The power of Christ. John 5:17—30.
Resurrection of the dead, 1 Cor. 15:12-23.
The bodies raised. 1 Cor. 15 :35-—40.
Death destroyed. 1 Cor. 15:50—58.
Alive throu gh Christ. Rom. 6:1—18.

1

acts, words, and even thoughts, as incen-

BY W.H.

the

over

reading

in

FAL

@ommunieations.

Su

close of a session,

DAILY READINGS.
1

1

mence a new lesson is as soon as possible
after leaving the last lesson, she employs her first leisure time, after the

(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)
THE

tresses.

HOW A RURAL TEACHER PREPARES
HER LESSON.
Believing that the best time to, com-

J. A. HOWE.

PROF.

BY

NOTES

dis-

deliverance from all our

give us

ba

hy)

9.

prayer.

until she

‘Scarcely
Mrs.

a stranger
his

knowing

Alton

realized

in

voice

her

in

own
in

her

heart that the petitioner felt a real need
of the pardon he asked of God for himself
and others. His words were not as idle

. tales.

His was a human

heart, seeking

sympathy from the Divine being who
had once carried the burden of humani-

ty.

:

gh
seemed to have some leaning toward such berd.
8. St. Thomas, while at prayer, Was
a belief.
shot with a shower of lances, and after
It is remarkable how notions, adopted ward run through the body with a lance.
without proof, are handed down from
9. St. Simon was crucified.
or Judas, was cruelly
10. Thaddeus,
generation to generation, and received as
:
Eat
indisputable verities, with a most amiable’ pus to death.
11.
St.
Matthias;
tae
manner
of
his
docility; as ifi to doubt were
to be
death iy somewhat doubtful; one says
heterodox. If, however, any one will stoned, then beheaded ; another says he

prove
to us that Mary
before

her

conversion,

Magdalene
vicious,

was:

in

the

sense referred
to, we will accept the
proof with all the amiable docility we
can command,

and thank the person,

be-

was crucitied.

-

12. Judas Iscariot fell and his
gushed out.
13. St. John died a natural death.

bowels

~ 14. St. Paul was beheaded by order of

Nero.

|
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BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY.

THE APOSTLE

OF

IRELAND,

to the Christian as the history of the
We read of the rise and fall of
church.

empires, of kings, and of dynasties, but
"we do not generally feel that we are per-

affected;

but the

history of Christ is the history of our
King. His kingdom is the kingdom ‘to
which we profess to belong, and “volun.
tary ignorance of its past history, and

present.condition, proves

its

indifference

The history of the church is written

marshaled the hosts

of

In
Zion,

standard-bearers who have kept the banner of the cross flying in the face of its
foes, and advance guards who pushed
forward into the enemy's country.—
The
lives of these men are worthy au.

le to
hree
nake

They reveal to us the possibilities of our
nature under the influence of the spirit
of Christ. They show us how brave,
how unselfish and true, un human soul
.may be. They strengthen our: faith and

| the
rd.”
be a
Vord

inspire our hope, for they teach

us

what

‘great ends are accomplished, through the

good

strength of God, by means
insignificant and weak.
In
of articles, I purpose to bring
readers of the Star, some

| the

who, in that period which is denominated

plate

rded

eling

hird,
9
ayer
un1nbe» has
most

ike a

her a
sant,
re is
0 the

eople
on of

t the

aken8

the

rope
d

on

alent
tians
ds

to

It

is

arlia.

ay of
vhich
n, is
nians

nally
3 the
arted,
they
as 10

lution
s full

g the
suciring
re 0b-

ently
00ks,
hate.
3 ago
r rise
alarly
them
ition.
3, we
y.ex-

1 life,
his,—
most

Jeast
, their
As unpinion
ro fu-

e,and,
downbound

hung
he exaded,
1 from

inally

anged
death
a hal-

r, Was
afterlance.

ruelly
»f his
e says

ys

he.

yowels

ler of

both

say

the

richest and most ‘populous

countries

modern

with

Europe—covered

apparently
this ‘series
before the
of the men

me, and compelled me to give up my
country, my parents, and even my life,

ness, and there, where he had first tested

of also, if I might be thought

ca, and of which the slightest trace does
not remain.
We must figure to. ourselves these masses of somber and impenetrable woods, covering hill«. and
valleys, table-lands and marshy bottoms ;

a band

tangled

roots,

and

fallen trees, and inhabited by innumera-

of Europe at
palling than
nations, long
ded to their
regardless of
and

peace.

many

species

of all,

the

all his

Jives

dear

sail

for

Roman

empire, undermined

and

tottering from its own corruption, fell before them, and was trampled into fragments. These invasions or the northern

provin-

Druids

and

of Tara.

bards,

To

on

this place

tinguished, that to him.

would belong the
forever. Surely,
than they knew.
had so long held

aspect of the mission field, to which the
church was invited, and we shall see that

rapidity.

him

passed

895,

that were perishing in heathen darkness.

his escape, and

returned

to

his

home.

“savage wars, cities and villages in the
south were depopulated and disappeured. Fruitful

re-

Some accounts of him relate that he was
seized the second time and carried away,
but this is doubtful. We may imagine
the joy of his parents in receiving their
son alive after his long absence,
but
they were astonished to learn that he

gions were covered with forests, and
wild beasts roamed undisturbed through

was: determined to return, as soon as
possible, that he might preach Christ in
the land of his captivity.
This seemed

to the establishment of the Lombards in
Italy, A. D. 571.” In these long and

and

crumbling

temples

highly

and

cultivated

palaces.

The

northern nations gained nothing by the
. ruin of the South. On the contrary, they

to them like madness, and they entreated:
him to relinquish his purpose. But he
heard a voice,

more

authoritative

than

even the voice of his parents, calling
had wasted their strength in war, and: him. “In his dreams he heard the * Voice
their own lands had become desolate. of the Irish, saying, we entreat thee,
Montalembert says, ¢“ At the close of the come, and walk among us.” In a letter
written many years later he thus expresssixth century there were six great deserts es his reasons for undertaking
this great
north of the Rhine.” By deserts we un- work, ** Urged by my love and zeal fot

tropolis of Ireland,

his home

remainder of his life.

o

on

him.

His

friends

and relatives in Britain often entreated
him to lay aside his work for a little while,
and visit them but he could not be persuaded
to do so.
hi
ol
fers

t

ouchingly refers

tunities,
or

pl

spiritual
J

and

love

t

In thhis ¢ Confession” he
.
fi
t .

to

tells

their frequent

us

that

between
.

him

.

the

impor-

and

says:

land, even

GENERAL RELIGIOUS NEWS.

with

a

ship of one thousand.

" A Baptist

total

council in Minnesota has

roost,

to

discuss’

deep
g

his

the

nu-

Church

where the

Scotch

rule

the

of Englandism

de-

religious

questions.

Upwards of $35,000 has been raised toward a memorial of Mrs. Tait, wife of the
Archbishop of Canterbury.

Raratonga;

of great financial stress.
The Jesuits say that they
expelled

from

France

his birth.—ITlustrated

to the reader.

It “may be obtained for
| $1.10 per copy, postage paid, by addressing Rev. I. D. STEWART, Dover,

the

“CHROMO,

Watertown,

N. Y., was occupisd

on

mother

preached

from

Job

would not live alway.”

The report of the New

six

year,

22,471

are

visited,

copies of the Bible given to

and 6,156 copies sold

tire receipts

of the

Society

of which $1,540 were collected

were

house to house.

It is estimated

The Rev.

church,

Fleming

Stevenson’s

Ireland,

has

during the twenty years of its existence no
less than $146,935.
This includes the cost
of the church, $27,580.
In 1859, when the

congregation was
tributions

formed,

were $105,

in

$10,490,

The

Methodist

.

the entire

1878_

churches

con-

they

were

which

are

charged with the support of the eleven
bishops of the denomination have failed

to raise the amounts

apportioned

to them,

and consequently the ** Bishops’ Fund” is
in debt to the Book Concern to the amount
of $104,000.
‘
The Protestant Episcopal Diocesan Convention at- Philadelphia, recently passed
by a majority of fifty=nine a resolution asking the Committee on Canons to prepare

a4 new canon providing
which, in the judgment of
standing committee and
jority of each order of

that ‘ any parish
the Bishop, the
a two-thirds mathe convention,

shall maintain or permit usages or practices not in conformity with the doctrines,

discipline and worship of the Protestant
Episcopal church, may he deprived of its
representation in the convention, if not of
all connection with the convention.”
+O

+e

The sale of Bibles in Bulguria has been

unprecedented.

There are sixty-seven British societies
for foreign missionary work.
The various woman’s foreign missionary
societies of America collected during the
year 1878, $438,402.83.

-
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Conference

form at
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denomination,

in church-building.

and

our general

It 18 published

by an-

sirable church covenant.

Minister's Manual.
just issued, designed especially
for ministere..

but useful for all church memboers.

It contains

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different Tegiings; Formulas and
Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, anu yet
very concise and well airanged; stating in fifteen

pages all the important parliamentary rul:s of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents;
:
a
IRulés of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
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Sabbath School
estion Books
are for adults and children.
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Louumnentary

by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butler, con.
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

It is an

excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.0v ; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the

names

of all Freewill

Baptist

churches,

ar-

ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Yearly
‘ | meetings, with their statistics; the names of

ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an
ount of our

literary institutions. obituaries of deceased min.
isters, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.

245.

Lectures

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an éxcellent book for ail who would ‘‘search the Scriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most im-
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Said Organ

portant points of Bible
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Marriage Certificates,
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Steel Engraving gf Dr. Day,
XB“
The above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order;
or on receiving
the books.
Send yourorders to

I. D. STEWART,

~13t9

.

Dover. N, H.

For sale also by
:
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FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Maison St., Chicago,IL
PENFIELD & Co., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LOTHROP & CoO., 82 Franklin St.,Bostor,
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tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.

of Authors, 15¢c. H. M.
: 13t13

Wallingford, Ct.

study,

were not stereotyped till withigthe last few
years, and we can turnish only the'following: 7
cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
which contains a historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church polity ana institutions.

B.

is a simple device for holding the board while iron.
ing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the garment, -while ironing on the board. Adapted
to
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and Infants’
Dresses. Ata very trifling cost it takes the place
of all clumsy and expensive inventions heretofore
known. Try one and prove it. Price 75 cents.
.
t47
60 Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snow-
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by

usages

.

address JEROME

for it IN

author’s

‘| thoriy of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Our Faith and Covenant
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is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de»
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contains
—a-brief statement—of the dootri
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RICKER,
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P.O. Box, 1414,

theology,

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the Jrovcedinge of the first sixteen sessions. 75

cost $700 when built.
It 18 in thorough repair,
and Bewly painted, and is a bargain at the price
offered.
further particulars,

10 cents.

STORY of Jesus,
Jf,
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
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Open

post,10 cents.
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is a valuable liftle work, and every Christian
yond be benefited by reading it.25 cts; postage
cts.
Butler's Fheology.
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions

CHURCH ORGAN FOR SALE!
1.
2,

$1.00,

mons and Lectures.
Price 75 cents,
The Church JMember’s Book

A A Small Pipe Organ, suitable for a small
church or chapel. Said, Organ contains the fl-
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Jllemoir of George T'. Day.
:
contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ser-
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may save your life.
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a time, the

a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; ‘postsge 3:
cents.
The History of the Freewill Bapticts
covers the first half century ot our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considersble
detail, the early events of our denominational

. HOP BITTERS.
» HOP BITTERS.

§
;

for both adults

or

-

William Burr,
- - Daniel Jackson,
« John Stevens,
- - Christian Baptism
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a sweep

Whoever yon are, wherever you are, whenever you
feel that your kystem needs cleansing, toning
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country since winter began.
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largest single ingathering is that of the
Madison Sguare church, Baltimore, 500.

The Foundry
received 300.

printed alternate

will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Paymen in advance. Sample copies sent f-ee.
The Psalmody
is the demominational Hymn Book, extensively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, $1.10; Morocco Giit, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
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Sample copies sent free.
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Bible
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paper, eautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
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Pac
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It is able, literary

union with the ¥reewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Little Star and Myrtle
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day morning by Rev. G. J. Porter and
father and mother. The son opened
service, the father offered prayer, and

i

paper of eight pages, in its

Christians in New York, till the time

Perfumed, Bouquet, Lace, Snowflake CARDS,
10¢. Name mn gold & jet. G. A. SPRING,
E. Wallingford, Ct.
13613

Bethnal Gpeen, London, and found that the
actual total attendance is only 905, while
there are accommodations for 24,478, in a
district where the population is 119,824.

pulpit: of

volume.*

gressive.
All communications, should be
ade.
so
5,
?
dressed to Dover, N. H
=
Terms per year ‘$2.50
¢ . advance
2.20
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the rise and progress of this body of

Missionary News.

By Cupid cards 10¢.

to be

next

Star.

is a large religious

fifty-third

is simply

«Yon

ip

N. H.

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The Moris

ADVERTISEMENTS

months, and they have written to Canada,
to see whether there is room for them
there when the edict of the Republic sends
them out of France.
Reporters of the English Church Times
recently visited the 15 national churches in

The

and so clean

never seen one of them

account

expect

constant journey-

incidents connected therewith— make this
book of 516 pages one of marked interest’

Gospel of Christ made of the whole abemination, that a young lad of nineteen had

free of rent and unconditionally until they
rebuild.
i
The Reformed
Episcopal
church in
Louisville, Ky., which had upwards of 90
on

principles, to-

Postage 9 cents each. Small, *Morocco, 85 cts;
‘Thank you: that is the first idol I ever
postage 4 ceuts.
saw in my life.” In the time of the honThe Book of Worship
ored John Willidms there were more than
only a few copies left, All gilt edge, $1 (0.
one hundred thousand individual gods in | postage,10 cents.

in
1,-

reading Sunday newspapers.
The Baptist church in Vicksburg, Miss.,
recently was destroyed by fire, and the
‘¢ Jewish Temple” has been offered them

has been disbanded,

trials

ings from Maine to Ohio, and a record of

from Raratonga to the metropolis, and was

The Presbytery of New York has felt
called to protest against the habit increasing among their families of buying and

members,

published,

undergoing

gether with his almost

taken to see the British Museum.
Among
the rest of the wonders he there saw
was
a row of idols, and amongst others a
Raratongan god.
He looked at it with
wondrous curiosity, and asked permission
| to take it in his hand.
He looked at it all
Baptists, has round for a while with great interest, and
10,906
mempassed it back to the guide, and
said,

60 Baptist
churches, with
bers.
The results of last winter’s work
the cities are shown by the addition of
017 by baptism.

was once

because of his temperance

Deacon Chapin, a Congregationalist of
Windsorville, Conn.
late residence for the u
of the Methodist
Episcopal church at that
lace as a par-

sonage.
=
Rhode Island, founded by

whose auspices

———

Zea-

the

Star

of the denomination,

isthe

power in New

Morning

under

identified with the Anti-slavery character

| The Missionary Herald notes the
Tlowi Ing encouraging sign of a new
éra in
Syria: The Mohammedans have at length
wheeled into line with that advancing column, led by the Protestant missionaries,
which is moving on to the education and enlightenment of Syria,and the disenthrall.
ment and elevation of woman in the East.
The mere fact that Mohammedans will pay
for the education of girls is one of those
striking pivotal events which mark a new
epoch in history.
What a marvelous
change since the days of Fisk, Parsons,
and Eli Sinith!
It is not long ago thata young man came

A company of twenty-two young Japanese meet weekly in the Chinese Methodist Mission House in San Francisco, to

and

Presbyterianism

nowhere in the race.”

clined to ordain a minister who denies the
right of women to speak in meeting.
The receipts of the North-western Branchof the Methodist Women’s Foreign Missionary Society last year were $17,932.70.

study the Bible

the Book Concern

$90,-

the Nonconformist

if Episcopalians have

‘ince of Otago,

member-

.

than

merical advantage. In the flourishing prov-

«The Maine Baptist anniversaries occur
June 24th and 25th, at
Bangor.
The German Methodists of Chicago,
have six churches,

‘‘ I suppose

paramount religious

S-O--b
>

for the

A nation had been |

the care of it was

A correspondent of

me-

hern into the househoW of faith, of-whom
he was justly regarded as the father, and
.

people

for whom he labored.

over

p
We have: not space to follow the details
of his great work. His long life was filled up,even to it§ latest days, with earnest

and faithful labor.

suc-

ceeded his death, his name hasbeen held

rose around it; and

here its founder made

he

and dur-

by the

the Life of David Marks.” An agentof

its financial year, April 1st, with a
surplus of about $4,000. Its receipts were
$236,430. The surplus was applied to the
reduction of the debt of $26,489 brought
over from the previous year.
In thelist of acknowledgments in the May
number of the Presbyterian Record we
find that the lome Mission Board received
$25,000 ;the Foreign Mission Board, $25,
000; the Board of Church Erection, $25,
000, all from R. L.
and A.
Stuart, of
New York city.
The receipts
for the whole year for
Foreign Missions of the Southern Presbyterian church from all sources amount to
$46,234.74.
OF this ‘sum $31,928.82 are
from churches and individuals: $8,815.51
are from ladies’ missionary associations,and
$5,490.41 from the Sunday-schools.
:

deep and fervent

in grateful remembrance

are

‘The American Baptist Missionary Union
closed

and unprotected

ing the fourteen centuries that have

rick, by a wealthy chief, named Daire.
Here he erected a church, and by degrees

the cloy of Armagh, the ecclesiastic

poor

more

of the Freewill

Information in regard to the early days
of the F. Baptists than the ** Memoirs of

Mission Board of the Pres-

byterian church received

‘History

Baptists” itself, no book contains more

000 in the month of March. This enabled it
to end the year with a deficiency of only
$27,000.
3

reverently
Under the

as ever were bestowed on man;

whose fire it was,

that

a

love and veneration as

sovereignty of Ireland
they prophésied better
The spirits of evil that
undisturbed control of

The change

The Home

stranger, he lived to hear his name. loaded with blessings, and to experience a

having spread their tent, he and his companions kindled a fire in order to prepare
their supper. As the smoke and flame
rose upward in the evening air, they were
observed by the Druids in the king's
tents, with the greatest astonishment and
alarm.
According to the teaching of the
Druids, it was
a sin of the greatest enormity, during a solemn assembly like this,
to kindle any fire before the king had
lighted the sacred flame in the palace of
Tara. They hastened to the king, and
warned him that if this fire was not ex-

to

returned

Besides the

not savage and bratal, but aré a superior
class of people. They are eager to learn.

impulse which they had given to the nation, they saw forests disappear, and cities und villages springing up where wild
beasts had roamed.
In that land where
had

Sal

- A Denominational Biography.

* The Rev. 8. Hall Young, a Presbyterian

(missionary in Alaska, says the. seit

the

he had toiled as aslave, and to which

to

Ireland must have been like that which
He tells us, “ The divine voice frequent- we have witnessed in the Sandwich
ly admonished me to consider whence I Islands. The people flocked in crowds
The idels were
derived the wisdom that was in me, and to the missionaries.
barbarians continued, following each whence I obtained so great and salutary given up. Kven the great
national idol,
other in rapid succession, nearly two hun- a gifc as to know and love God.” And Crom-cruach, was destroyed. Schools
dred years, Dr. Robertson says,
If a the same voice whispered to him how were opened in many places,and churches
man were called to fixon the period .in blessed a thing it. would be to impart to began to arise, the sites of many of which
the history of the world during which this heathen people, among whom he was | are known to this day, and justly regardcast, the knowledge of
and ed with veneration. Not far from Emathe condition of the human race was most of salvation through thehistrue‘SonGod,Jesus
nia, the royal city of Ulster, a beautiful
calamitous and afilicted, heswould, with- Christ.
Dlsce of ground called Drusm-satlch, or
out hesitation, name that which elapsed
ill of the Willows, was given to St. PatAfter six years of captivity he made
from the death of Theodosius, A.D.

about A. D. 490.

churches, where men gathered
to hear the Word of the Lord.

It was Easter Kve, we are told, when he
reached the neighborhoud of Tara, and

themselves, if they could glorify him
and win souls into his kingdom.
We have briefly noticed the forbidding

for the salvation of the souls around

wonderful life, probably

his

people towards God, and introduced the
element's of civilization. Tney had dotted
the island with schools, where the Seriptures were studied, ancient books collect.
ed, and where missionaries were trained
for other
lands. They
had erected

“ The Dark Ages,” were 1nissionaries
among the heathen. In order that we men were not wanting, who boldly pushmay understand the nature and impor- ed into the solitudes of those forests, the nation might well regard that, with
dismay. He whose right it is to reign
tance of the work accomplished by these seeking the rude and fierce races, that over the whole earth had come, and
was
men, it is well to notice briefly the con- , they might impart to them the Knowl- about to dispossess them, and toestablish
dition of Europe at the commencement edge of salvation through Christ. Mind- ‘his own throne. That flame was certainof the medieval period.
ful of the difficulties they encountered, ly a fitting emblem of the spiritual . light
was kindling, and that was so soon
During the first three hundred years of and of the peculiar circumstances that tothatspread
over the whole land.
the Christian era, the religion of Jesus surrounded them, we shall not expect
The king sent armed men to bring the
was a persecuted and unprotected re- perfection of men who ‘partook of the daring and sacreligious strangers into
hey came fearlessly, St.
ligion. There was not a government on common infirmities of our nature, nor be his presence.
Patrick now realized that the years cf his
the earth that acknowledged its right to surprised that their opinions were often captivity, which
at first he had so bewailexist, for the civil power was everywhere tinged by the prevailing errors of their ed, were not lost. During that time he
in the hands of heathen men ; yet against times.
y
had acquired a complete command of the
and now he was able to stand
this tremendous force, the kingdom of
While the Roman empire was tottering language,
in the royal presence and proclaim his
Christ steadily and silently advanced. to its fall, and in the north fierce armies mission,
and so noble was his bearing,
Persecuted, it was not destroyed; but of Goths and Vandals were preparing for that he won a respectful hearing, and
from each successive baptism of fire and war, in a bumble home, on the British gained permission to preach the word of
coast, a child was born whose name will God, if he did not disturb the peace
of the
blood, it-arose in the majesty of Divine
ever be held in grateful remembrance,
So well did he improve this
Power, and stood before the world ready not only by the Irish nation, but by all kingdom.
privilege, that during the ensuing week
to renew the terrible conflict.
the church of Christ.
The name of this the brother of the king and several of the
The conversion of Constantine in _the child was Patricius, but he is generally chiefs professed to be converted, and reyear 313 effected a great change, by plac- known as Patrick. The place of his ceived baptism.
birth was then called Bonavem
and is
The heathen party, led by the Druids,
ing the civil power of the Roman Empire now known as Kirkpatrick. Amid the
in the hands of Christians. But this conflicting accounts, it is impossible. to was greatly enraged, and wade frequent
attempts to take the lives of the missionquestionable triumph was accompanied decide in what year he was born, but we aries, but the hand of God protected them
by 4 decline in vital godliness and spir- know it was not far from A. D. 395. His from all harm and his Spirjt appears to
itual power—a decline so fatal, and so futher, Calphurnius, was a Christian, and have gone before them preparing
the
it is inferred from his name, and from
enduring, that the succeeding thousand the fact that he held the rank of decu- people to hear their words.
From a document written by St. Patyears are known as ‘* The Dark Ages.” rion, that he was of Roman extraction.
rick not many years before the close of
Of the early history of Patrick, we his labors, which ‘he styled his confession,
At the commencement of this period the
territorial field occupied by the church know nothing, except that he grew up we learn some interesting facts in rein his father's house, being carefully inwas mainly included in the countries structed in the Christian faith, till he was gard to his preaching. ‘He says, ¢ We
taught the heathen that there was one
bordering on the Mediterranean Sea, sixteen years old.
At that time, an only God, who was in the beginning
bemost of which were within the limits of event occurred that must have over- fore all things, and from whom are de-whelmed
bis
family
with
the
deepest
rived all things, visible and invisible.
the Roman Empire. The language of
told t}
. his
-Son-Jesus- Goel
sorrow. This event gives us a glimpse | We
he
hristian—fathers,
Justin
Murty T, of the lawlessness and violence common
who becan:e man, conquered death, and
Irensus and Tertullian, which is so often in those days.
ascended into heaven, where he sits, far
The coasts of Scotland and England above all principalities and powers, and
quoted to prove the general diffusion of
Christianity in the first three centuries, is were at this time exposed to the frequent whence he shall come to judge the quick
of Irish chieftains, who, cross- and dead. We declared to them,
that those
doubtless true, but by many persons it incursions
ing the Irish Sea in their swift barks, fell who believed on Him would rise
in the
seems to ba greatly misunderstood.
The on the defenseless villages, plundering,
glory of Jesus Christ, being by redempgood news of salvation had been widely and often burning them, and seizing the tion sons of God and joint.
heirs with
spread, perhaps it had been preached *‘to inhabitants, whom they carried away as Carist, of whom, by whom, and to whom
slaves.
One
of
these
predatory
bands
!
:
are all things.”
every nation under heaven,” by the bold
fell on the house of Calphurnius, and
Such was the gospel he preached, and
ana zealous missionaries of that period. Patrick and two of his sisters were carIt had been preached in Hindostan and ried away captive to the north of Ire- being accompanied by his intrepid zeal,
his ardent love and blameless life, it
y
churctes had heen gathered there, but land.
found its way to many hearts, where we
llere
he
was
sold
as
a
slave
to
a
chief
that was not the establishment of Chrisdoubt not, it was ‘* the power of God unto
of North Dalaradia, in_the County of
;
tianity, for that remains a heathen coun- Antrim, named Milchu. He was set to salvation.”
In the early part of the fourth century
try to this day. So it was,in other coun- tend his master’s herds and flocks, and
Christian missionaries, from the British
tries. Sparks were struck and flames in his ‘*¢ confession,” which he wrote churches
had settled in the south of Iremany
years
after,
he
tells
us
with
what
kindled in thousands of places. Some of
land, but though they appear to have
anguish
be
remembered
hi§
father's
these lights were extinguished in blood,
house, and all the privileges of his happy been faithful and devoted men, little sucor trampled out by the iron heel of pow- youth, while fiiendless and despairing he cess attended their labor. In the year A.
er. Many were overwhelmed, and swal- followed the flocks over the bleak mount- D. 431 the Pope sent Palladins, a‘ Roman
priest, to occupy this field ; but he seems
lowed up inthe surging clouds of igno- ains. Bat the God of his father did not to have been soon
discouraged by the
forget
him.
In
that
Christian
father’s
rance and superstition by which they
house we can not doubt but prayer, with savage aspect of the country, and to have
were surrounded.
Others, with true, strong crying and tears, went up to the left it. The Irish have a proverb that
. but feeble flame, burned on for centu- throne on high for that captive son. As ‘* Not to Palladius but to Patrick did the
ries, till they were absorbed in the flood
God met his servant Moses in the soli- Lord give Ireland.”
The chiefs, who had heard the preachtude
of Mount Horeb, and gave him his
of light that kindled around them.
If
ing of the missionaries at Tara, carried
great
commission,
so
he
visited
this
we examine a map of Europe, and comenslaved youth among the Irish hills, to their homes the impressions they had
pare it with the history of the church, we and made him understand what was to received. Some becamd preachers among
shall learn that, in the fifth century, a be the work of his life. In the presenco their own people, telling the wonderful
very large part of that continent was of Christ, which was revealed to him, he story of salvation, which they had so imWAS No loMger solitary. In communion perfectly learned, to astonished listeners ;
still in a state of heathenism.
with him, he ceased to pine for his kin- some were eager inquirers, calling for
At this time, the beginning of the fifth ‘dred and people.
A divine joy took help; others, enraged and ‘* breathing
century, the northern heathen nations possession of bis heart.
He forgot the out threatenings and slaughter,” were
began to precipitate themselves in im- rains of summer and the frosts of winter ready to persecute unto death all who
embraced
mense armies, on the southern provinces. that fell on his unsheltered head, and be- work of the. the new religion. Bat the
Lord spread with wonderful
gan to long, with agonizing earnestness,

The

the joy of successful work, he closed

low-laborers had turned the hearts of

celebrate the approaching festival of Easter in this stronghold of idolatry, and to
preach the gospel to the assembled chiefs.

church

which is the Tighteousness of the saints,”

their

set

the bold missionary repaired, resolved

she had begun to deck herself with the
* purple and scarlet” and to bear in her
hand the golden cup, full of abominations, Yet there was a church of the
Lord Jesus Christ—a hidden people in
whose hearts he dwelt—a people who,
moved by his spirit, constrained by his
not

chieftains,

the famous hill

had fallen from her high estdte, as the

counted

to

ces of the island, was about to
hold a
great religious festival, in the presence of

Bride of Christ—we mean the nominal
church. Instead of the ‘¢white linen,

love,

of fellow-laborers,

Laoghaire, king of the central

this period was no less : apits physical aspect. The
enured to war, were wedheathen superstitions, and
the blessings of civilization
Worst

vert, when he was seized with his last ill-

Ireland.
They landed on the northern coast, and
after some delay, proceeded to Dalaradia,
the residence of Patrick’s master, Milchu.
The old chief haughtily refused to receive
instruction from his former slave, and
they eorrowfully turned awuy, setting
their faces towards the south.

divided by unbridged rivers, which forced

through

The Confessional has
en introduced
into an English Fie church, Liverpool.
>
The Japanese churches connected with
the Presbyterian, Reformed, and Scotch
United Presbyterian missions purpose
to
send a pioneer missionary to Corea.
!

He had lived to see
Christianity estabObedient to the Divine ¢all, and resist- lished in the land that he found covered
ing the entreaties of his friends, he re- with the darkness and abominations of
paired to a monastic school in’ France. heathenism. At a time when the island
that he might make the necessary prep- was divided among petty kings, each jealarations for his great work. After some ous and warlike, and clan-fends threatenyears of study he was ordained, and, with
ed to destroy the nation, he and his fel-

such as are scarcelyto be seen in Ameri-

their way

worthy

teach the truth to the nations.”

forests,

have completely disappeared.”
The moral and intellectual condition

every generation there have been leaders
who have

and
to

;

in

book.

is

ble wild beasts, of which

the lives of its sons and daughters.
The
Acts of the Apostles, composed largely
first

flock in Ireland ever retained him there.
He wus making a pastoral visit at Saul,
the place where he baptized
his first con-

from my mouth. The love of my neighbors and my children in the Lord aroused

imagine

‘if

not. disloyalty.

of the life of Paul, is the

must

banks of the Rhine—that

No other history can be so interesting

sonally concerned, or

.‘ We

France, Switzerland, Belgium,

I,
ST. PATRICK,

continues:

NAMB

3

SE

God, and the trath of Christ, I wished,
rudely, to declare these things

with forests, and given up to wild beasts. | though
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~The Worming Star,
WEDNESDAY,
G.

F.

MAY 28, 1879.

MOSHER,

Editor.

A All communications.designed’for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

one of the commandments.

is blessed ompared
have gone..

tians of wisdom and experience

has

.given

cause the needed words

work done in its behalf, else it is

struction were not spoken.
sensitive, or diffident,

away

from

‘and

in-

other, the cause will materially suffer.
But these qualities are seldom found cowmn-

bined in one person. So men have wisely Mcided that the .* one-man power” is
a thing not to be desired. Ope man will

Seek

them out, learn their doubts or fears, and

be a light to them.

Let

no

member

of

be one-sided somewhere,

the Father's family be left to feel that heis

have

been

no

braver

on

our

street

and

whom

nor

more

who

lives

perhaps

again, men have wisely

the

‘we

tribute of

flowers, that the nation’s chief strength
should lie in its moral excellence. As
intemperangg, licentiousness, betrayal of
trusts, wavering integrity, form instead of
spiritin religious worship, and any degree of moral laxness prevail, so will
honor, faith and

virtue

out these there is no

sociely.

Let

politics

proves

foundation

be

purged

"and

the

‘tant communions. It perverts the gospel.
Blind teachers lead blind pupils, and both
fall into the ditch. They compass sea
and land to make one proselyte, but they

ers in North Carolina, as we do in nearly

every other Southern State, but they have

make Lim two-fold the child of hell.
is

of a
that

it

cleaves to the ordinances of men, and
abandons the real gospel. It puts em‘phasis upon form, rather than upon thé
spirit;

upon

ecclesiastical

observances,

rather than upon holy living, It relies
upon human governments rather than
“upon the holy Word.
It becomes world-

ly, .carnal, ambitious.

It sows

to the

flesh. Of the flesh it reaps corruption.
It pardons an offense against morals
sooner than an infringement upon a creed.

tion within

the church.

The

Bible,

and

+ «church history show what terrible evils
are inflicted upon souls by an impure religion. Voltaire andgPaine do not harm
‘Christianity as much as clergymen hayving the form of godliness, but without its
power.
;

bo

The prophets of the old dispensation
chiefly aimed their warnings against the
«corrupt religion of God's ancient people.
Our Lord spoke his severest words to
¢ Seribes and Pharisees, who professed to
be holy, but were only formal. To-day
are in danger not so much from the
nate
the church, as from corrup-

Intolerance: and
‘together. They

give millions of martyrs to the dungeon,
stake, - sword. This
bigotry crucified
Jesus of Nazareth. The dark ages fols
lowed the paganizing of Christianity.

in his official

communica-

tions, nor give atone to them. He should
fairly and fully represent the views of his
government. To do otherwise ignorantly
is to prove himself incompetent for his

place.

To do otherwise knowingly is to

prove himself a traitor.
Do all professed ministers of the gospel
comprehend and realize this? It isa
tremendous error .to fritter away the
force of God's Word. If one really wishes
‘to benefit souls, he would

do well

to un-

derstand that clear Scripture statements,
or those rendered clear by an honest and
lucid exposition, bear with vastly greater
weight on men’s conscience .and heart,
than elaborate and long-drawn spiritless
disquisitions, instead. Not that argamentation is always out of place in the pulpit,

waymarks,

dealing

stop publishing

letters from the enemies of our cause in
the South.” We wish Bro. Nash hadn't
said that. It implies in‘his mind a dis-position to confine
Christian workers.
The field is the world.
Neither the
Potomac nor any other line should be a

in generalities,

Master.

In

the

Saviour’s name,

and in

while the Greek church brought into the honor of his life, let us at least have no

The influence of

.

NOTES.

Scripture

Scribner's

seen in more ways than one.

Magazine

is

Tt has doubtless

helped to induce the publishers of Harper's to
adopt a larger type for their monthly.

In a series of articles that begins

in this is-

sue of the Star, Mrs, V, G. Ramsey will give
biographical sketches of some of the patron
saints and Christian missionaries of medimval
Europe.
They will
appear
on alternate
weeks.

and

let off into the air,—ifit suits sentimental

The Congregationalist laments that there
are ‘“ only two missionaries for the American

Board this year from all the seven Theological Seminaries”.
Hartford furnishes these
two. The foreign field is sadly in need of
earnest, consecrated young men,
{2 America is not the only country that opens
its highest offices to foreigners,
While the
Prime Minister of England is a Jew, the
Prime Minister of Fiance is an Englishman,
to say nothing of important places held by
foreigners in other European and Eastern
countries.
Fitness generally finds a sphere
opening to it.

sadly

exclaimed

|

every

evening,

when

J. H. is at home, attended by nearly as
many. As Jacob Hishmeh’s work at Ramallah, and the . visiting of the schools,
occupy much of his time, a Bible Reader
has been appointed during the present
yéar, who assiste him in visiting the villages around, and is kindly received.

sion at Brumana,

first on his

own

respon-

sibility, and in simple reliance on
divine
guidance and support.” Theugh opposed
and

persecuted

at

first,

yet

the

mission

progressed under the divine blessing and
under which it has recently steadily prospered.

Friends’ Syrian

Mission now

possesses

about acres of land near Brumana,on which
a building has been erected,
which com-

bines the three purposes of a Central Mission House, of a Training Home for boys,
and of'a Meeting Room for Divine Worship.

On

the same

propertw stands

urate building, which has been
during

the present year,

a sep-

completed

the ground

floor

of which is used as a School of Industry,
and the four

upper

rooms as a Dispensary

and
Doctor's
.apartment.
The
Training
Home
was opened on

new.
New

Year's Day of 1878;
and
the
number
of boarders
has
now
increased
from

and careless sinners,—will hardly please upright life, do not need to reproach them- the 10,
who had been previously acselves for any reverses.
commodated for two years at a temporary
the Master,
Mr. Gladstone is a firm defender of Bishop
hired house, to 24.
They are under the
And why should any introduce their Butler's proposition that probability is the care and teaching of Ibrahim Tasso and
hasty, unproved, and pussibly misleading guide of life, Voltaire has also practically Lotfallah Riskallah, both of whom have
speculations, among the solemn verities maintained the same proposition, but he was recently spent some time at the American
at Beyrout.
T. W.'s brother-in-'
of God's Word ? Are they afraid that the writing not on the subject of religion, but of College
law, Charles Saalmuller, has also been wnjudicial
inquiries,
Mr.
Gladstone
finds
in
the
sinner will be impressed with the weighty
gaged during the year to superintend the
In addition
truths of Holy Writ, and would they proposition an unanswerable argument for the out-door and secular work.
acceptance of the doctrines of Christianity.
to the above named Boarding School, or
stave off such impression? If a minister
ref
Ap
en
Training Home, ten Day Schools, fivé of
were to preach. one Sabbath, a faithful 85" Read and heed the statement about which are supported by T. W.'s Swiss and
Fexeign Missions on the next page.
Swedish friends, and one by a Friend in
Scriptural sermon upon endless punish-

second probation, or that the

endlessness

of future punishment is an open question,

would such preaching ‘be likely to do
much good ?
iy
If a preacher's idiosyncrasies are such
that he does not know

when he is, in the

gravest matters, inconsistent
with himself,
and so unwittingly scatters palpable contradictions among the truths he flings
about, should not all who are concerned
insist that he take a sufficient probation

to find this out, and thus
nable mischief?

Dear oF MR. Garrison. William
Lloyd Garrison, the great anti-slavery
leader, died in New York: last Saturday
night. He had been in feeble health for
some

months,

and

gradually

passed

away, without pain and surrounded by
his devoted family. His name is linked
with one of the most momentous of our
national questions, and

he will

ever

be

honored as one of the chief advocates of
individual liberty and of an unbroken
Union.
Clerk

CONF.

CONSTITUTION.

of the General Conference

The
sent

Article 3, of the Constitution, so that
1200 instead of 1500 #members shall entitle the Y. M. to two delegates, an additional delegate for each additional eight
hundred members, and
one for every

fraction amounting to one-half or more of

that number?
Also, that if two are sent,
one-half, or if more than two, one-third
of tke number shall be laymen.
;

Inthose Y. Ms. that have taken no action, will not some one call the subject
up for consideration?

QUARTERLIES.

a

The widow of one of

good may be (lone by this Society, if liberally supported.

Little churches inimportant stations can,

| with a small amount of help, live and floorish. If
, this be withholden, they will probably fail in the
end.
Many places are already Jost to our denomination for the simple reason tnat they could not

be helped,

Others are declining.

We value

in Brumana,

Freewill Baptist Association,

The twenty-first annual session of this
body was
held with the Mt.
Moriah
church, Pickens Co., Alabama, Oct. 12-14,
1878, the published minutes of which have
just reached us. Elder Ellis Gore, the
founder of the Association;
was chosen the
moderator and J. M. I. Gayton, clerk. According to the statistical table for 1878,
this Association contains 21 churches in
the two States of Alabama and Mississippi,

edu-

cation and foreign missions, but we fee] free 10 as-

sert, tha if our Home Mission efforts be supplant.

our churches can be sustained and can be estab.
‘lishegl, they willin turn support both the ministry
and Foreign ‘Missions; yea, and education, too,
| Let us not forget the missionary in India, neither

Mission; two

the others in villages

around.

Que of these has been opened during 1878
and two others are shortly to be commenced. A Scripture
Reader
and a Bible
Woman are employed, and Louisa Bell, a
younger sister

of Susane Waldmeier,

who

lection among their churches to support a
missionary to ride and preach to the des-

has completed her education at the Prussian Deaconesses’ Institution at Beyrout
is assisting Dr. Beshara at the Dispensary,
and in nursing when needed.
Dr. B. had
spent eight years at the American College at Beyrout, four in the literary and
scientific classes,and four more in medical
studies.
:
One half of the current expenses of the
Training Home
are
borre ly
their
American friends, and contributions were
also received to the erection and farnishing of the new’ buildings: from the same
New England Yearly Meeting
source.
annually elects its Brumana Com mittee, of
which Eli Jones is a member ;and this year

titute churches in the

that Y. M. directed

a total membership

of

933. That they would not forget missionary work in their own midstis seen by a
resolution adopted ¢‘ that the pastors of
churches of the Association takeup a col-

bounds

of this

As-

sociation, and report the amount collected
at the first Union meeting of the first district.”
The next session is to be held

with the Union Chapel church, eight miles
east of Vernon, Lamar Co., Ala.

In a private note,

Bro.

Gore expresses

the sentiment that it would
the interest of their own

they

be greatly to
cause,. could

be identified with, dnd co-operate

with, us as a body.

a

circular to every Y. M. last year, submitting this question :
Do you favor the proposed change of

*0-+o

Mt. Moriah

nine pastors, and

prevent intermi-

Ireland, are attached to the

THE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.

ment, and, on the next Sabbath should
intimate that, perchance, there may be a

¢

Large

Bequests.

The will of the late
Boston,

for

whom

Gardner

Colby,

Waterville

(Me

}

lege was renamed Colby University,

Col

makes

To the Newton
$60,000; Colby

University,

Mes;~>$Y20,000;

Brown University, Providence, R. L., $50,000; Massachusetts. Baptist Charitable Society, $10,000; American Baptist Missionary Union, $39,000; Women's Baptist Mis-

sionary Society, $1,000; American Baptist
Home Missionary Society, $50,000; Northern Baptist Educational Society, $10,000;
Chiidren’s Friend Society, $35,000; American Baptist Publication Society, $5,000;

to a society to be incorporated for the relief of aged and indigent Baptist ministers
and male missionaries, under certain conditions, $25,000.
The estate is valued at

$1,500,000.

J

Syria
and Palestine.
Merest mention.

was

made

in

this

de-

partment in last week's paper of the existence of a mission by the Quakers or
Friends in Syria and Palestine.
We now
have

before

us

port of Friend's

the

¢ Tenth

Annual

Mission” in

those

Re-

coun-

tries.

These agencjes had their origin in the
visit to the East of Eli and Sybil Jones in
1867-8-9, having as their companions Alfred L. Fox and Ellen Clare Miller.
In
the course

of their journey,

they saw

thas

several of the Protestant schools which
were doing a most important work in that
section of the world, were much in need of

pecuniary help.

The two last mentioned

of the travelers represented
the case to a
number of Friends and they were assisted,

that assistance being
amounting

kept

to about £160.

up, and
It is

now

not their

desiré to add to the number of these subsidized schools, but they do not propose
to withdraw their aid from those already
receiving it.
:
i
The mission center
of the Friends is at,
Ramallah, 8 miles north of Jerusalem, and
is superintended
by a native of Naznreth,

who had received an English
the Church Missionary

lem.

We take

the

this native worker,

education

School

following
whose

at

Hishmeh, from the Report :
He has béen settled with hts

in

Jerusa-

account

name

is

of

Jacob

In

wife

100;

report

Waldmeier's

Theophilus

of

the Friends’ mission in Brumana on Mount
Lebanon, we find him dividing the one

mission work

into five

Master

one

for

parts: (1) Evangelization, (2) Education,
(4) Industry(3)
(3) Medical Mission,
, Culti-

but about that of the fifth,

there

some doubt.

description

We give

the

and

and

may

be

of

this departmens, which will be found to be
of special iuterest to the reader:

Once this country was fertile and beauntiful —cedars and pine forests were the
glory of Mount Lebanon.
Bat now this
mountain,

which

was

once

covered

with

refreshing green,looks so barren, ouly the
gray rocks of limestone show themselves,
instead of verdure and forest. The many
cedars and pine trees which attracted the
rains,
and protected and nourished the
soil, were cut down, and the torrents of

rain washed the soil away down to the
Mediterranean sea. The people of Mount
Lebanon cultivate chiefly mulberry trees,
fig trees, olive trees, and vines, for which
they build terraces; these trees grow nice-

ly when cared for, and they bear much
fruit. , They produce silk, now their prin-

cipal

nesource for living, and

if this

fails,

they fall into great misery.
We want to
do something in agriculture at Friends’
property in Ain Salaam—at least we want
to set an example of cultivation in this
country introducing fruit trees from Eu-

rope, and taking much care for the soil.
I brought already 800 fruit trees of all
kinds from France,
and
they grow very

beautifully indeed ; after two years I believe they will bring fruit,
The people
are much pleased by seeing these trees, asking for small branches to graft them upon

wild trees, which will do very well.
‘The
next spring we want to sow pine seeds
upon the large piece of land which we
bought between Roomy ang Ain Salaam,in
order to cultivate a nice pine forest.
The
pines are so beautiful at Ain Salaam, if we

Lad not bought this place they would have
been cut down long ago; we have 200 small
pine trees of about 7 feet

high

each,

and

60 large ones ofabout 40 to 50 feet high;
these trees give
Friends’ property
a
most beautiful

appearance,

besides

their

beneficial sanitary influence upon the air.
We have also introduced some eucalyptus
trees, which grow very nicely in this climate—one has grown in 20 months 18 feet
high; we bave had small ones to plant in
different places of

Ain

Salaam.

As

our

position here is very “sloping we have to
build terraces, which 18 rather expensive,
therefore we shall wait until better

and

do

as

wellas

we

can

ut

times,

present.

Charles Saalmuller; who came up to Brumana to help me dn the secular concerns
of our Mission, is doing
a great dead to

improve she land which belongs to our

So-

sandy

fer-

ciety.

The soil here'is a poor

ruginous earth which needs much work’
and much manure, which will render it

| very productive indeed.

children for some time at Ramallah, and
the schools under his care’ are:—two at
Ramallah,a boys’ and a girls’; and one each

about:

dollars to be paid

00

of their Yeariy Meeting Stock,towards
the remainder of
éxpenses,
current
amount required being made up by prisubscriptions.”

four branches will be readily understood,

o

the following bequests:
Theological Tostitution,

Waterville,

out
the
the
vate

“vation. The characteristic work of the first

he!

at Jifneh,El-Beereh; Ain-Avéek,and El-JanLast the gloom of superstition. The idol- North nor South in teaching righteonsieh. Towards the support of these, the
:
atry and’ image-worship of a corrupt ness.
‘let us forget the missionary in our cities, who has | natives are expected to contribute by ‘prochurch gave great emphasis to the rise of
If we fail,” continues our contempo- not half the support that the former enjoys. The viding the school-rooms, which is regularly done. Two of the six schools have
of the apostle let us imitate, by going on
Mohammiedanisth. Romanism brought rary, ‘“we are sure that neither you nor example
sending ministers into all the unenlightened parts been commenced during 1878,
the opon the Reign of Infidelity in France.
they [its enemies in the South] will ever of the world. Dut to frget the example of Jesus ening of the seventh school, at and
Kefr Malik,
‘A corrupt and idolatrous forni of Chris- succeed.” That is doubtless true. Itis Christ, who labored in his own country, has been authorized by the Committee, at.
for the good of his own, his
fellows, actianity has assaulted the liberty of the the success of the work that we are cording to the flesh, will be unjustifiable at the urgent request of both Christian and
Moslem
inhabitants.
There
is also
a
the bar of God. The latter we ought to do,
If the Review and
soul, and the rights of conscience.
It has’ principally anxious about.
Mother's Meeting at Ramallah, three times
the former we ought not fo leave undone.
It
shorn the gospel of its life and sanctity. can better serve its constituency than we is our duty to keep all the irons hot, and not con- a week, with an attendanceof 40 to 50,
fine ourselves to one only. Let us not grasp at
True, it often goes too far, and arouses a can,—and we think it can, for the present, the new thing and let sleep the old, lest we be- conducted by the school-mistress and J,
H.s wife.
Religious meetings are held on
come like the fabled dog crossing the river, lose
vast reaction. - So revolutions and refor- —then success to it.
| the substance and the shadow also.
First-days, attended by
»

BE:

Meetings

Theophilus Waldmeier, who had been a
missionary in Abyssinia for ten years, and
was afterwards connected with the British
Syrian
Schools at Beyrout, became acIf we could only do as the Baptist Review
quainted with Eli and Sybil Jones while at
does, for instance, ‘* We expect to be absent
the latter place, learned of the principles of
about fifteen days,” says the Editor in explains
the Friends, and upon further consideraing a contemplated visit among the churches,
Five years ago
‘“ in consequence of which our paper will not, tion adopted by them.
this
Theophlus
Waldmeler
started a misbe issued next week.”
:

the great Marlborough in his old age, after
gazing at his own portrait painted years before. Alas! how muny human wrecks there
are—physical, mental, spiritual.
Happy are
they who, by steadfast faith, industry and an

The Latin church brought Papacy into boundary against any disciple of the ed by these, they will both: suffer in their. turn.
Home has certainly the first claim upon us. If

the West as the result of corruption,

a

i

BRIEF

*“ That was a man—once!”

but the closer it is seen to be in sympathy
with the Scriptures, and accordant facts,
the better.
A discursive essay, with no

our most useful ministers is left in
sought the Star, and not it them.
At the indigent circumstances, and wishes
to
same time we most cordially welcome all dispose of her late husband's library to
such subscribers, and are heartily glad if obtain means to meet the wants of her
they can make thé Star helpful to them family. Sixty-five volumes have’ been
in doing the Master's work.
We do not sent to this office for sale, and among
always think alike on the subject of them are the 17 vols. of the Freewill
slavery and the treatment of the colored Baptist Quarterly, bound with leather
‘people ; but we learned sometime ago not backs and corners, in good condition, at
to think less of a man for honestly enter- one dollar per vol. The other books
taining and standing by his convictions, are such as most ministers would like,
provided he holds himself open to the and the purchase of them will help a
light. But to say that the Star is a rival needy family.
in the sense of being hostile to the Re>+o-+o
i VERY nearly forty years ago, ¢B.
view or to its work, is neither kind nor
P.” gent to the Star concerning the Home
true.
.
Furthermore, we have not believed that Mission Society the following communicathe Review would fail. Its Editor can not tion which was published in the number for
point to any word of ours that implies Dec. 9,1840. We do not propose to enter
such a belief. We have witnessed its into any reflections on the nature of hiscontinued progress with satisfaction. It tory repeating itself; but we find it someis doing a good work in its State, in what difficult not to beliéve that the date is
unifying the open-communion sentiment, a mistake and that we are copying from
and giving efficiency to the churches of the 54th volume of the Star and not from
that fuith, If we could help it in that the 15th. However, here are the words of
work, we would be glad; but we would “BHP
THE HOME MISSION SOCIETY. Our H. M. 8. is
not crowd it.
Again, referring to Southern corres- ‘almost defunct, Shall it die for want of help?
Will not our brethren sustain it by liberal donapondence that has appeared in the Star, tions, deep interest and fervent prayer? Any one
the Review says: ‘¢ We say to our friends by examination may see that a great amount of

Persecution is also one of the marks of North of the Potomac,

+ a eorrupt Christianity.
corruption usually go

‘have no place

GEN.

editorial about * Rivalry and Opposition” prints this paragraph:
The Morning Star, the Freewill Baptist organ of the North, is our rival newspaper. The managers of that paper have
believed we would finally fail, and that
they would gojher strength from these
little Freewill Baptist connections in the
South.
We wish kindly to say that we are not
conscious of any such rivalry as is here
affirmed. To be sure, we have subscrib-

evil, whether
finding ex,pression in the Latin, or Greek, or Protes-

He has nol right to modify

them.
He may not abate their full
force. by foisting in any counter or
qualifying notions of his own. His private
adverse opinions, if such he have, must

0-0-6

terprise-we entertain great respect; iman

does. not

marks

Oo

WRONG IMPRESSIONS.

mischievous

of Christianity

individual

The Baptist Review, an open-communion Baptist paper published at LaGrange,’
N. C., and for whose courage and en-

kill, it causes sickness : so, truth pervert«d by error causes an ucfeebled spiritual
-state. A corrupt form of Christianity is a

form

the

bat from the very

the thing this can not be the

°

body dies: so, the soul is. suslained by
the religion of Christ, the bread of life,
and if that religion is corrupted, the soul

One of the distinguishing

work,

case with corporate undertakings.
These
are matters about which we need to exercise thought and prayerfully seek a discernment of right relations.

verest reprobation upon those who corrupted religion,—who put the light under a
bushel, and took the savor from the salt.
. Such corruption has no doubt done more
than anything else to hinder the progress
of the gospel. The body is sustained by

corrupt

individual

natureof

He pronounced the se-

of. poison

not - con-

given to all sides, and the dethe voice of a clique, then
should have weight and auno mere personal whims,

judgment is supreme;

religion is the light of the world, and the

dies. - If the amount

does

to disconntenance it or refrain from lending
it a helping hand.
:
In

is poisoned,

That

oddities, or even opinions, should lead one

CORRUPT CHRISTIANITY.
Our Lord Jesus Christ taught that true

bread

disastrous.

fair hearing
cision is not
that decision
thority, and

4

bread, and if the

set-

believe that they have the good of the
cause at heart and that there has been a

of

morals be strengthened, and the country
has received the best service ‘at the hands
of those who engage in the work. - “Thus
may we honor the sacrifice of our dead
_ heroes In a way more lasting and more
real than by strewing flowers on their
graves.

salt of the earth.

to the

form with the true idea of counseling together for the advancement of any branch
of Christ's kingdom.
When representative men have met and
consulted, and come to an agreement’as to
methods of work, and we have reason to

decay, ‘and with:

sure

come

tled opinion that the best leadership
comes from the assembled wisdom of several leading spirits ; that by consultation,
by the mutual assertion and forbearance of
persons of differing temperaments, the true
interests of a cause will be best subserved.
To eradicate every notion but ‘“ my notion” from a body of managersin
the end

wholly forght. Honor the dead, but do
not forget the living. Let us remember,
too, while not withholding

not

will de-

stroy that enthusiasm which is the great
and the immediate moving power.
So,

It is a beautiful act to strew flowers
upon the graves of our dead soldiers.
But let us guard against any inconsistencies, The dead man whom we honor
serviceable than his comrade

or if he is

one-sided, hislevel-headedness

without friends or a home.

may

to

ducted, there would be such counteracting
and conflicting methods that comparatively little could be done. But in order to
have confidence in leaders, they must
possess insight, sincerity, enthusiasm and
good judgment. Leave out any one of
these and sometime or other, soraehow or

They may be

meetings.

sure

ments as to how a movement is to be con-

or necessarily kept

religious

under

fail. If we all are to have each our way,
and consult merely our personal judg-

only be-

of help

themselves

LEADERSHIP,
Every cause must have its leaders,
those who shall guide. and control the

can give

up

with the ages that

the guidance of the Word of God. Let
us hail this happy omen. Let us be up
and doing the works of holiness while the
day lasts.
:

them. Many a young person, yielding
to the first discouragements that may beset the convert,

age

Men are more ready. to leave

blind leaders, and put

Church members, possessing ' enough
grace to save their souls, will not allow
differences to exist between them very
long. For they are sure notonly to disturb
and damage the church itself, but they give
non-professors a strong argunient in support of a merely moral life. Itis only
when the reasonable critic can say, *‘ Behold how these brethren love each other,”
“that the church holds its deserved place
inthe opinions of men.
.
;
5
:
Watch over and help the converts.
They need just the direction that Chris-

But this

KEEP TO THE BIBLE. :
The preacher should keep to the Bible.
It is his directory. He is an ambassador.
An ambassador should . strictly obey his

instructions.

AR
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mations spring up, and often overthrow
the despotism itse!f.
We need not flatter ourselves that our
own day is free from corruptions. We
see about us tokens of this spirit. Sects
are more careful of their orthodoxy than
of their sanctity. Men are punished more
for a breach of dogma than for breaking

Sl

.

TIN

Figs

and

grapes

will grow in future plentiful here, and we

shall plant vegetables sufficient for our
own use. Often when I look to our groups
of pine trees under which the humble myrtle is blooming, I remember Isaigh 55 :13,
“Instead of the thorn shall come up the fir
tree,and instead of the briar shall come up
the myrtle tree, and it shall be to the Lord
for.a name, for an everlasting sign that shall
not be cut off.” I believe the Land of the
Biblehas a glorious future, the curse which
still rest upon this country will disappear,
and ‘the blessing of the Lord will take its
place.
As a concluding item, we may state that
the total expense
of carrying on these
missions for the year 1878, foots up £1395,
17s., 10d., or about $7000.00.

Denominational” Hetos,
Can There he Help?
Now that the Home

Mission

ball has

been set rolling, I want to give it my

lj;

tle * push” especially on the ** out west”

circumference.

It is a huge ball and op.

ly by a determined and persistent effort

can we hope tokeep it going.

The

con.

tributions to the end, in the last few issues
of the Star, have been able, but I wag

more especially ¢ enthused” by reading
the comments upon extracts from the

Standard and Biblical Recorder in the is.
sue of Apr. 23. The Editor says: ,
But we are not on the whole sorry that

the question of the denominational growth,

has arisen as it has. Itis our firm con.
viction that that slow growth is due most

of all 10 the indifference and neglect with
which we have attended to and provided
the means for home missionary work.
and we don’t mind having: the ‘brethren
see the position in which they are thus
putting themselves in the eyes of other
people.
Our denomination has been greatly. be.
hind others in helping and sustaining its
work on the borders. Thirteen years
ago a band of us came into north-westein
Towa, Clay Co., a wild, uninhabited prairie, then the very frontier, twenty miles
from other settlements.
Hardly had we
unhitched (figuratively speaking) when
along came a Methodist missionary to
preach to us, and, if possible, organize a
class. We were glad to see him, and,
only that we were intensely Free Baptist
would have heen led into his pasture. He
and successors came, and although it was
three years before they had even a class,
much less a support, among us, they remaioed, and now are strong through the
help of their Home Mission.
Following them came the Congregationalists asking only one-fourth of the
missionary’s salary of the people, the re-

mainder paid by their Home Mission So-

ciety. A Free Baptist minister, Rev. D.
W. Coats, was among that early company
and, not long after our arrival, organized

a church of ten,—the Spencer church,—
which through varied experiences has
held on to the present. It numbered at

one time about sixty members,
the

leading

society:

and

and was

this.

without

even a visit from a home missionary or
minister outside of the Y. M., or a cent of
Home Mission funds. Then came the
grasshoppers and

awdy

went our

pros-

pects, financial distress and removals hall
nearly broken it up. The succor that
saved the other societies was not within
our reach... We had no Home Mission
Sund,
They will stand while ours can
not, unless it can have an equal advantage.

Spencer is now the County Seat,

a

thriving R. R. town with the promise of
rapid increase and influence, and our interests waning and wasting, I mention
this as one of at least a score of similar
instances that I know of, and one of a
hundred in the West. Fort Dodge, Aurelia, Cherokee, Le Marrs, Spencer,Sheldon,
Winnebago, Fairmont, Jackson, &e., all

important R. R. towns having, or
had,

to

my knowledge

having

apti

bv

ing in them, and might have had ¥. Baptist organizations on,

I think,

equal,

or

nearly equal footing with the others, and
now the ground is nearly or wholly lost.
Whole Q. Ms., as the Sac and Floyd Valley which started a few years ago with
much promise, have succumbed,
and
others, as. the Little Sioux Valley and
Chain Lakes, are waning because they
can't stand the pressure in competition
with the societies that are aided. Free
Baptists are widely scattered throughout
the West and, as distasteful as the truth
may be, a large portion of them unite
‘with these other societies because they
see no plain prospect of permanence or
success to the scattered churches they may
organize, and are visited and invited and
urged to unite thus by those that are in-

structed and paid to do just that work.
We are repeating the old mistake of

neglecting to occupy and hold the -important and

growing

with the outside.

centers

I may

but it does seem that

too

done denominationally

and

take

up

be prejudiced,
little

is

being

to give

success

and character to our work in the West.
Our people feel it and are not held by
denominational ties. I don't so much
wonder it may be said of us, in these
parts at least, they are ‘“ very few.”
It is much easier tracing the disease
than prescribing the remedy,and here we
may ask, whose

is the mistake?

and, why t

can be done? One thing is certain, re
must be more burden- bearing to compete
with others, organized systematic Home
Mission work both in raising funds and
special Home Mission labor.
Such work
has told in the past. Very many churches
of eastern Towa and Minn.have becn wonderfully helped and to-day live because of
just such work, but that does not help the

still new fields.

Iever gratefully

recog-

nize the aid given through the grasshop-

per plea, and if that could have been ably
seconded by direct ITome Mission aid

much more

lasting benefit might

have

been secured.
One complaint is «the West don't con-

tribute themselves to this fund.”

Say to

provided you raise so much?

It will

us as others say, * I'll give you so much,

work that way, and when weare stronger
we will gladly help those that are weaker.
R. A. CoAars.
0-6

Central Association Outlook.

At'a. meeting of the Board of Trustees
held at Cowlesville, May15—16, the future
policy of the Association was earnestly discussed. All seemed to feel that something must be done immediately for Home
Missions if.our cause would be saved.

ik

op pin

teams

tl
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Binisters and Churches.

it is

Now, while

Foreign Missionaries,

proposed te still sustain our Missionaries,
the 1'rustees have voted not to use for

that purpose the money contributed for
Home Missions. For the la8t two years
sections

there has been a feeling in some

of the Association that the Association

work should be done gratuitously. Since
the annual meeting held at Phoenix, the

Not an ofileer of

work has been so done.

the Association receives a single dollar
for services. And every dollar contributed by the churches shall in future be ex-

of the do-

pended according to the wish

nor. . The Trustees met last week at
Cowlesville, some of them at an expense
of nearly ten dollars, but it was decided

expense,

that each should bear his own

that the churches might have no cause

Now if the churches

complaint.

re-

the
ga-

the

reSo-

Efile.

at

was
out
or
t of

the
r'OShall
hat
thin

THE

JUNE REMITTANCE.

It is a part of the settled policy of the
F.M. Board to make to our churches

and people frequent statements of facts
touching the condition and needs of the
work.
Busi
sl
About two months ago, the amount of
money that would be needed by the first of
June,

for remittance

to India, was stated

inthe Star, and it was hoped that the responses from the friends of the cause
mittancé in full, and also to make up

the

can
‘an-

deficiency of former remittances.

t, a

remembered, was over eleven hundred
dollars.
We'are now seriously threatened with an increase instead of a reduction
of that deficiency.
On the 23d of this

ing
ap-

or
and
ost.

‘al
vith
and
and

hey
ion
ree
out
uth
nite
hey
or
nay
and
in-

The third Sabbath in May, Rev,

J.

baptized nine persons and added

W. Carr

ten

to the

Second Mapleton church in Aroostook.
the fruit of the protracted meetings

It is
there’

holden by Bro. Tasker, who has become

their

pastor and is very

Their

well

liked

by

all,

Sabbath-school interest is very good.
The church in Georgetown is united and

prosperous, with Rev. D. C. gBurr,
soon enter upon his
this church.
A new
ply a long felt want
ready for occupancy

wlo will

third year of service with
parsonage will soon supof this church.
1t will be
by Aug, 1st.

Nine converts united

by

baptism

with

Massachusetts.

Some ten or fifteen women (in So.

Belling-

ham, who are in sympathy with the Freewill
Baptists, intend soon to be organized into a
church,
They desire to build a chapel to ‘cost

$400.00.

They

can

would enable us to make

The

the

deficiency,in Mareh, it

will

be

month, it appeared
bythe Treasurer's
books, that, in order to square up the account with the mission onthe first of
June,

we

must receive

during the last week

at least

of May.

$1,650,

That

is,

raise

for funds that are necessary to their con-

tinued existence. Shall those schools be
stopped? That is the question for us to
consider. Unless money for their support
is forthcoming,they must stop.
¥
Many of the charches have sent in

Thank Offerings made

the fir8t Sabbath

in May—the day set apart for praying
and giving for the mission.
There are marty more unheard from. Will
not every church that has failed to make
such use of one

Sabbath in

devote thé first Sabbath
mission

canse,

and

this

month,

in June to

give

our

carpet

laid,

Two

were

welcomed

church the first Sabbath in

May,

to

"All local organizations having any funds
on band,

are

requested

same at once.
our

churches

to

It is also
that

forward

the

hoped that

all

have funds

collected

“will do the same. If anybody has been
half decided to give the ¢ause a lift,
let him settle the question now, and for‘ward the money.
It can never come in

a better time.

A letter recently received

from a business man, contained this statemen: ** My business has taken a favorable
turn, and therefore I enclose $25 for the
cause.”
Are there not others whose busi-

ness prospects will enable them to feel the
force of that ¢* therefore,” and follow the
brother's example, witha sum larger
or smaller, asthe Lord may
pered them ?

have pros-’

May 24.
E. N. FERNALD.

————
In the Work.
Referring to ¢ Waifs from

Lewiston,

Me.”

that lately appeared in the Star, a correspon-,
dent, the wife of one of our ministers, writes
as follows from New York State :
‘ Bates Divinity School indeed moves on
quietly, while the teachers and students keep

well within their own * Theological orbit,” but
who can tell, after all, how the influence of

and

York,

nately secured Bro, Steele.

United work

will

soon put the church on a firm footing again.
E. W. Page, Esq., of New York city, has

started with hig wife and youngest daughter on
a trip round the world, via. San Francisco,
Japan, China, Australia, India, Suez Canal to
Egypt, Palestine, Europe, ete. He expects to
be absent at least a year. He will spend two
months on the Pacific Coast; and his address

there will be San Francisco.
Pennsylvania.

/

Bro. A. Losee continues his labors with the
church at Salem, this being the fourth year of
his pastorate with that church....The church
at Greenwood
is without a pastor....The
church at Canal has secured the labors of Rev.
E. H. Higbee, of O., Rev. J. B. Paige having
closed a pastorate there the first of April of
two years duration....The church at Plumb
has
no pastor now.
Rcv. E. S. Bumpus
lives within the: bounds of ‘the church,
but
his health has failed him.
Kentucky.

The details of the organization of the Lewis
Q. M., composed of the Science Hill and Kin
ney Bottom churches, have reached us. The

of Kinney Bottom church, assistant, and Rev.
Joseph Masters, of the Jackson Q. M., Clerk
pro tem. Ross Carr was unanimously elected
the clerk of the new Q. M., and W. ‘D. Hen-

derson, treasurer. It was voted to hold the
sessions of the Q. M. on the 1st Saturday and
Sunday of August, and the 2d Saturday and
Sunday of November and February.
As was
stated in Jast week's issue, this Q. M. will ask

for admission into the Ohio River Y. M. at its
coming session.
Our informant writes: “ On
Sabbath morning the prayer and social meet.
ing, conducted by Bro. J. Masters, was very
interesting, a good spirit being manifested by
all .in attendance. The communion service
was conducted by Elder H. J. Carr, of the
Athens Q. M.
May the Giver of all good aid
us in our effort to sustain the good work just
begun.”

to

and the heat of noonday,

to

the possibility of a calm and

the

promise

cloudless

and

even-

ing? God bless the divinity students of Bates
Theological school, and may many souls be
added to the kingdom of heaven, as seals to
their ministry here.”—Rr. P. H.

|

.

Kansas,

On the 11th, the ordinance of baptism was
administered to two candidates at Adam’s
Peak by Bro. Wm. H. Northup....The Blue
Valley Q. M. was also held there at that
time,

A

with

its

most

were

buried

beneath

The

tist churches

All

SHIRE

Liberty

Woman's Miss. Soc. held an interesting meeting Muy 18th. They are gaining ground.
The painful news of the death of Rev. J. F.
Tufts, of typhoid pneumonia, on the 13th inst.,
reaches us,
Funeral services were held at

Maineville, on the 16th.

All the ministers

of

the Yearly Meeting were present and took
part in the exercises, the sermon being preach-

ed by Rev. R. J. Poston,

from

Matt.

25:

23.

Obituary will appear in due time.
?

of the

L.

United

Harmon,

States.

pastor

His

3m8

of our

church

at

is Hampton,

qu

GLOBE SQAP.
Some of our lady friends have been
for washing they have ever
our family with
it for removing

the

using

choicest

used.

the

article

It is used

in

entire satisfaction; nothing like
dirt and stains. For cleaning

type we regard the Printer’s ‘Globe Soap as superior to any other article. Agents wanted.
Address
R, A. I'YLER, Dover, N H.
:

Towa.

13¢10*

a

CONSUMPTION CURED.
The death is chronicled in the obituary col- §
An old physician, retired from practice, had giyumn of this issue of another of the few re- en him, by an Kast India Missionary, the formula
maining ones who have been the readers of of a siraple vegetable remedy, for the speedy and
permanent
cuye of consumption, bronchitis, catarrh,
the Star from its first publication,—Mrs, Mary
asthma, throat and lung affections, also a positive
Cain, the daughter of Rev. Moses Dudley, a cure for nervous debility and all nervous complaints,
Having tested its wonderful curative
Freewill Baptist minister who was ordained
powers in thousands of cases, he felt it his duty to
in 1809, and died in 1842.
make it known to his suffering fellows.
Actuated
by this motive, I will mail, free to all who desire,
Three persons were baptized at the So.
this recipe in German oir English with directions
Huzleton church, May 11.
for use. Address with stam$, naming this. paper,
M. C. ROSE, 154 Powers’ Block, Rochester,
vy
Indiana.
m
The 13th ult, was a happy day for Zion
church.
Eight happy converts followed their
Saviour in buptism, a very large and solemn
audience witnessing the impressive
scene,
The ordinance was administered by the pastor,
A WONDERFUL REMEDY.
Rev. D. H. Tucker,who gave the hand of fellowThere is no comparison betweenit and the

3

BOROUS PLASTER

ship at the evening service....
Also on the 20th
baptized

and

added

to

the

nal elements

dinance

of

baptism

to

sixteen

candidates.

This was in connection with my work at
Coral, four miles from Howard.
There are
others to be baptized soon. The work is in a
good condition.”

Itcontaing

new

which, in combination

medici-

with

rub-

ber, possess the mokt, extraordinary pain-relieving, streng,hening find curative properties.
Any physigian in your own locality will confirm

the above statement. - For Lame Back, Rheumatism, Female Weakness, Stubborn and Noglected
Colds and Coughs, diseased Kidneys,
Whooping cough, affections of the heart, and

all ills for which porous plasters are used,

it is

simply the best known remedy.
Ask for Ben.
son’s Capeine Porous Plaster and take no oth-

er. Sold by hll Druggists. Price 25 cts. Sent on
receipt of price, by Seabury & Johnson, 21
Platt St., N.

Y.

:

and

pay

usa

visit.

D. AYERS,

to

attend

as possible

‘the

thus

NEW

The Wise Men of the Land, the divine, the
physician, the judge use daily, in their own homes,

sermon,

to

M.
in
of
in-

HAmp-

the un-

facilitate ar-

L.MALVERN.

be provided

9 to 10, A. M,, Devotional exercises,
urers’ report.
11 to 12, Corresponding
port.
1.30 to3, p. M., Home Missions.

for.

10 to 11, TreasS#cretaries’ rePaper by Rev.

J. H. Durkee. Address by Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D. 3 to
4,.Election ofofficers. 7.30. p. M., Sermon by
D. M.
Stuart.
THURSDAY.

9 to 10. A. M., Devotional exercises, 10 to 11, Foreign
Missions, papers by Rev.'l. A. Stevens, Mrs. Anna C.
McKnon,

Miss

L. A.

Ball.

1.30

to

230,

Revivals—

BPaper bv.Rev, J.C, Stee.e, 23010 3.30, Teniperai ce
peneticent Societies, Papers by Revi M, H. Abbey auu
. 8S. Drake, 7.30. Communion service, No paper or
address to exceed fifteen minutes,
J. H. DURKEE, Cor, Sec.
EXETER Q. M. Ministers’ Association wil meet at
Gariaud Free Baptist weeting-house, Tuesday, May
10, at 6, P.M.
Order ofexercisesas follows:
Orgavization.
Sermon by Bro. Sweetland,
tion ofthe 11th lecture of Butler's Theology.
of the 15th
Chap of lst Cor. by members of

RecitaReading
the As-

sociation. Sermon on the Wants and Duties ofthe Q.
M., by O. Pitts. Plans ot ‘sermons by other ministers
present,
0. P1118, Clerk.
PROGRAMME

NH.

¥Y

M June

and reccommend

+

4120

to all invalids

WEDNESDAY.

5.30, A. M., Prayer maeting, Rev, E. P, Moulton.
8.
Prayer meeting, Rev, J. 8, Neal. - 8.30, Business Con=
ference. 11, N. H, Charitable Soc., Rev. J. A. Lowell. 11.20, Temperance, Rev. H.F. Wood.
130, p. M.,
Prayer meeting. Rev. D. Calley.
2. Home Missions,
Rev. G. M. Park, 2.30, Sermon, ——,
8.20, Woman’s
‘Mission. 3.40, For. Miss., Rev.
F, L.
Wiley. 7.30,
Prayer meeting, Rev.dJ. H. Yeoman. 8, Sermon, Rev.
I.D. Stewart.
THURSDAY.

© 5.30, A.M,, Prayer meeting, Rev. Joel Laker.
8.
Prayer meeting, Rev. C. T. Dudley,
8.3', Business
conference. 9.20, Printing Establishment.
Rev. G.C.
Waterman, 9.40, Education, Rev. J.
W. Scribner.
1u, Sunday-schouls, Rev. J.C. Osgood, 10.30, Sermon.
1.30, p. M., Prayer meeting. 2, Memorial Service. 2.90,
sermon and communion,
PER ORDER.

Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, sour Stomach, Costiveness,

Bilious

At.

tacks, Liver 8omplaints, Gout and Rheumatic
fections, Nature's great and good Remedy,

Heartburn,

Af.

Indigestion,

Piles,

DRESS

Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,.
to the people for the above class of diseases.
2t21
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

|

|

HENRY & JOHNSON'S
ARNICA® OLE,

Cantrell—C

t onant-C

Campbell—G

SUITS

MAIL.

For Man and Beast.

|

equipped.

Bruises,
Ulcers,

WARRANTED

much

|

Complete

Wardrobes

as low

as

3

more satisfactory.

better

5

The largest, rarest, and most unique French novelties

in the city.

Also, the medium

grades of hose for ladies

prices.

A superior selection of plain hemmed

linen, and all

linen hemstitched, and scolloned Handkerchiefs, Also,
Sibroidéred Silk Handkerchiefs unsurpassed in beauty
or color.
;

and

all

Skin

RIBBONS.

Rub}

Diseases.

All the choice grades, containing every color and shade
known. Fresh additions daily.
9
.
.

it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists.

Gents’

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP,

Furnishing

Goods.

. Every possible requisite for a gentleman's outfit. Firstclass and medium grades of goods at our usual reasonable prices. Quality, style, and fit the prominent features
of this department.

BOOTS

For Cleaning and Polishing Silver and Plaited
Ware, Window Glass, Mirrors, Marble, Paint, &c.
This is the most convenient and effective prepara.

AND SHOES.

For spring and summer, for Ladies, Misses, and Children.
Cloth top, low button shoes, the novelty of the
season, $3.50; genuine kid walking boots, $3.75.
Low
- shoes from $2 to $5; fine quality slippers from $1.25 to
$2.50; Misses' best pebble goat, worked button holes, $2;
bly injure the finest plate or jewelry.
Many of Childien's Land sade, sprioy heel, button boots, $1.60;
Infants’ shoes,
a
ors,
#1.25.
our largest Manufacturers and Importers of Sil.
- Bovs' an Touts French calf button boots, $2.75, and
ver and Plated Wave have used this Soap, and
a
good,
durable
laced
shoe,
$1.95,
:
have given it their unqualified approval.
AUTION.
The original and only genuine
Our goods are all first-class. We fill all
Silver Soap is known world-wide as the INDEXI.
orders exactly and to ¢he Interest of pure
CAL SILVER SOAP, and is the only proper chasers, guarantee all purchases to be satis.
factery to huyers: and stand ready to remedy
thing to use for cleaning Silver, Electro Plated
all errors.
e vite
orders, convinced that
Goo'ls, Marble, Jewelry, Statuary, &e.-Made only
a first irial will insure us the regular custom
by ROBINSON BROS. & CO., Boston,
12611
hereafter.
All orders for Goods to be accompanied by
the money; or, where
parties wish,
Goods will
be sent by express, C.
0, D,
here the remit.
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churclies
tance is too large, we always return the difSchools, Fire
Alarms, Farms, ete. FULLY
ference.
WARRANTED, _ Catalogue sent Free,
tion for these
purposes ever offered to the public
It may be used-even by inexperienced help with
entire safety, as it contains nothing that can possi-

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
VANDUZEN

Broadway
and Twentieth St,
Grand, Chrystie, and Forsyth, N. V.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
“1yl

Caswell’s Slippery Elm Lozenges.
For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throaty
and Lungs. Consumptives will find. them soothing and healing; use them freely.
In traveling,
the Church, Concert and Lecture room,

to use them.
two or thr
you
retin
your
are

don’t

HOIR and

fail

Always have them by yonr bedside:
taken when

Newb

cough.ji
they

ONGREGATION
A COLLECTION OF

Rymas, Tunes, Anthems, Chanda and Servios
FOR

Opiates, but give them Slippery Elm Lozenges in
abundance. Large boxes,25 cents. Sent by mail,
postage paid. to any art of the U. S., upon re:
ceipt

of

prietors.

price.

CASWELL

& CO.,

CHOIR

1y3

NURSERY
STOCK.
Choicest and hardiest varieties grown in New

harmonious

between

Wherever

it has

been

introduced.

THE NEW CHOIR AND CONGREGATION

grown in central New
England are more certain
to thrive when transplanted, will produce fruit
earlier and of better flavor than those specimens
grown
further South.
Descriptive chtalogues
mailed free on application. OLIVER DODGE,
Nashua,

co-operation

It has been

ed by the Choir Singers, and Pronounced Good by all the People,

a specialty. New and standard varieties of Strawberries,
pberries
and
Blackberries;
hardy
Grape vines.
Trees,
plants, shrubs and vines

Nursery,

effective

Indorsed by the Leading Ministers, Prais-

England. Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum and Cherry
Small
fruits, Evergreen, Shrubs and Roses

River

and

Choir anc Congregation.

- trees.

Merrimac

THE

AND ALL THE PEOPLE.

BY GEO. F. ROOT.
A year's trial of the New Idea in Church Music
has practically demonstrated its power to produce

Boston, Pro-

For sale by all Druggists.

Contains

nearly 700 standard

with responsive

Services,

Hymns,

Gospel

together

Songs

and ap

propriate pieces for special occasions, the whole
making the most elegant and complete Hymn,
Tune and Church Music Book Published.

N yu.

s®._Elegautly bound in cloth.
receipt «f #2.00

8t15

Sent by mail upon

Specimen pages, with plans and full

THE , TAMPICO BUSTS
OR. WARNER'S HEALTH GORSET

paticulars,

free.

:

JOHN

now used in

803

Broadway,

CHURCH

& COS

N. X,

Cincinnati, 0.

and Skirt Supporter are the greatest

4

Price,
.
pe
For Sale by leading

Tremendous Sales.

MASQUE
TORN OFF

an bones) fits with perfect ease and is
arranted not to break over the hips,

$1.25.
Merchants.

WARNER
BRO’S,
351 Broadway,New
York,

Contains
Forty
Chapters in DR. TALMAGE’S

trongest ~~ descriptive
powers, sparkling with
raceful images and illustrative
anecdotes,
and are his best efforts,
in his earnest, aggres

T. DeWitt Talmage.

~ive and uncompromising warfare upon the

¢ Foes of Society.””
One large octavo volume
Of 526 pages—15 elegant illustrations. Price, $2.00.
to send for full particu-

AGENTS

WANTED

lars, and be convinced

that this is the most salable book in the market, or
to save time send 75 cents at once for Canvassing

Book, and state your ghoje ars Sins;
Address
JAMES
BE
‘Oy

aay

If

you want a&

School

new

Song ‘Book

select

you

will

find

from

paper.

please mention
this

ordering,

the fact

that you

Advertisement

in

the

vii of fawn
BE

10=

For Business

Men, Farmers, Mechanics, Property Owners, Tenants,
everybody, every
business.
Saves many
times cost.
Selling fast.
Send for Circular and
Terms.
P. W.
ZIEGLER
&
€O.,
1000
Arca St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1v24

occupying

When

ASFITS want
Month. Amn

forms.

this space in the next issue of|
this

HARTFORD, CONN.

YOUR OWN

Messrs. Biglow & Main’s List,
which

ed

HOW TO BE

Sunday-

STEEL

ENGRAVING
—OF—

DR. JAMES L. PHILLIPS.
This fine engraving is of two sizes, 9 x 12 inches,
25 cents; 12 x 13 inches, 35 cents. For Sale at the
MORNING STAR
take a quantity,

OFFICE.
to sell at

Any
one wishing to
Quarterly and Yearly

Meetings can obtain them at a large discount

i applying to W. 0. SAYLES, 10 WALL
the cash accompanying the order.

1

ST, LO

by

NEW and Scientific cure for Nervous Debility,
FR

EE

without Medicine, from whatever cause. Mailed
free. Hlectro- (emical Pad Co. P.0. box 3329,N.Y.

of our Prettiest Motto Chromo Cards, or 25 Il.
20 luminated Chromos, 10¢, NASSAU. CARD Co.,
* Nassaq,N. Y.
:
4t19

Married
.

Near West Woodville, O., at the residence of the
bride's parents, March 13. by Rev. J, A. Sutton, Mr,
Geo. Crosson and Miss Annie M, Foote.

OSPEL ECHOES. | Sheek mmsva

PEARLY
GATES,

HOME AND RETREAT FOR
A private, first-class institution for
Spinal

879 SUNDAY SCHOO NOSIC BOOKS. 1679

A new and choice collection ‘of sparkling, bright,
Songs for the Sunday-school Prayer and Praise

N eetings. . Gives perfect satisfaction wherever used. Price, 30 cts.; $3.00 per doz.; $25 per 100.
By J. H. ROSECRANS. A very choice collection of 8. 8, Music, mostly

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sickness,

UNDER.

Ladies’, misses’, and children’s kid, cloth, and Lisle
Thread Gloves of the best manufacture, in all the newest
shades to match any dress matenal.

Ap30Mals28

S A Carpenter Attica O,
\
tev J H Decker Hillshoro Io,
Rev J McLeod Fredericktown N ‘B.

Brain

the

Hosiery, Gloves,
& Handkerchiefs.

\Scalds

Rev A H Morrell Harper's Ferry W Va,

the treatment of all

represent

goods in proportion. Any article in the Wardrobe at list
price; really cheaper than the home-made article, and

MORNING STAR.

Co Kan,

always

Superb assortment of fine French hand-made

saw

Forwarded:

Rev E E Harvev White Rock Republic
Harrison Green Arrowrock Mo.
O M Watkins May Neb,
‘rank AJanes Washington Kan,
* N Thayer Mendon 111,
A H Brown Canterbury N H,
Rev I Hyatt E Hamlin N Y,
Geo R Richards Avaca NY.
J Cheney Cottonwood Mo.

and

WEAR, comprising every requisite for a lady's wardrobe.
Also, children’s suits for every age and size.
Our Infants’ Furnishing
partment is -thoroughly

|

W

Peck—A Palmer—I Port—B 8S Perkins—J P Prickett—

MEPICAL
INVALIDS.

& COSTUMES.

nence so justly established,
latest styles and tashions.

. The FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET,

L G Pratt-T Peterson =A Parsons—C F
Penney—I
Peasley—C Paris—\W N Patt—A A Parker—C W Furinton—J Poole ~E L Preston—H N Plumb—J WRendell—E Tibbetts-J C _Robinson—=T A Rogers- H A
Robinson—A Redlon—E Ramsey—Mrs 8 M Reed—J I
D sandford—T H Smith—J Short—A A Stockwell-H
Smart—8 F Sinciair<H J Stockman—J B Sawyer—J
Swain—V MSmith—R Tibbetts—D L Tussing—=T Tibbetis= ME Tourteltte—=M A
Sprague—E M Smith—A
Shepard—D A Tucker—ISeitz -C Vanghan—0O Winship
=I Wilson—Miss L. Woodward—W Whittield=D.N
Wildes—W Walker—W Waterville Me—~C L Walker
—ZJ Wheeler—S R Weaver.
;

.

This department maintains its supremacy, and shows
the best productions trom the European centres.
Our Cloaks and Sacques are cut and made by men
tailors, therefore style and fit are guaranteed,

improvement
ever made in Corsets. The.
are soft as velvet, very flexible and contain
no bones.
-

kins—Mrs’l C Emmons—J Edgecomb—A L Eastman—
GR Edmunds—W W Freeman—B H Fish —C T French
—=R P Fuller—F Files—L Buould=8
B
Given—J H
Green—A S Gilman—A M Gorsline—C W Greenleaf—L
Gott—E C Glines—R 8 Hazen = W H Hobbs—P Hugg—
W A Humphrey—=0O T Hale—E Hulse—J W Hoyt—E
M Hawes—E Howard—0O Henderson—C E Hammond
—C B Hart—J W
Hicks—»
Holmes—E
Hiram—L
Jones—H C Inman—R Hall:-Mrs N Holman—Mrs M
M Knight=T Kenniston—I, A Knight—M
8 KidderG Lillle=R H Leigh—P 8 Laughlin—=J PP’ Longley—R
Langdon—D
Leary—A M
Littlefield—A Lewis- A
Losee—R Morrah—J Morse=S P Mathews—B M Mason—Mrs It H Mitchell—A C Mailett—A Masters—dJ
Mathews CP
Morrill—J Vathews—J
Newbold--)
Merrill=W Mitchell—=P Meiolinson—E W Page—~MW

BY

SHAWLS, CLOAKS, AND WRAPS.
Our SUITS and COSTUMES fully sustail! that pre-emi-

Colby—I1 H Clark—J W Coffin—=R R Curtis—A Cole—
A C Carr—S8 Copp—E F Chace—A M Davis—G Donnocker—I A Drowne—A M Darling—J) B Chandler—

Books

GOODS.

Ladies’ &OChildren’s Undergarments,

E H
_Adkinson—W Armitage—(G W Anderson—P
Allen—Mys PB Allen—Mrs M E Arnec—J DAshbaugh
—F W Brayn—B F Carter—F H Bubar—8 A Heunett—
Mrs R WBarnum—T L
Bunting—C
Ceperly—S D
Batgs—C Bailey—dJ S Berry—H Bugbee—A R Babcock
—W F Babcock—S U Burdick—F B Bryant—A J McCrearry—N Clark—W M Crandall-M W Cowan—R W
N

other

rd & Taylor

Novelties in Cachemeres, Suitings, Debeiges, and the
standard cloths, in splendid variety, Also, “Anderson's”
Scotch Zephyrs, printed cottor Dress Goods, Momie
Cloths, Cotelines, Percales, Cheviots, &c., with every
grade to be tound in a first-class establishment.

as the best and most reliable medicine ever offered

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E.N, FERNALD
(tc whom all contributions
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
521
Rev
EN Wright Burnett Wis,
Rev H N Plnmb Marilla NY,

Caswell=W

, and

Th

the rarest gems of the European or
American Markets,
In SUMMER SILKS und FOULARDS we have everything
.. that is new and beautiful.
:

and sufferers from

10-12,

TUESDAY.
2.30, P. M., Praver meeting.
3, Organization and
business conference, 7.30, Social service
conducted
by Rev. A. D, Smith. 8, Annual sermon, Rev, C. E
Blake, -

|

Guine

COLORED AND BLACK SILK DAMASSES, embracing

Star

:

P. M., opening

Taplssier,

SILK justly claims earnest attention, being equal to the
best of foreign manufacture at half the eo:
EVERY
YARD WARRANTED,
i
In COLORED SILKS our well-selected stock is offered
at prices that cannot be undersold,
Also,
:

Pastor.

fail, inform

and

Ponson,

FAMILY
BILK enjoys a reputation fop/universal excels
lence that is unsurpassed,
.

will be held at their reg-

CLARKSON

expecting

as soon

sommon slow-acting porous
plaster.
It is in
very way superior to all other external remeddies including liniments
and the so-called

electrical appliances.
Michigan,

Bonnet,

| taually prominent arr

B Carpbuter—M N Daviscn—C Cook—A Currier—HEI-

Bwortt3

Glove Soap, and say that it is

the Morning

TNE

OF ECONOMICAL BHOPPING.

and children at very moderate

WEDNESDAY,

decure.

K. REEVES,

N. H.
I

of

TORS BOC ADAPT Bo

-

Our American Cachemire INDESTRUCTIBLE BLACK

J. M. PEASE, Clerk,

Coun.,

ASSERT THAT
AT NO PERIOR

A

EDHVAD

Money Letters Received.

reliable

address

ge

3122

TUBSDAY.
71-2,

the opening sermon.
J. R. MYERS, Clerk.

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature

NECESSITIES

WN

for

Programme for the annual meeting of CENTRAL ASSOCIATION to be held at Norwich, N, Y., Sept. 16--18.

ELECTRIC BELTS.

Rev. L.

, Muy 16 1879,

Y.M. will please, without

rangements,
Laconia, N, H.

Next session to be held with the Ayersville
Branch of the Defiance church, to commence
Friday evening, August
15. Rev.
W. A.

Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos on
very favorable terms, sending them to any part

E.

to come

persons

dersigned

glitter-

and

The

THE PUBLIO oR AT

Rec, Sec.

Correction. In thenotice of Holland Purchase Y.
MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE
prograicme
published
Star of vay 14, read ** Daniel the Prophet”? instead
* David the Prophet,” and * labors, studies,” ete.
stead of ** labors, treaties,” ete,

West’s Liver Pills cure Sick Headache.

past.

CoweLL,

first querterly gathering

church, of Bridgeport,

the

cay, exhaustation,
ete. The only
Circulars mailed free.
Address

as the

8. W.

WE CAN POSITIVELY

ular place of worship, June 7,8. A cordial inv.itation
is given to all sister churches te unite with us,
A
special invitation Is given to neighboring Free Bap-

Jight persons were baptized at E. Liberty,
May 4. Five more were added to the church,
May 17. The church seems much encouraged.
The present pastor, Rev. A. H. Whitaker, has
been engaged with the Broadway, Newton,
and E, Liberty churches for auother year.
We hope the coming year may be iis pleasant

profitable

©

by Rev. L. W. Raymond,

into the kingdon.

43 Chatham St.,, N.Y.

contributions

YORK.

NEW DRY GOODS...
EE Raunt)

D. FOWLE,
fim22cow

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE of Otisfield
Q. M. will
convene at Canton, Me,, on Tuesday, June3, at. 2, p,, M. Rev. C.T. D.Crocketg
will open a generai discussion of the following question, * How Can
the Full
Working Force of the Church be Called into Action?
In the evening, at 71-2, a sermon will be preached

ing waves,
many rejoiced and were happy.
We then repaired to the church again,
where the hand of fellowship was given, and
partook of the Lord’s Supper which was very
enjoyable.
We trust good seed has been sown,
and will grow, and more souls will be born

Myers to preach
.

Also

H.

Sent free, by express, for $1 a bottle.

«

Clerk.

HOLLAND PURCHASE Y. M. will convene Friday,
June 13, with the So. Harmony church, at Grant Station,on the A. & G. W.R.R,
P. O. address, Brokenstraw, N. Y.
2121

beautiful

the

be paid,

Send for pamphlet.

CENTRAL OH10 Y. M. will convene Friday, June 6.
at 2, P. M., with the Rome church, near Galena, on
ihe Cleveland
Mt. Vernon & Columbus
R. R..—Rich=
land & Licking Q.M.
2121
B. F. ZELL, Clerk.

Wolf Lake church, April 18—20,
The weather
was fine and the churches were well represented.
Defiunce and Wolf Lake churches reported revivals with quite a number of accessions, Union
prevailed throughout the
entire session.
The preaching was excellent
and we think left an iraoression in the vicinity
of Wolf Luke that will not soon be forgotten
by those present.
Saturday afternoon a large
number spoke of the love of their Saviour.
Sunday afternoon a large avsembly gathered on
the bank of the lake to witness the solemn
ordinanee of baptism of six happy conyerts.

they

where.

ME. F.B. HOME MISS, 80C.

robes, a clear sky and a bright sun, roads excellent, and at an early hour the people commenced coming, some on foot, some on the
cars, und many on horseback, and in wagons
and carriages from all directions.
They came
from twelve to fifteen miles, until we had the
lurgest congregation ever assembled in that
place. Quite a number of white people present. We had a beautiful grove where all
could be accommodated with standing room
that could nov get seats. One brother set
apart to the work of the ministry in the usual
order. The meeting left u good impression
and will be long remembered.
The money
received was $32.20,
'
Next session with the Union Grove church,
August 8.
J. 8. MANNING.

As

N

Moston,

All money contributed for misslon work in Maine
should besent directly to Rufus Desring, Portland,
Me.
5200
Per order of Ez, Lom,

“Bro.

NOBLE Q. M.—Held its last session with

in Ohtlo, may

‘Waterbury Center, Vt

Manning called to the chair. Committees
were appointed on different subjects.
Bro.
C. Carr was present from the Cairo’ Q. M. as
Cor. Mess., who gave us words of comfort
and encouragement,
The churches all report
union and harmony, and are all supplied with
pastors and seem encouraged and steadfast.
Resolutions were passed onthe
death of
Rev. John Scott who passed away since our
last Q. M. in the full assurance of rest in
heaven.
Some words were said by those who
knew him best and were present at his death,
which produced much feeling, He was greatly beloved,
Business was transacted with but
little delay, and the time given to prayer and
praise.
Our Saturday meeting was the best,
all thought, ever enjoyed.
Not much shouting
but much weeping,
Saturday night a large
number expressed a desire to be Christians.

came

Nu

EYS, DYSPEPSIA;
CA~ CER, UA| TARRIL and all diseases of" the
| A {SKIN
and BLOOD.
Entirely
My Vegetable, Internal and external
- use. Money retwrned in all cases of failure; none for twenty years. Sold every

The Trustees of the Green Mountain Seminary Corporation are hereby requested and notified to assémble
in their annual meeting in room
No. 5, Seminary, at
10,A. M., on Friday, June 13, for the transaction of all
necessary business. We solicit a full attendance as
matters of vital importance are then to be considered.

Mouxp Crry Q. M.—Held its May term
with the church at Villaridge, May 9—11.
All
the churches were represented, and thirty-two

day

|

o.

Opening Spring Display

our in the worst cases of
LEPROSY,
SCROFI'LA,
SALT
RHEUM,
RHEUMATISM,
KID-

!

(Eiuth

NEW

[of UR
;

State. Home and Foreign Missions and Edueation,
2122
EX. Com.

Next session at Castle Rock, June 6—8,
J. B. StAaPLES, Clerk.

Sabbath

ROSS CARR,

given

call.

\

June 6,

LEWIS Q. M. (Ky.) Kinney Bottom, Aug. 2.

bie

cure for all binds of PILES. Tio

Since the removal of Rev.J, W, Parsons from Marfon, O,, to Saco, Me., who wus the
treasurer of the
Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Rev. 8. D.
Kates. of Marion, has been
appointed treasurer till
the next annual meeting of the Association,
to whom
interest
on endowment notes, and Bible school notes,

Quarterly Meetings.

the Yoll

NORTHERN Y.M., Waterloo,

Lo

une bottle warranted a perfect

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
.
.
ELLSWORTH Q. M,, Jordan
schocl-house, Otis,
June 20-22,
.
0. W. YOUNG, Clerk,
HENNEPIN Q, M., annual session, Castlé Rock, June
6,1. P.M,
J. 8, BrarLEs, Clerk,
CORINTH Q. M,, Orange, June 20-22,
CHESTER DICKEY. Clerk.

services by the Revs, Brewster, Kames and
Miller. He was buried in the Blue Island
cemetery, in the family lot, by the side of his

to

HELD,

ME. WESTERN Y. M , 8, Cornish, June 17,
GENESEE XY. M.. BYRON, N. Y,, June 27,
ONTARIO YM... IONA, June 19,
OHIO Y. VM. Springtield. Clifton Ave, June 6-8,
CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M., Johnsburg, June 27,
WISCONSIN'Y., M.. Ithica, June 27,
KENTUCKY Y. M,, Paducal, May 30,
ST. LAWRENCE Y. M.. Pavishville, June 27.
HOLLAND PURCHASE Y, M., So Harmony, June 13
OHI10 CENTRAL Y M., Rome, June 6,

~

very appropriate discourse was delivered by
the Rev. Mr. Downey, who was assisted in the

answered

WHERE

Onto & PENN. XY. M, Cleveland, 0’, June 27,

Congregational church, where his old friends
and neighbors, with many others, assembled
to pay their last respects to the departed.
A

delegates

AND

New Hawpsairg Y. M., Laconia,
June 10,
FUSQUEHANNA Y . Ms, Virgil & Dryden. dune 20,

Business Hotes,

Ohio,

Rev. Milo J. Coldren writes from Howard
City : ** Yesterday (May 18) was a time long to
be remembered.
After a short sermon we
went to the lake, where 1 administered the or-

inspired

I0WA

He moved td
Blue Island,

where he lived at the tiffe of his death. The
funeral services were held at the Blue Island

Western.

portion of that* toiling‘ world-burdened multi-

the tempest-tossed main,

his brave

ellie
>

ult. three were
Union ehurch.

tude,” who perhaps are sometimes

early settlements in those times.
Illinois in 1852, and settled near

several

their lives, isolated though they may be, tells
upon the lives of those around them, their fcllow students in Bates College, as well as a

“* jook away beyond

There he and

suffered the privations and dangers incident to

the

to secure a pastor. A good field for a stirring
man... . Fairport church is still ‘without a pastor....The church at Attica has very fortu-

for India? The need is immediate and
pressing. . The remittance will be withreturns from

his only neighbors.

$300.00 of this themselves, and would appeal
for help from outside sources, especially from
WINCHESTER Q. M.—Held its last session
the brethren of the Western R. I. Q. M. A
with the church at Berryville, Va., May 17, 18.
Full
delegations from Winchester and Luray,
thriving farming community and from 3 to 6
—the latter some (ifty miles away. Many
miles from any meeting, the situation is repre. were present from places less remote.
The
sented as eminently favorable to the upbuildspirit of the meeting was excellent.
The
ing of a good, strong church.
Communica
Subbath-school took the front pews on Sabbath
tions may be addressed to E. H. Bassett, So. P. M., und addresses were made by severul
speakers present.
Temperance, missions and
Franklin, Mass, e
education were each warmly advocated.
Rev. A. L. Houghton, pastor of the LawNext session with the church at Luray.
rence church, has returned somewhat improvA. H. MORRELL, Clerk pro tem.
.ed in health, but with the purpose that he may
have opportunity for complete recovery, his
HENNEPIN R? M.—Held its March session at
Minneapolis,
It was an interesting session.
church has just granted him leave of absence
Earnest, instructive and spiritual preaching by
until October 1. Mr. Houghten
leaves for
Revs. J. D, Batson, C. H. Davis. and W, W,
Maine immediately, where he hopes by rest
Mitchell (the latter of Winona & Houston’ Q.
and recreation to regain his wonted health,
) Bro. Ditus Day, who had for many vears
Mr. A. T. Salley, of the Senior class in Bates faithfully served the Q. M, as its clerk, sent in
his resignation, in consequence
of failing
Theological school,will supply the pulpit. Mr. health,
and Rev. J. 8. Staples ‘was chosen to
Salley bas already supplied the pulpit of this
fill the vacancy.
Chose Rews. A. A. Smith, C.
L. Russell, and J. 8. Staples, Mission commitchurch for several months to the entire satisfaction of the people.
The audience room of tee; which committee at a subsequent meeting
appointed A. A. Smith, chairman grid treasuthe church has just been renovated and a new
rer, and C. L. Russell, secretary,
~*

us something

held until June 5th; so that
next Sapbath can get in:

WHEN

Complete History of Wall Street Finance, contai)
valuable information for investors. Address
xter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Cg
New York.

Meetings.

« MICHIGAN Y. M., Cupac, May 80,
ILLINOIS Y, M., Fiat May. 50,
y
MINNFSOTA Y. M., Spring Brook, June 13,
MINN, SOUTHERN XY. M., Mapleton, tune 20, |
SOUTHERN ILL, Y. WM, Cairo, May 28,
S17. JOSEPI'S VALLEY Y.M.. Eust Gilead, May 23,
UNIONY M. Lebauon & Smyrna, Jhne 11,
NEW YORK & PENN. Y, M,, Adeiun, June 6,

that

wife opened a furm and endured the labors and

$200.00 or

on the 23d inst. the Treasury was $1,650
took piace at Science Hill on the 10th
short of the sum
needed, to send to India, exercises
inst. Rev. A. Crabtree, of the Little Scioto Q.
even if N.Y., Vt., and Nova Scotia should
M., was chosen moderator, Bro. W. H. Ingals,
send in theirfull amount June 1st.

Some of our missionaries are waiting
for a portion of their salaries, long overdue,"and the native schools are suffering

when

Yearly

part of the State was a wilderness,and Indians:

the

Madison church, May 11.

about

Co.,- Mich.,

wife who died in 1874.

New Hampshire.

Cowlesville & Marilla churches ate anxious

J ton

Hon
ilar
fa
reon,
all

'

Rev. R. I. Howard baptized six persons,
Sunday before last, und added them to the
Bangor (Essex St.) church.
>

New

re-

in-

settled in 8t. Joseph

candidates are awaiting baptism.

June

of

Maine,

Foreign Missions,

}, =

has

that

are ready to die? Shall we support, or
recall our Missionaries now in India?
‘The next two months will do much to decide these questions.
May the
Holy
Ghost inspire us for earnest work.
J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.

D.
any
zed

i

of

really

romain

re

}

mean earnest work for Christ in the Cen. tral Association, let them liberally respond. Within a few weeks the Quarterly. Meetings will be held. It isa custom
to take collections at these meetings for
Home and Foreign Missions. Will the
pastors supplement these,by taking a coljection in each of their churches on the
Sunday before the: next
session
of
their Q. M.? Let these church collections be sent with the Q. M. collections. Every dollar contributed in the
bounds of this Association, for whatever
purpose, should be sent directly to Rev.
C. A. Hilton, North Parma, N.Y. Brethren and sisters of the churches, shall we

strengthen the things that

Eastern.

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

_ Hotices and Jppointments.

Illinois.
Rev. Amos Alexander died May 16, at his
late residence near Blue ‘Island, in the 70th
year of his age. He went West in 1834, and

<

The interest on the invested funds, to-

gether with nearly all that has been : raised by collections from the churches, has
been required to pay the salary of our

and

Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,
&c., 298 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass,
DR. GEO. W. RHODES, Regident Physician.
Send stamp for circulars.
1y16

new, and adapted

to

the

needs

of the

Sunday-Schools,

Prayersmeeting

Every Sunday-School can afford it. Price 25 cts.; $2.50 per doz. $20 per 100,
By KNOWLES SHAW.
The last and best work by the late Knowles
Shaw. the successful revivalist, Author of Sparkling Jewels, Shining
Pearls, Golden Gute, etc. Price 35 cts.; $3.60 per doz. ; $30 per 100.
You will make no mistake in adopting either of these books. Bm=A copy of either sent by mail on re.
ceipt of price, or one of each for 76 cis. Specimen pages free, Address
[
’
CENTRAL BOOK CONCERN, Cincinnati, Ohio, or Oskaloosa, Iowa,
and OLIVER DITSON & Co., Boston, Mass.
HL4
.
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"THE MORNING STAR. MAY 28, 1879.
v

five little stitches in her work and said
she ‘did it all,” as if Pogue had sewed
half the block and she had said the same

ter, and preach you a sermon.”

thing. - And Rose knew it, and is glad today, as she was then, that if she must

church ; and it made it-a sin ‘against the

* Well,” said Eddie, ‘and
peoples.”
:

have credit for doing all the work

State for any person to conduct any reA
igious service who had not been ordained by a Bishop of the church of England,
as the Episcopal church was called. In
all religious services the church service,
and no other, was to be used. The punishment to be inflicted on all such as
dared to break that law was, for the first
and second offense, a fine or imprison-

picked oat those ** five little stitches.”—
Mrs. Julia P, Ballard.

Harry began: ¢* My text is a short and
easy one,—‘Be kind.’ There are some

formity, which was getting very strong, a
law was made in 1664, called the conven-

tical act, which made it illegal to hold,
or to be present at any religious service
1 n any place other than an Episcopal

BY ADELAIDE STOUT.

One said, that Nature sketches all her work
‘With pencil of the ice.
We've seen her fern leaves and her ivy leaves,
And loved each quaint device.
The green veil rent from off the
leaves
Shows net-work white as snow,

summer

And traced as faintly as the frosted lehves
Our Northern windows show.
It may be Nature hides away her work,—
Her etchings of the frost,—
3

‘When we who saw thé tracings disappear
Had thought they all were lost.
This phantom leaf was sketched upon

ment ; for the third, a fine of $500, or
banishment to some penal settlement for

a seven years; and if the offender returned

fence,
:
And this, with net-work fair
As if of Jace, was patterned on a log,
For almost anywhere
Does Nature draw her patterns quaint or fine.
We see them faintly etched
On log, and rail-fence, and on gnarled stump

The rarest pictures sketched.

It matters not to us if it be true
That etchings of the frost
Are reproduced in fern and ivy leaf,
Or if they all be lost.
But darkly thro’ the hint we’re guessing now,
If it indeed be true—
The patterns that we breathed on windows

fair

‘

To threadlike fiber grew;
.
If underneath the green, the lives took on
Our spirit sight could see
“The pattern that we drew,—the very lines
In startling mimicry.
The hoar-frost sketches with a silent hand—
Limning a veined leaf—
The phantom frame-work of her summer
flowers,
:

But we have cause for grief—:
We limuers on the windows of the soul; .
‘We draw a leaf, or stem,
‘We work as fancy leads us, and the years

These half-drawn sketches that we

limn

each

day

As'doth the aimless frost,
And then forget, or think the half-formed leaf,
Or rude, quaint etching lost;
But on a day we see it copied out—
‘We see it unaware,
And yet te claim our special handiwork

‘We do not alway care.

chip

taken by the same

fingers?

I will tell

you.
Little Rose went to the ** infant school”
It was a very happy place for

the

They had no hard lessons in
or

geography.

The

approach to lessons was saying

nearest

over

the

sort

of

For his acrés and his palace,

“multiplication

If his inmost heart is callous—
Is a man the whit the better?

rhyming toncert,—** Twice one are two,
twice two are four”; while the teacher
slid along the little wooden balls on the
when

For hisvineyard and his wines,

.

Is a man a whit the worse
For a lowly dress of rags?

-.

For a poor and lowly stand,
For an empty, even pocket,
And a brawny, working hand,

but

were

of busy

fingers

needle rather dull, and the new pink

‘Why do thousands pass him by
‘With a proud and scornful eye,

chintz so hard to sew; her fingers trembled when she came to where the four

If a man’s no whit the worse ?

corners met, and she tried in

- Fumalp Caxcle.
OHRISTIANITY IN BRITAIN
AMERICA.

AND

vain,

sat next her on the same bench,—an old-

in the possession

RODGERS.

with

her little thimbleless finger, to push the
needle through so many thicknesses of
cloth. She looked at the little girl who
er girl than Rose by two years,

of

a

and rich

‘‘real silver”

Rose
passed the block to
Pogue (a curious name, but her very
own, and it rhymed with her surname,
too), and motionedto a little hard corner, touching her thimble and nodding
and winking significantly. Pogue understood, and, taking the nine-patch,
sewed very neatly 8ver the hard place,
Rose watching carefully lest she should

+ thimble.

.

The most eventful of all the centuries
was the seventeenth,
excepting, of
course, the nineteenth. I think of every-

thing belonging te that century as great.
- It had great extremes of all sorts; great
revolutions ; great good and great evil.
It was most remarkable for its great
good men.

plenty

No,

singing

neatly for Rose to sew *‘ over and over,”
one block a day. And it was Rose's
special delightto show- her mother the
neatly finished block each night, and be
able to say, * I did it all rayself.”
One warm June day, Rose found her

And if a man’s no whit the worse

VIII

words.

and

er cut the small squares and basted them

Though he owns no lordly rental,
If his heart is kind and gentle,

GEORGE

in a

learning to sew.
Rose was making blocks of patchwork,
—*¢ nine-patch,” her mother called it.
You all know what that is. Rose's moth-

And eringe in severity,
If a man’s no whit the better?

BY

the marching

over, there were

‘Why do thousands bend the knee

Is a man a whit the worse?

table”

wire frame, to suit the

For his purple and fine linen,

John Bunyan, Richard

Bax-

ter, Milton, Owen, Howe, Philip Henry,
Sir Matthew Hale, and many others

do too

much.

One,

two,

three,

four,

five stitches, and oh, so neatly done!
whose names are on the roll of fame . Rose bowed and smiled her thanks,and
lived, prayed, worked and died during put in a stitch or two as neatly as possible next to the ** five,” when she stopped
that century.
It was in that century that America was in dismay at a thought that popped into
born. Like everything that has become her conscientious little head. ‘I can’t
great, it was born in silence, and it was tell mother I did it all myself.” It
cradled and matured in the storm and would have taken away half her pleasure
the tempest. ‘What is known as the au- not to be ableto say this. And yet it
thorized version of the Scriptures was was so very little,—only just five stitchmade in the seventeenth century. It es! “I needn't mind that,” came the
was made jn the reign of James the temptation ; * I can say I did it myself,
first, and he died in the year 1625.
for that's almost nothing.”
¢ But it is
In that century the two Charleses lived, help,” another voice said, *‘and you'd
reigned, sinned and
died.
The first better say, ‘I did it nearly all.’” But
Charles’s reign, which lasted twenty Rose couldn't make up her mind to say
years, was very stormy.
His soldiers this. Her mother would be sure to think
beheaded
him.
The commonwealth, if Pogue sewed any of it, likely she
which lasted eleven years, came in be- made half the block, at least one seam
tween the reigns of the two Charleses, across. So you see it was a real strug-and it had the bold, brave, and noble gle. And ho¥ do you suppose she set*Oliver Cromwell at its head. Those were tled it?
seleven years of sunshine to the church of
After looking at it aboutas long as it
Jesus Christ.
has taken me to tell you this, Rose unCharles the Second came to the

ia the year 1660, and soon
event the act of Uniformity

throne

threaded
her needle and very deliberate-

after that ly picked out those five stitches, and then
came into went to work and sewed them over herforce; then all ministers of the gospel self. And she is glad to-day that she
were required to receive Episcopal ordi- did. Not because it might not have been
nation or to cease from preaching. And foolish for her to be so anxious about the
-at their ordination they were to give their credit of doing the work all herself—no ;
full assent and consent to all that is writ- but because it was her first resistance to
ten in the prayer book. Very many felt the temptation to tell a falsehood! And
that they could
not do this and keep a resistance once always makes it easier to
i good conscience. And on ‘the twenty- resist again. ' So Ido not think Rose ever
fourth of August, 1662, when the act told a deliberate falsehood since that
became law, two thousand ministers, the day when she came so near making a
best men the church had in it, gave up black spot in her memory instead of a
theiFpulpits and their livings.
| bright one.

Some

of those

men

felt they must

preach; and $0 they gathered the

people

in cottages, barns, and fields, where they

preached Christ to them.

Such ministers

and congregations
were called
formists.

noncone

To stop the growth of nonc~n.

a piece .of charcoal

to

Mrs.

Williams,

who

read

the

little texts in the Bible
on
purpose for little children, and this is one of
them. These are Fy heads of my sermon: .
‘First: Be kind to papa, and don't
make a noise when he has a headache.
I
don’t believe you know what a headache
is: but I co.

I had one once,

and

not want to hear any one speak a word.
*“Second:

Be kind to mamma,

Does any little girl think Rose made
too much of such alittle thing? Oh, no.
It is just as much stealing to take five
pennies from another's purse as five
dollars, and it would have been as

much

a falsehood for Rase to have left Pogue's

that is what Mr. Williams wants?
“Why,” she replied, ‘did you
bring me a chip just now ’

not

and

do

not make her tell you to do a thing more

ABOVE HIS BUSINESS.
‘I wouldn't do that,” said one clerk to
another, whom he saw doing a disagreeable piece of work.
:
+t It must be done, and why shouldn’t I

do it?” was the excellent reply.
In a few minutes the wouldn't-do-it
clerk, ashamed of his remark, was assist-

ing the clerk who was not above his business.
“Yes,” said the astonished
warrior;
In Scotland there is a branch of the
‘but I did not hear it say anything.’
«If you did not, I did,’ was the reply, legal profession known as ‘* Writers to
was‘for it told me what he wanted. — And all the Signet.” A young gentleman
you have to do is to return with it as apprenticed to one of these writers. The
youth
thought
himself a very fine
quickly as possible.’
¢¢ With this, the chief leaped out of the sort of person, much above ordinary aphouse, and, catching up the mysterious prentices.
One evening the master desired him to
piece of
wood, he ran through
the
carry
a bundle of papers to a lawyer
settlement with the chip in one hand. and
the square in the other, holding them up whose residence was not far off. The
as high as his arms would reach, and packet was received in silence, and a
shouted as he went, ¢ See the wisdom of minute after the master saw a porter run
these English people! They can make into the outer office. ln a few minutes
the youth walked out, followed by the
chips talk! They can make chips talk !’
porter
carrying the parcel,
“On giving me the square, he wished
Seizing his hat the master followed,and,
to know how it was possible thus to converse with persons at a distance.
I gave overtaking the porter, relieved him of the
him all the explanation I could, but it packet and walked in the rear of the apbeing
was to him such a mystery that he actual- prentice. The lawyer's house
ly tied a string to the chip, hung it round reached and the door-bell rung, the youth
his neck, and wore it for some time. For called out,—
‘Here, fellow, give me the parcel,’
several days after, we frequently saw him
and
slipped a sixpence in his hand withsurrounded by a crowd, who were listenout
looking
around.
ing with intense interest while he told
‘“ Here pu is for yoll,” exclaimed a voice
them of the wonders which this chip had
which caused the youth to turn around.
performed.”
His confusion, as he

A BOSTONIAN WHO KEPT HIS WORD.
Over two years ago, a gentleman connected with a large china store in Boston
was on his way home from Washington.
He met on the train an attractive little
girl, and they soon became well acquainted. So pleased was the gentleman with
his young friend that on parting he said
he would send her a beautiful china teaset as a souvenir of their meeting.
4

beheld

made him speechless.
was
he above
Companion.

his

Never

his

master,

after that

business.— Youth's

HOME TOPICS.
ELEGANCE OF HOME. 1 never saw a
garment too fine for a man or maid;
there never was a chair too good for a
cobbler or a cooper, or a king to sit in;
never a house too fine to shelter the human

head.

These

elements

about

us,

the glorious sky, the imperial sun, are
not too good for the human race. EleWhen he had packed the china,
he found | gance fits man.
But do we not value
to his chagrin that he had failed to obtain these tools for the housekeeping a little
the little girl’s full name and address. more than they are worth, and sometimes
He, however, sent the present to the mos fage a house for the mahogany we
would
bring into it? I had rather eat
clerk of the hotel at which he had stopped my
dinner off the head of a barrel, or
in Washington,
and asked him to search dress after the fashion of John the Baptist
out a little girl with pretty curls, named in the wilderness ; or sit on a block all
Minnie, whose father was a clerk in the my life, than consume all myself before I
got to a home, and take so much pains
General Post-office. ' The clerk did his with
the outside that the inside was as
best to execute the mission, but failed to hollow as an empty nut. Beauty
is a
find the man in a departinent where great thing, but beauty of garment, house
and furniture are tawdry ornaments comhundreds of men are employed.
. Two years passed, and it often pained pared with domestic love. All the elegance in the world will not make a home,
the gentleman to think that a child and I would
give more for a spoonful of
should believe that he, a Boston man, had real hearty love than for whole shiploads
nog kept his word. Ope day, having of furniture, and all the gorgeousness
mentioned the incident and his regrets to that all the upholsterers in the world
could gather.=Dr. Holmes.
:
a bright young lady, she remarked :—
“I'm sure I can find little Minnie.”
IRON For FLOWERS.
Any person who
Being asked to make the attempt, she cultivates only a few ‘flowers in pots or
adopted a simple method. She reasoned on grassy lawns, or on spacious parterres, may readily satisfy himself of the exthat, even among a thousand fathers emceedingly useful part the proper mateployed in the post-office. there would not rials play in the production of beautiful
be many who possessed such an attractive flowers.
Even white flowers, or roses
daughter, and that "her very attractive- that have petals nearly white, will be
greatly improved in brilliancy by providness must have made her known to all ing
iron,sand and unleached
for the
the father’s associates. Acting upon this roots of growing plants. ashes
Ferruginous
supposition, she sent a postal card to the material may be applied to the soil where
department, inquiring for the name of the flowers are growing or where they are. to
gentleman who had a little girl answering grow, by procuring a supply of oxide of
iron in the form of the dark colored scales
the meager description given by her that
fall fron? the heated bars of iron
friend.
when the metal is hammered by the blackThe card passed from one clerk to an- smiths. Iron turnings and iron filings,
which may be obtained for a trifle at most:
other, and soon found the father.
Minnie, in a few days, was delighted by re- machine shops,should be worked into the
soil near the flowers, and in a few
ceiving the beaditiful gift which had been it will be perceived that all minute years
frag80 long waiting for her. She also learn- ments have been
dissolved.
— Ladies’ ed that a man from Boston keeps his word. Floral Cabinet.
What a blessing -it would be for our
FasuioN ITeMs.
Throat bows are now
country [and what an honor for our city f] made of the material of the dress with
if every one wag as anxious as this gen- which they are to be worn.—Print suits
tleman to keep his promise, and preserve of three pieces can be bought for $2.25,—
Dresses woven from bamboo fibers have
the faith of childhood in a man’s word !— appeared
in Paris, worn by belles.—MixYouth's Companion.
ed straw bonnets are to be worn with
AED

Wb

When things are plain of themselves, a
set argament does but perplex and confound them.— Charron.

walking costumes.—A Now York

ist has earned $1200
playing at weddings.
and scoop bonnets are
Cultivator.

Kiterary
AN

organ-

since Easter, by
Hoops,
patches
threatened.— An.

AMERICAN

and publisherof a pamphlét entitled “ The Inj:
del Nile
, by the most irrefutuble evidence
relating to the authenticity und ‘credibility of’

Bebietw,

DICTIONARY

OF

THE

ENX-

GLISH LANGUAGE.
By Nosh Webster, LL.
" D. Thoroughly revised, and greatly enlurg.
ed and improved, by Chauncey A. Goodrich,
D. D., late Professor in Yale College, and
' Noah Porter, D.D., LL, D., President of
Yule Dollage.
With an Appendix of Useful

Tables.

To which is udded

a Supplement of

nearly Five Thousand New
Words, with
their Definitions, ete,: also & new pronounc-

ing

BioRruphical

nearly

Ten

Dictionary,

Thousand names

containing

of Noted

Per-

sons in Ancient and Modern Times, giving
their Nationality, their Occupation and the
Dates of their Birth and Death. © Quarto.
pp. 1928, Springfield, Muss.: G. & C. Mer-

1 did

it,

1 threw it away, and went to the tool-chest,
whither the chief, resolving to see the end
Five little stitches! And they were of this mysterious
business, followed her
taken mcre than twenty-five years ago. closely.
On receiving the square from
And why should they be remembered "her, he said: —
more than thousands of other stitches
*“ ¢ Stay, daughter; how do you know

arithmetic

And if a man’s no whit the better
For his coffers and his mines,

ing without my square,” he says, ‘I took
up a chip, and with

FIVE LITTLE STITOHES,

little folks.
For his riches and his gains?

“¢ As I had come to the work one morn-

be

wrote upon it a request that Mrs. Williams | than once. It is very tiresome to say, ‘It
| put to death.
\
would send me that article.
I called a is time for you to go to bed,’ half a dozen
times over,
John Bunyan was the first to suffer for chief, and said to him :—
:
** Third: Be kind to baby—"
nonconformity in the reign of the second
‘ ‘Friend, take this; go to our house,
‘You have left out, be kind to Harry,”
Charles. He was kept in Bedford prison and give it to Mrs. Williams.’
twelve years and six months, and the
*“ He was a singular-looking man, re- interrupted Eddie.
* Yes,” said Harry, ¢ I didn't mean to
judges threatened to take his life; but ‘markably quick in his movements,
and
never did it.
had been a great warrior; but in one of mention my own name in the sermon. 1
In 1688, William of Orange came to his battles he had lost an eye. Giving was saying: Be kind to little Minnie, and
the Throne.
He was a liberal-minded me an inexpressible look with the other, let her have your ‘red soldier’ to play
with when she wants it.
he said :—
:
;
man, and he framed the act of toleration,
“Fourth: Be kind to Jane, and don’t
‘ ¢ Take that!
She will call me a fool
which his government passed. From
scream and kick when she washes and
and scold me, if I carry a chip to her.’
the time of Alfred to that of William the
*¢ No,’ I replied, ‘she will not; take it dresses you.”
third, 800 years, noncomformity in religHere Eddie looked a little ashamed,
and go immediately: I am in haste.’
ion was a crime, a sin against the State.
‘He took it from me,and asked, * What and said, * But she pulled my hair with
The liberty given to nonconformists (or
the comb.” .
:
dissenters, as they are often called), in must [ say
‘People musn’t talk in meeting,” said
* I replied, ‘ You have nothing to say;
1688, has never been lost,” but it has
«Fifth:
Be kind to kitty. Do
grown year by year, and it is still in- the chip will say all T wish.” With a look Harry.
creasing. It has been enlarged very of astonishment and contempt, he held what will make her pur, and don't do
what will made her cry.”
much during the last fifty years ; but even the piece of wood, and said :
‘“ Isn't the sermon most done?” asked
‘““¢*How can this speak? Has it a
now the English have not so much religious liberty as is enjoyed in the United mouth ?’ I desired him to take it immedi- Eddie; “I want to sing.” And without
States.
They still have their state ately, and not spend so much time in ‘waiting for Harry to finish his discourse
or give out a hymn, he began tosing, and
church, which I am free to say is a state talking about it.
“On arriving at the house, he gave the so Harry had to stop.—Christian Record.
curse.

then.

Is a man a whit the better

A CHIP THAT OOULD TALK.
The following anecdote was related by
Jghs
Williams, the martyr missionary to
Fou Sea Islands. He was engaged
otle day hewing timber for a chapel, surrounded by many wondering natives :—

11

| before the end of the term he was to be

O-0-0-o
*4+ory

Too truly patteriithem,—

she

A LITTLE BOY'S SERMON,
‘ Eddie,” said Hagry, ‘I'll be a minis-

ram.

Doubtless thare will never cease to be a certain rivalry between the two great American

the Holy Scriptures,”-( Paper, 25 cents).

Dickens's Dictionary of London is a rather small affair (16mo. pp. 280) for so immense
a subject, bat it nevéctheless is® well packed

with such information us the stranger, wish.ing to carry about only a convenient hand.
book, will fin?! to be quite useful,
Besides a.
brief description of
prominent matters and!

things in the city, there are tables of church
service, omnibus routes and fares, excursions,.

distances, and maps of the underground ruil..
way lines, postal service, a newspaper list, etc.

An

experienced

(35 cents).

& Co.

—New York: MacMillan

Sunday-school

teacher

in

dictionaries of the English language, nora
large number of persons who ably champion
the merits of each ; but for completeness in its

Chicago bas prepared what

definitions, for consistent rules of orthograply, and for its principles of -etymology and
pronunciation, it is not likely that any dictionary will ever usurp the place of Webster's

ing Beripture sentiments, which will be at
once both pleasing in form and instructive in
use for the little folks. We commend the vol-

general eyclopedie character, for full and clear

Unabridged.

The revised and enlarged edition

has several very desirable features, prominent
among which are the incorporation of more
than 4,600 new words and their meaning that
have found currency in the last few years, such
as fiat-monvy, fillibuster_(v. ih legislation),
ferrotype, fire-bug, fire-water, fractional currency, free-love, free-trade, air-brake, annibilationist, -arub (street),
base-burner, bric-abrac, Bessemersteel, mitrailleuse,ete,, ete., und
the biographical
supplement
of over 9,000
names of noted persons, ancient und modern,
including many now living a~giving the name,
pronunciation, nationality, profession and date
of birth and death of each.
These are really
useful and valuable features of the work.
A

gentleman came into our office a day or two
since,

who said'that

he

had

searched

in

vain

since the Centennial at Philadelphia in every

dictionary he could find for the

meaning

once.

and

:

found

Folks’ Song Service, for the use of that class

of persons in the Sunday-school.
Itis a com.
bination of bright bits of song with correspond-

ume to the examination of teachers who wish
to combine a song service with the usual ex.
ercises in the juvenile classes,—Chicago: ¥. H.
Révell. (Cloth, 8b cts. per dozen).
Publishing
Temperance
American
The
House (New York), which is a distinct concern from the National Temperance Society,

lectures

Gough's

bas just issued three of Mr,

on temperance,— * Our Battle Cry: Total Abstinence,” “The Power of Appetite,” and *The
This gives to the thousands
Only Remedy.”

who have never hid the pleasure of listening
to Mr. Gough's words of eloquence the opportunity of reading thew, snd to those who have
heard him it is unnecessary for us to urge

them to send for and circulate these addresses.
form, of

pamphlet

neat

in

printed

They are

Mr.

24 pages each, and: contain

por-

Gough's

we

portrait,

trait and autograph, although the

of a

must say, is not a first class work of art.

it at

tents: Study pf a New England Factory Town ;

descriptive word that he saw applied to a class
of manufactured articles there. He turned to
our new edition of Webster's

Little

a

she calls

The revision has
been trusted to competent hand,as may be seen by consulting the

Con-

June,1879.

Monthly.

The Atlantic

Artin Engraving on Wood, W. J. Linton;
I. April, Emily E.
Rhymes in Many Moods:

Ford; IL. Avril, Louis H. Fréchette; III. Dai
title page reproduced above, nnd has been ‘sy’s Fortune-Telling, E. M. Bacon; IV. Prethoroughly done. It extends to all the depart~ sentiment; V. Loves, Juliet C. Marsh; VI.
ments of the work, so thatit is practicallya Fleeting Youth, Sylvester Baxter; VII. Goodnew book thfoughout, although, of course, the
Morrow and Good-Night, John Boit; VIII.
body of it remains essentially unchanged.
Begides defining 118,000 words, it is claimed that

the work

‘contains 15,000 words and

meanings

not found in any other one dictionary.
The illustrations are a great help in clearly defining
the words. For instance, the pictures in con-

Betrothsl, Edgar Fawcett; IX. Archery, Susan
E. Wallace; X, Two Views of It,C. P. Cranch;
A. Mason;
XI. Be Like the Sun, Caroline
Physical Future of the American People, Geo.

Shakespeare

M. Beard; The People for whom

Buying a
Wrote, I., Charles Dudley Warner;
nection with the following twelve words, beef,
Horse, W. D. Howells; Recent American Novboiler, castle, column, eye, horse, moldings,
Dobels; Irene the Missionary, X.—XIIL;
phrenology, ravelin, ships, steam engine, timson’s Proverbs in Porecelaine, Thomas Bailey
bers, illustrate and define the meaning of more
than three bundred and forty words and Aldrich; The Two New York Exhibitions; A
| Sunday on the Thames, Richard Grant White ;
terms,
Miss Martin, Annie Porter; The Contributors’
Without pretending to deal with the work
Club; Recent Literature.—Boston: Houghton,
exhaustively in any sense, we may best convey
Osgood & Co.
An idea of its scope by giving a brief summary
of its contents. This comprises 8 memoir of
Sunday Afternoon.
June, 1879. Contents:
Woah
Webster, by Chauncey A. Goodrich,
At Home from Church, Surah O, Jewett; How

LL. D.; a brief history of the English language,

by Prof. James Hadley ; principles of pronun-

ciation, with Websterian key, diacritical marks,
and explanations, and a list of over 1,200 words
differently pronounced by eight different lex-

icographers; orthography, aod rules for speliing certain classes of words, and a list of over

1,600 words spelled

in two

or

more

vocabulary of over 118,600 words
ings,—about 15,000 not found in any
glish dictionnry, over 4,600 of which
cently been added; an explanatory
nouncing vocabulary ef the names of

ways; a

and meanother Enhave reand pronoted fic-

titious persons and places, including, also, familiar pseudonyms, surnames bestowed upon
eminent men, and such analagous popular ap-

pellations as are often referred
to in literature |

and conversation.

This addition occupies over

fifty quarto pages,and is not found in uny other

dictionary; a pronouncing vocabulary of over
4,000 Seripture proper names,to which is added
over 1,200 from the Anglo-Catholic version;

pronouneing vocabulary of over

1,000

Greek

and Latin proper names; explanatory index of
over 400 prefixes, terminations and formative

syllables in geographical names, and these fol:
lowed by a list of over 500 geographical names,

with their derivations and significations; pronouncing vocabularies of about 10,000 modern
geographical names; a new biographical dictionary of over 9,700 names of noteworthy persons; pronounciog vocabulary
of about 700
common English Christian names, with their
derivations, rignifications, and diminutives or
nicknames, and their equivalents in several
other languages; twelve large quarto pages of
quotations, words, phrases, proverbs, and colloquial expressions from the Greek, Latin and
modern languages, rendered into English; ab-

breviations and contractions used in writing
and printing, followed by the arbitrary signs

used in writing and printing,

selection of pictorial

and

a classified

illustrations,

occupying

72 large quarto pages.

A new edition of the Autobiography of the
Rev.

Josiah

Henson,

the original

* Uncle

Tom” of Mrs, Stowe’s famous anti-slavery
book, is published by B. B. Russell & Co.,Boston. Mr. Henson is now over 90 years old,and
his life, as Wendell Phillips says in an introductory note, is one of the most valuable and

suggestive of the stories

slaves,

Its simplicity,

written by fugitive

pathos,

sud minhte

description of the inner working of

the

masters, and of his escape with his

wife

slave

system, make it a rare und eflective argument,
The account of his abuse and betrayal by - his
and

four children to Canada, two of whom he carried in a knapsack on his back,is most thrilling.
Mrs. Stowe writes the preface to the volume,
and there

is

added

a sharp,

crisp essay

on

* The Negro Exodus,” by Bishop Gilbert Ha-

ven.

The volume contains a portrait of Father

Henson himself. The entire proceeds of the.
autobiography are to be used in helping the
colored people in Canada to build themselves a

place of worship,

(12mo. pp. 360.

$1.50),

F. H. Revell (Chicago) publishes in a‘ substantial volume of 528 pages the Premillenni-

al Essays of the prophetic Conference that was
held in New York city in the autumn of 1878.
The work has been edited by Rev. Nathaniel
West, and besides
timonies from the
written or spoken
second coming, it

an appendix of critical tesfamous scholars who have
on the subject of Christ's
contains all the papers in full

that were read at the Conference. It does not,
however, contain the ¢ Addresses™ proper that
were delivered on that occasion, since that
would liave made too ponderous a volume.
The Conference was occupied with a most solemn and important subject; it was composed
of men of acknowledged piety and standing,

and their utterances are worthy of serious con-

sideration.

($2.00).

_ William H, Wilson (Chicago)

is the author

Civilization Favors

our

Birds,

Egnest

soll; Four Elements of a Great Art,
Ladd; Was
Decoration

Inger-

George T.

He a Traitor? Eliot Me(Cormiek :
Day, 1879, Thamas 8, Collier; The

Conflicts of Labor

and

Capital

in England:

.

Trades-Unions, their Origin, Development and
Action, Ad. F. de Fontpertuis; Letters from
Cape Cod, L. K. Black; Old Catholicism from
Its Own Point of View, Wm. Chauncy Lang-,
don; Republic und Church in France, George
M. Towle; An Experiment and What Came of
It, Helen Campbell; Calvin the Sinner, X.,
XIL., Josephine R, Baker; The New Minister °
at Brayton, Ellen M. Smith; The Still Hour;
Editot’s Table:
Murder as a Means of ‘Grace;
Materialism in Reform ; Is Faith Blind? AmerAes Art; Literature;=Springiield , Mass. : Sunday Afternoon.
Harper's Magazine, June, 1879, Contents :
Rye, and Round There, with fifteen illustra.
tions, W. R. O'Donovan; Upon an Virgin Kissing
a Rose, with a full page illustration, R.

Herrick; The Honorable Hudson

Bay Com-

pany, with fourteen illustrations, H. M. Robinson; Berg und Thal,
Sketches in Tyrol, IV.,

with ten illustrations, Col. Geo. E. Waring,
Jr.; The Grind Days of Histriounies, with ten
portraits, Olive Logan; A Peninsular Canaan,
1I., Maryland, with twelve illustrations, Howard Pyle® A Free Lecture Experience, with
six illustrations,James T. Fields: Black Point,
a Story, Constance F. Woolson; Recollections

of Agassiz,

E. P.

Whipple;

O* Friend,

tho

Thought of Whom Is Sense of Loss, a Poem,
Anna C. Brackett; - Alexander
Spotswood,
John Esten Cooke; Young Mrs. Jardine, a
Novel, Dinah M, Craik; At the Gate, a Poem; The Citizen of Paris, Phebe Earle Gib-

bons; The Last of the Chang-Muaos;

a Story,

A. A. Hayes, Jr.;
The Draining of a Village,
with six illustrations,
Col. Geo. E. Waring;
Editor's Easy Chair; Editor's Literary Record; Editor's Scientific Record; Editor's His.

torical Record; Editor’s Drawer.—New York:
Harper & Brothers,
Scribner's Monthly. June, 1879, Contents:
The Fine Artsut the Paris Exhibition: A
Retrospect, Russell Sturgis; Haworth’s, Fran-

ces Hodgdon Burnett;

terranean

of America,

Brazil,

1I, The Medi-

Herbert

H,

Smith;

Hope, Irwin Russell; The University of Berlin,
Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen ; Memnon, Charles G.

D. Roberts; With Stonewall Jackson, Allen C.

Redwood; Her Reproof to a Rose, S. M. B.
Piatt; A Narrow Street (In Two Parts), Part
IL; Adeline Trafton; Was It Love, or Hatred?
Charles de Kay; Lawn-Planting for City and
Country, Samuel Parsons, Jr.; Mr. Neelus
Peeler’s Conditions,
Richard M. Johnston;
Summer and Winter, W. F. Smyth; Piercing
the American Isthmus, C. C. Buel; Invocation,
Charles de Kay; Some Aspects of Matthew
Arnold's Poetry, George 8. Merriam ; Madame
Bonaparte’s Letters from Europe (First Pa-

per), Eugene
ventions,

L. Didier;

Edison

and

his In-

I., The Electro-Motograph

and

its

Applications, Edwin M. Fox; Topics of the
Time; Home and Society; Culture and Progress;

The World’s

Work;

Bric-a-Brac.—New

York: Scribner & Co.
Arthur's

Home

Magazine.

June,

Contents : Frontispiece, Constantinople

1879.
© Why

Dr. Crosby Left Town, Mary Grace Halpin;
Apart, Minnie Carlton; Little by Little;
Cousin Grace’s Way, Mrs. M. O. Johnson;
Our Neighborhood,
Pipsey Potts; An Old
Beau's Baby, Madge Carrol; Lenox Dare; The

Woman

She

Was,

Virginia F. Townsend,

Chapters XII. and XTII.; Where Shall I Go?
W. A., Illustrated; Familiar Botany, Margaret B, Harvey;

Under

thet Microscope;

Trix

and Gertie ; Religious Reading; The ome Circle; Mother's’ Department; Boys’ and Girls
Treasury;

The

Temperance

Cause;

Fashion

Department; New Publications; Notes and
Comments; Publishers’ Department.—Philadelphia:

T. 8. Arthur & Son,
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in the amusements

our social

i

of others is, in
bond

rather be

that holds Society together should
strengthened than snapt.—Landor.

The dumps of autumn sink into the leaves
and prepare them for the necessity of their fall;

sorrow.—ZLandor.
results not by the
measure
to
learn
He must
way people talk after his sermon, but by the
He has at once the
way they live after it.
practical of ull
highest und the most closely

gentle pressure of recorded

ry Rogers.

ou

Thou hast it in thy power to become the slave

of passion, the slave of luxury,the slave of sensual power, the slave of corruption.
Thou
hast it io thy power to become the free master of thyself, to become the everlasting beuefactor of thy country, and the unfailing champion of thy God.—Dean Stanley.
We stand erect, with open eyes, when we
are seeking truth; we fall on our knees, with
closed eyelids, when we are seeking God! Re-

HH

the

it is your only
of

charity

be much injured if not

obt. servt., till death,

ANDREW

in

ing and determined.

JACKSON.

—_— i

A

+t Is integrity in public office ever rewarded or remembered?” is the question
which Colonel Forney propounds in Progress, and the following iggwhat he has to

aspir-

Must not govern-

of business favor the rich;

and our

1 have in view the fact that the nearest
living blood relation of Edwin M. Stanton,
a most accomplished lady, has very lately
had great difficulty to obtain employment
in one of the departments at Washington.
Stanton was the type of rigid personal
and political honesty ; as stern in his de-

A Boston correspondent of the Cincinnati
Times writes about a popular Boston
clergyman as follows :
All things considered, the Rev. Phillips
notable Boston clergyman at the

present

votion to right as

time.

but

he was

simple

Brooks, rector of

in his

He died a sacrifice to his duty, yet among
his worse defamers were men who knew

his purity, some of them his official associates who had shared his bounty.
To
crown all, it is only a few days since it became necessary to stamp out the falsehood that this unselfish patriot had committed suicide!
Is it worth deciding
whether fixed integrity and self-sacrificever

wealthy and

and

poets,

eral

and

appreciative

his

the

3

in

or

of

minister

and

to be set

Unitarian clergymen, among them

E.

James

E. Hale, were

held « flice for office sake, nud to promote
their own individual ends, have remained

present by his invitation and partook of
the communion at his altar.
He is a very large man, tall and burly,

they have desired, and when they have re-

but he walks with a

general,

as long

as

quick movement, and

seems to have a royal strength of body as
well of mind and heart. His utterance is
so rapid that one needs tobe accustomed
EH
AEE.
EE
Rc
to it in order to hear him perfeetly, but he
ON PUBLIO SPEAKING.
never rants or deals in cant. Sincerity,
It may perhaps be of use to those anx- dignity
and directness are the characteriousto become orators to know that for istics of his preaching on all occasions,
some cause or other almost all speakers and his popularity is grounded in a thoroccasionally not only lose the thread of ough respect for the man as much as in
, their argument, but lose all knowledge of admiration for his palpit oratory.
what they are talking about. I have seen
this occur with many of our most experi“BOOM.”
enced orators. When it happens, they repeat a few vague generalizations until
The current word to express a peculiar
their thoughts come back to them, and and frequent phenomenon in our politics
then they fall back again into their speech. is “boom.” It is derived from the westThus their temporary wool-gathering es- ern idiom describing the freshets in rivers
capes detection, except by those who and creeks. In those streams that are
watch them very closely. Aninexperienced far from the stable quilibrium of tidal
speaker, instead of doing this, pauses, gets waters, there are vory great inequalities
confused, and sits down in despair.
An- of volume.
Some of them vary from six
other great mistake of budding speakers,
inches of dust in a dry time to sixty feet
tired, have retired rich and powerful
forgiven.

and indeedof many who are in full

and

bloom,

is to speak too quickly, A person who
wishes to be heard can hardly speak too
slowly. He should pronounce not onl
each

word,

but every

word, distinctly,

syllable

of eac

Mr. Bright once said

that nothing had cost him more frouble
than to learn to speak slowly. A clear,
deliberate utterance of evéry syllable,
with pauses to mark the stops at the end
of each sentence,does not produce the effect of tediousness, but the reverse.—Lon-

don Truth.

0-0
* ++6-0

OLD HIOKORY'S THANKS.
The following is from the Boston 7'ranscript:

and shallow stream comes pouring down
in a yellow flood, bearing fence rails and
corn stacks and other signs of the invasion of the riparian farms, apd® laden
wish the dog-gone expletives of the settlers and the vexations of the travelers
delayed at the fords. The stream is
powerful while it lasts, but that is only

retire-

ment from the Presidency, a rumor

got

This

was

too good a chance of banter for the Whigs,

whose detestation of Old Hickory follow-

ed him to his retreat at the Hermitage,

to

neglect.
A Whig firm in Cincinnati,
taking ironical pity on the old hero, pasted two cards tegether, inserted two of the
large, old-fashioned copper cents between

them, and inclosed them in an unprepaid
letter to the ex-President, full of mock
condolence. The postage on the letter
which

Gen,

two, and

Jackson,

knowing what was within, promptly
He at once sat down and penned
a
acteristic reply, inclosing the two
back to his would-be persecutors.
reply they did not see fit to take out

not

paid.
charcents
This
of the

A YOUNG

that they,

together with their inhabitants,

' What

an

Intelligent

says:

work

but it is only within the

while it is

at its

the people at thé proper
road-taxes,

and

or five, or ten' minutes to rest or tell
stories, it was checked against his name,

of your

few

months

(wife

of A. W.

Shackford

P i les
ly wt

watched

its

wonderful

vitalizing

power

in

or

whose love and care for her mother
bating.

using

* Home

of

7. aged about 70 year«.

the

Treatment.”

One

Bleeding

these patients was a sister, and her rapid
improvement:
- from a low condition of

Female Complaints.

Indeed,

I have

)

Vermont,
ago.

He was

but moved

_ Theological students

rade

on sur

is never soldin bulk.

None other is goiine.

insist on baving Pond’s
paration, however much

Prices

ine; so, if there

genu-

be infidels, there must

be

alse Christians. If this be true of money
and religion, will not the same rule apply
to

¢* put

up”

medicines.?

Do.

not

the

cheap and worthless nostrums prove that
there are genuine and meritorious ¢‘ put
up” medicines ? The great popularity of
Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery
has resulted in the

manufacture

of

many

shoddy alterative and tonic remedies, but
one after another these have disappeared,
the proprietors

having found that, no mat-

ter how loud they advertise, success depends upon merit. In South America, as
well as in this country, the Discovery is
the standard remedy for all scrofulous

eruptive

diseases.

the stomach,

It acts

liver, and

and

promptly

blood,

toning

on
up,

regulating, and purifying the system.
It
speedily allays all bronchial irritation, and
cures the most stubborn cough or cold in
half the time required by any other
dy.
’

reme-

Factory Facts, ’
Close confinements, careful attention to all
factory work, gives the operatives pallid faces,
poor appetite, languid, miserable feelings, poor
blood, inactive liver, kidneys and
urinary
troubles.and all the physicians and medicine in
the world can not help them unless they get
out pt doors or use Hop Bitters, made of the
purest. and best remedies, and especially for
such cases, having abundance of health, sunshine and rosy cheeks in them,
None need
suffer ifthey will use them freely. They cost but

a trifle.

See another column,

PARTICULAR

= NOTICE.

for the

Obituaries
the

For

public,

should
excess

be
over

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per:
sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
i8 but just that CASH

should

accompany

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
words.
VERSES are inadmigsiole.

LINE

the

copy

of eight

York

Lucy P., wife of John Kendall, of Strafford,
-Vt., and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Enoch

Dow, passed peacefully away, Sunday, April

18, after a brief illness of consumption, in the
32nd vear of her age. She made her own

her

faithful

care,

and

the

wealth of her affection. It was the abede of
All its bejongings
contentment and peace.
showed her touch and all its inmates felt the

joy of her

presence,

To

her

end

a

:

daughter of Rev. Moses

Her

Practical

L0 0

By

it;

Address,

Blotch,

era

$1.75.

EW HAMPTON
ton,

of

to

New

the worst

DItcorery cures

Mercurial

discasc,

I

S

do

7

$130,

husband

and

1-3

do

$140,

Warranted

not

5 years.

to

length

of time, in any

P.

they

are

D.

in

Best

begins

Nov.

15,

begins

Monday,

few of these Symptoms are likely

case at one

ate,

COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Theological,

and Art

5

SIX

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafferd, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
and

Classical.

For

MOUNTAIN

Augusta,
1y19

"pr.

SAGES

(Ca-

1879

REGISTER.

The Register for 1879 is now ready for delivery:
In addition to ail the matter heretofore found In
the Register, the Memoranda blanks are now par-

patronage.

SEMINARY,

Wa-

Instruetions thorough.

Students in this vicinity give us
For further informatoin adL1zzIE COLLEY, Principal.

TICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The 8;
work
of the school is to prepare the students for cel.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible.

ate.

Send for a Catalogue.

ORTHWOOD

Expenses arg

moder-

A.M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

SEMINARY.—Northwood,

N. H.

J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. For
partic
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec:
retary.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes . For particular information, send for a circufo: to Rev. W

COLEGROVE,

A. M., President.

rR
For

INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
particulars address the Principal.
W. 8S. STOCKBRIDGE.
No Scituate, R. I.
YNDON

LITERARY

4 BROWN,
sistants.

INSTITUTE.~J.

A. M., Principal, with

8.

competent

as-

Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
RES Ohio. ' The college
year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsAug. 26.

The courses
of study
ave - the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

courses, viz.: Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent)
$2,15 per

For

further information

TON,

A.M.

Rio

apply

Grande,

week.

to A. A. MouUL-

Gallia

Co.,

Ohio.

Price same as formerly.

sR
Single copy, including postage,
06
CHENEY
By the dozen,
- 1.08
including postage,
'"
.“
7.00
.oe
oi
:iiiei
By thehundred, ' +.
-. = 8.00
including postage,
hi
hi
Send orders to REV. I. D. STEWART,
Dover,

N.

H.

A@ Money will be refunded if more are ordered
the In larce

isreturned,

For catalogue

o

address

the

Secretary,

Ww. REED,

Ridgeville, Indiana.

IKE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This school was never in better condi
tion for doing thorough work in Academic InstrucNo

tion.

primary

With

instruction.

‘three care-

fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course. - For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
IRVING B. SMITH.

: W

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one of the largest and best in the State.

Terms moderate.

ATES

Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER,
Principal,

Whitestown, Oneida.

Co., N. Y.

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

COLLEGE

—For further information address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D,, or Prof. JOHN FUL~
LONTON, D. D., Lewisten, Maine.

hy

tially filled by cronological dates of denomination.

than can be sold, when

information

CENTER, VT.

courses of study.

May 29.

R._V. PIERCE, M. D.. Prop’r,World’s Dis-

Outfit

further

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Spring Term
close May 29.
Commencement
Thursday,

pars of the affected nasal passages, and the cham-*
ers or cavities communicating therewith, in which
sores and ulcers frequently exist, and from which
the catarrhal discharge generally proceeds, Its nse
from dircef ons.
1s plensant and easHe understood,

al events.

Elective

to be present in any

HIGH UP and PERFECTLY APPLIED to all

1879.

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre-

Departments,

Lyndonville, Vt.

DR. SAGE'S CATARRH REMEDY

instrument

1879.

Send

studies.
Admits both sexe
of
religious
influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
uition,
incidental
buildings in the Northwe
and library fees, only £15
year.
, $2
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial com se, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
:
Hillsdale, Mich.

time.

each

Winter

14,

18, 1879.

for a Catalogue.

Scientific,

Classical.

produces radical cures of the worst cases of Catarrh,
no matter of how long standing. The liquid remedy
muy be snuffed, of better applied by the use of Dr.
PIERCE'S Douche, This is the only form of instrument vet invented with which fluid medicine can be

carried

low...

Apr.

Aug.

Fall term begins
® August 26, 1879
A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and

nensnry and Invallds Hotel, Buffalo, N. Yu

AGENTS

O. VICKERY,

climate, so that

MS8.—Frequent head«
ache, discharge falling into throat,
sometimes profuse, watery, thick
"mucous, purulent, offensive, etc.
In others, a dryness, dry, watery, weak, or inflamed
eyes, stopping up, or obstruction, of the nasal passages, ringing in ears, deafness, hawking and coughing to clear the throaf, ulcerations, scabs from ulcers,
volce altered, nasal twang, offensive breath, impalre:
or total deprivation of sense of smell and taste, diz
ziness, mental depression, loss of appetite, indigestion, enlarged tonsils, tickling
cough, etc. Only a

inte.

BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crim«
gon or Jet, 13c. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,
Conn,
'
1y24
Address

Term

Expenses

Expenses low.

tarrh a
cures recent attacks of “Cold in the
end” hy a few applications. It is mild and pleasant to use, containing no strong or caustic drugs or
oisons.
Cntarrh Remedy and
Douche sold by drugs

b

Free.

college

specialty.

Monday,

begins

ILLSDALE

your
ress,

CATARRH

WANTED.
Illustrated Catalogues Mailed.
Music le.
per page.
HORACE WATERS & SONS,
Manufacturers and Dealers, 40 E. 14th St., New York.
« 1y18

$11
Maine,

a

of teachers.

TERBURY

aud Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

$125,

A YEAR and expenses to agents.

commercial

term

REEN

the inost
perfect satisfaction. Sold by druggiste.
R.V. PRERCE, M. D.. PROP'R, World's Dispensary

ORGANS

used

best

Winter

paratory, Music

English

always fresh and reliable.” This is not the case with
3iils put up in cheap wooden or pasteboard boxes.
for all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or
Purgative, is indicated, these Httle Pellets will give

accompanying

PIANOS

Ph.

address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

Being entirely vegetable,
no particular care is re‘They Spaiste without disquired while using them.
turbance to the constituti on,
die t, or occupation.
ior ~ Jaundice, Iieadache,
ipation,
pure
lood, I’aln in the
Dizziness, Sour Eructat
Taste In the Mouth, Billous attacks, Pain in region
of Kidneys, Internal Fever, Bloated feeling about
Stomach, Rush of Blood to Head, take Pr. Plerec’s
Pleasant Purgative Pellets.
In explanation of the
remedial power of these Purgative Pellets over so
preat a variety of diseases, it maybe sald that thelr
animal economy is universal, not a
uctlon upon the
gland or tissue
ing
thelr
t
p
Age
does not impair the properties. of these Pellets.
They are sugar-coated and inclosed In Flas bottles,
their virtyes being thereby preserved unimpaired for
any

Stops $45, 7 do §50, 9 do $55 & $60, 11°
do $65; 123 do $70, 13 do $80.
7 Octave

AND UPRIGHT

the

Telegraphy

the Secretary

sllents.
K
an
i a Ee
Lah ofltcheap,Mad crude,
than mustard secds.

the

$40;

Meservey,

Winter term Novy. 25.
i
:
For further information address the Principal.

Nees

o

term

These Pellets are acaree

A GREAT. DFFERIN dex guavas
SQUARE

B.

Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50
per
week.
Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
Tuition
and room rent free to thosv picparing for the
ministry.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2;

* Liver Complaint” only part of these symptoms arg
experienced.
As a remedy for all such cases, Dr. .|
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has no eqaul, as
i¢ effects perfect and radical cures.
In the cure of Bronchitis, Bevére Coughs, and the
carly stages of Conguipiién, it has astonished the
medical faculty, antl eminent physicians pronounce
it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While!
it cures the severest Coughs. it strengthens thesystcm
and purifies the blood.
1d by druggists,
BX PIERCE, M. D., yropt, World's Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo,
N. Y.

residence

at EXTRAORDINARY
LOW
cash. SPLENDID ORGANS $35,

A.

ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MiLLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.

Scrofula to a common

LIT LE GIANT
HE “UT CATHARTIC.

father

faculties

Clinton
4120

IXSTITUTION.—Neéw Hamp-

Rev.

composed

go when

and

H.

England.

to

ate

Master called. She was the mother of eleven
children, seven’ of whom
with her husband
had preceded her to the Spirit land.
She has
left an aged sister, four children,twelve grandchildren,
and sixteen great-grandchildren.
She was borne to the. grave by four grandsons.
May all these friends be prepared to
meet, her in the resurrection morn. C. H. 8.

111

N.

the Institution'is

Two

a worthy member until called up
She was the oldest person. in the
mental

3c stamps.

SMITH,

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with

Mineral Poisons, and their effects, are eradicated,
and vigorous health and a sound constitution established.
Erysipelas, Salt-rheum, Fever Sorcs, Scaly
or Rough Skin, in short, all diseases caused by bad
Llood, are conquered by this powerful, purifying, and
invigorating medicine.
Especially has it manifested its potency in curing
Tctier, Rose Rash, Bolls, Carbuncle,
Bore Eycs,
Scrofulous Sores and Bw: rellings, White Svelltugs,
Goitre or Thick Neck, and Enla
Glan
1f you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sallow
color of skin, or yellowish-brown spots on face or
body, frequent headache or dizziness, bad taste in
motth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot
flashes, low spirits, and gloomy forebodings, irregular
appetite, and
tongue coated, you are suffering from,

N. H., March 6, aged 93 years and.3 months,
Mrs. Leavitt had been a Christian fifty years.
She was converted in 1829, and after a delay of
eight years, in the year 1837, she was ‘baptized
by Rev. Hosea Quinby, and united with the
first F. B. church in Effingham,
When the
second church was organized she became one
of its members, and with this church she reher

R.

Goncational.

Always

London.

Plmple, or Eruption.

0.E. B.

She retained

CARLTON

arti

pper.

at and thorough blood-purifying proper-

211 Humors, from

of her profession;

the last, and was all ready

Chemists.

Flirtation Cards sent for two

Summer

of her son, John C. Leavitt 2d, in Effingham,

town,

Analytical

ville, Conn.

Fall

and she died as she lived.
Death had no terrors for her. She had long been waiting.
She
had been a reader of the Morning Star from

mained
higher.

and

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

Full board

The deceased professed faith in Christ at the
age of eighteen, and joined the ¥. B. church
at Maineville, 0. Moving to Iowa, she joined
the F. B. church of Wilton, of which she was
a worthy member until death.
Sister Cain
was one of those whose whole life and spirit

MRS. LYDIA LEAVITT died at the

No 1.

BY

Mi
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
IVA
Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

Mr. John Cain, both of whom she pi bn fn
many vears. She and a portion of her family
moved to Towa in 1864. Three children, two
aged brothers and two sisters are yet living,

its first publication.

well

Summer Term beging Apr. 21. Summer Term
closes June 26. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B.
MESERVEY, Principal.

snd family moved to Ohio in 1816, Here she
married a Mr. Mulford, and subsequently
a:

gave proof of the sincerity

is

season. Every
for the ready
Sickness, Suftimely protec-

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.

of 10 weeks edch.

JAS. W. MARTIN.

Dudley.

a feeling

that

teacher of Penmanship in the State.
KEXpenses
less than in any other of like grade.
Four tern:s

una-

native

effects,

PREPARED

Teke no other pre.
be pressed.

50c¢., $1.00, and
PREPARED ONLY BY

New

Mgrs. MARY CAIN died in Wilton, Iowa,
April 18, aged 76 years and 3 months.
The
deceased was born in Phillips, Me.; was the

months.

snc

|

tion,

YOND’S EXTRACT CO.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
BRIEF and

Extract.
you may

fatal

founded if the remedy be taken in
family should have it in their closet
and prompt relief of its members.
tering and even life is saved by this

read

reason that if there

be

of immunity from their

cle has the words * Pond’s Extraet,” blown in the glass,

to B. six or seven years
D. L. EDGERLY.

depart and be with Christ.

be conterfeit money, there must

their terrors to a great extent, and given

sein

CAUTION.
EXTRACT 7The genuine
nine

E. church, and at sixteen was baptized by
and re-read it with a great deal of pleas- Elder Luther Brown, and united with the K.
_B. church.
Sister Malaby was one of the
ure.
I am sure you have found a curative
charter wpembers of Campaign church, Gallia
agent of incalculable remedial and vitaliz- Co., Ohio, Tneugh for many years
prior to
ing power, and adapted to a wide range of
her death she was too feeble to attend church,
diseases.”
‘Tne above uamed
treatise is vel she ever lived a faithful,devoted, Christian
life, always ready
to express
her unshaken
sent free.
Address Drs. Starkey & Palconfidence in the saviour, and often desired to
en, 1112 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
interest.

by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous diseases of

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamphiet which accompanies each bottle gives
directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

I}

ever

=
equalled by any other
medicine. 1t still makes the most effectual cures
of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can be made

Nipples, ime
ia ceaiy and

Nervous Debility and Muscular ProstraMARY MALABY was born in Kent Co., Del.,
tion, resulting from severe acute disease,
Feb. 17, 18056; died April 28, 1879, aged 74 |
years
and 2 months. The first fifteen years of
was almost miraculous.
Your little work,
‘The Compound Oxygen Treatment, its her life were spent at the place of her birth,in
Mode of Action and Results,’ has fallen in- sight of Delaware Bay, whence she emigrated
settling in Adison, Galia Co.
She
to my hands, and the therapeutical and towasOhio,
married.at the age of twenty, to Mr. John
pathological views therein inculcated be- Malaby. She wus the mother of six children,
ing to a great extent in accord with what two sons and four daughters,three of the latter
theory and experience have been impress- ' having gone on before her to the better land.
At the age of fourteen she united with the M,
ing on me, I have read it with unusual
care and

or Itching.

isthe greatest known enol: apid:
when other medicines have failed,

D’S

one

Eyes.

efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it ‘will never be without it.
;
H
No phy-

PON

no

so wide a repu

tation, or maintained it
80 long as AYER'S CHER.
It has

A saint:

‘was

Pernaps

secured

For Broken Breast, Sore

of Farmington),

I have

two

Blind,

ties, DrEPlerecs Golden Meqeal

professional interest.

affably, to home blessed by

each man was . requized,
the account over and work out his
Uncle ’Lish
time before leaving.
the roads were never fixed better

H

SISTER MARY W., wife of Dea. Simeon
Lougee, died in Farmington, April 29, aged
® years.
She was steadfast and‘ immovable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord.
She was clothed with Christ’s righteousness
having her lamp trimmed and her light burping, and while the evening bells were calling
to the house of prayer, she heard the Master
sayy, go up higher.”
She leaves to mourn a
very kind
husband,
and
an only daughter

®bitwaries.

was present to supervise the work ana
to mark time. If a man stopped work two,
and
look
lost
says

last

;

Earache, Toothache,and
Faceache. when
wh hea
hooting
used according
to directions its effect is simply Wonder,

|

Pectoral.
Lungs

Throat and

such as Sougha, Colds, Whooping
Cough,
Bronehitis, Asthma,
AND CONSUMPTION.

It can be used without: the slightest fear of
harm, quiekly
allaying all inflammation and
soreness without pain.

5:19.

that I have had my attention particularly
called to in a way
that has aroused
my

LAWYER.

out the

heard

Ayer's
Cherry
For Diseases of the

released, a child gone home. While none of
the duties of a wife and mother were neglected, she like her divine Master went about doing good.
She lived a widow nineteen vears,

Physician Says.

have

|

"uz the

or Sore

kv

kind, for
Lung and Throat Affections.

Ulcers, Wounds

Inflamed

te Henry

She died tbe death of the righteous.

¢ Compound Oxygen Treavment’ for some
length of time in a casual, incidental way,

thing to do, was appointed, partly in
joke, probably, and partly—as it was
a strictly legal proceeding—to see what
he would do. The young man took the
to

*‘I

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

Sore

and

Mgrs. SorHIA, widow of John Garland, died
in Barnstead, N. t1., April 14, aged 72 vears.

Dr. R. C. Strother, of Monroe, La., who
has been a medical practitiotier
for over
twenty-five years, in a letter to the under-

signed,

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections.

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.

ud wag stich an one as Paul describes, 1 1im.

shingle in the place, and not having mny-

geason

of the islands
It was supposed

the vessels.— Springfield Republican.

Uncle Eljsha Frink tells of a young
lawyer veing put in road-surveyor in a,
back country town. He'd just put out his

office, warned

trace

the

stanchi

Burns and Scalds.

Mrs. ADDIE M., wife of E. J. Bishop, and
daughter of Daniel and Hannah Goodwin, of
Brownfieid, Me., died in Lowell,Mass., March
30, in the 30th year of her age, Her remains
were brought to Brownfield, and she wus
buried from
her father’s residence. . Mrs.
Bishop professed faith in Christ some eight
years ago, and although she did not connect
erself with the church; her friends cherish
the hope that she was a Christian,
When the
summons came she met it with a firm trust in
Jesus her Saviour.
She left her husband with
two small children to care for, and numerous
other friends,to mourn her early departure.
C. H. 8,

had disappeared
through a volcanic
eruption. Bir. Fisher had unfortunately
paid for his guano in advance; and now
that the islands are nowhere, the guano
is in exactly the same place. . The worst
of it is that the Austrian government does
not seem to have the sinallest intention of
returning the money paid by Mr. Fisher,
who also lost a large sum in. fitting out

* 404+

Jackson's

abroad that he was’ bankrupt.

or

hight of temporary greatness it is called
a‘ boom.” “Lost creek or the Dry
Fork is.a booming,” is the way in which
the natives describe these passing ebullitions of nature.— Providence Journal.

:

Not long after Gen.

was 76 cents,

of water Juring a season of rains, and all
have their times, when the usually thin

for a day

no

discovered.

1,

Her children are all striving to
footsteps of the Redeemer. She

ABE

an anniversary of some kind. There is no
question but that he would as freely invite
ministers of other
denominations to
preach in Trinity as he accepts invitations
to preach in their churches, did not a rule
of the Protestant Episcopal Church forbid it.
In many points he resembles Dean
Stanley, and in none more strongly than in
his broad Catholic spirit. When the new
Trinity Church was dedicated, several

Freeman Clarke and

be

when

-

'or

vias, citer

and Bruises. liana closssing,

bore her sufferings patiently, the religion of
Christ cheering her to the last. She leaves an
aged companion to mourn his loss, but he is
comforted with the hope ofl meeting her again
on the other shore.’
May the God or all grace
sustain him is our humble prayer.
.
J. C. ROBINSON.

Aus-

‘

The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.
For allay-

where she remained a worthy member until
death removed her to her home above.
Sister
Murphy was enabled to feel that life was not

o

line, that church celebrating, this evening,

aside for their families after their death;
and I hope to add that the same influences
+ will not forget the case of the widow and
«child of Bayard Taylor. But the fact still
stands that those who have been nlust useful to the country have steadily ignored
their own interests in theix love of science, their patriotism, and their absorbing attachment to public duties, and have
been as steadily ignored by the Government ; while some of the men who have
in office, local and

ships arrived,

could

Harvard Congregational Church in Brook-’

the
the

the

to the latitude mentioned ; but

here, the sermon being one of a'series on
the Bible by clergymen of different ‘denominations, which Dr. Miner has aror

bought from

de

Sores,

Co., she united with the Liberty F. B. church,

tralian government the right to remove
guano from these islands, and that he
dispatched three vessels for guano cargoes

lib-

labors

Fisher,

PULMONAR

entirely

Used as a
le and also
T h roat. applied od oi Lory Arg
ed, in the early stages of the diseases it wifl
surely control and cure than pe not delay
n
on appearanceof first symptoms
of aso dangerous diseases.
ry
The Extract is the onl; spe:
Catarrh.
cifle for this prevalent and
distressing complaints uickly relieves cold
in the head, &c, Our
Nasal Syringe is of
essential service in these cases.

1808. Her father emigrated to this country
when she was 11 years old, settling in Penn.
She was married Jan. 20, 1831, and was the
mother of eight children, five of whom survive
her. About the year 1842, she with her busband united with the Presbyterian church.
In 1844, they came to Ill., settling in Fulton
Co. In the year 185', she heard Rev. J. B.
Fast preach from Ephe, 2: 8. She became
alarmed at her condition, sought and obtained
a very bright evidence of her acceptance with
God, was baptized and united with the Fiatt
KF, B. church.
In 1854, they moved to Henry
Co., Ill., and she became one of the ten in the
organization of the Burns F. B. church.
From 1859 to 1861, she was a member of the

all wasted.
walk in the

upon

Diphtheria

John Murphy,
her 72d vear.

March

rely

and is used by Physicians of all schools with
& certainty of success. For b
g of the
mugsl is invaluable, Our Nasal and Fee
dnale
s and smaalers are material
a1ds in cases of internal bleeding

husband

“Ireland,

disease in'its various forms.
ave Jried Sverything else

external or internal, it is always reliable,

After much suffering,

The deceased was born in

can

—

All neuralgié pains of the
ia. head, gel
or bowels,
r eure hy the free use of the
No other medicine will cure as

quickly.

Dy CALLEY.

ELIZABETH, wife of Dea,
died in Burns, Ill.,, May 11, in

Wig

Hemorrhages.

patiently endured, she has entered into her
rest. Three sons und two daughters’ survive
her.
:
com.

suddenly disappeared » little while ago,
persist in declining to be found. It may
be remembered that a Tasmanian capital-

but ministers
and there is no

Miner, the leading Universalist

o

the £120,000 for General ade

of

HH----éEOENERL-

LARGEST BRIDGE.

ts

Neu ral
are
Extract.

MRS. MARY MARTIN, widow of the late
David Martin, died in Lawrence, Mass., Feb.
28, at the advanced age of 80 years and 11
months.
She was one of the early members
of the First Free Baptist church in Lawrence;
in the fellowship of which she remained until
her death, a period of nearly thirty-two years;
and at the time of ber death she was the oldest

ands known as the Burker islands, which

others. When Moody and Sankey were
in Boston, he was among the most active
in sustaining them.
A week agu last
Sundayhe preached in the pulpit of Dr.

and pensions, and it is a happy truth that
what has been done for those whe have
deserved the love of the American people,

$40,000 for Professor Joseph Henry,

people

narrow

who is more

clergyman hereabouts

titles

sional citizens, such for instance as
$30,000 raised for Mr.
Stabton,

society

He mipisters to them,
wherever he can do good,

sub-

by

exclusive

the city, but there is nothing
exclusive about him.

stantially rewarded or gratefully remembered by the people or their representatives?
:
I may be answered that we can not pay
off such sérvants as the English do their
heroes, “statesmen,

yet,

wad

out

cured by using Pond’s Bxtract.

the F. B. church in 8., in which she remained
a worthy member until called to a higher
life. Her piety ~hone brightest.in' the family

A BAD BARGAIN.

ist, named

this
sd ie

her age, Sister Severance mude a profession
of faith in Curist in early life, and united with

and children.

P- —
DR. N;N: 6 WHITE'S

No other known
Rheumatism.
preparation
has
. ever
rmed such wonderful cures of

B. F. JEFFERSON.

circle where she is now mourned ‘by

GREAT

AND HEMORRHAGES.

hymns,

MRs. RHODA, wife of Jolin 8. Severance.
died at Sandwich, Jan. 15, in the 77th vear of

Some eighteen months back a London
Jape “informed its readers: The two is-

position is securely established, and there
seems to be no end of the amount of
work he is capable of doing, and doing
well. He is a man of great fervor and
broad sympathies, willing to work with
all who are working for good, whatever
their name or method.
His own church,
on the Back Bay, comprises in its membership a large representation of the most

ways of life ; a fanatic in his devotion to
his country, and an example of exceptionless administrative courage. Yet for all
this he was hounded by party hate as if he
had been the boldest of public thieves.

ing patriotism in lngh cflice is

man

heaven.

megmeester
reer
m—

the Trinity, is the most

He is a young

goods

Prairie City church. - Coming back

* PHILLIPS BROOKS.

in

nearing

Her faith in the Saviour

seventy barques are used constantly for
forwarding wood, stone, iron and other
materials.
The bridge will cost 4,630,000 roubles,or about $3,500,000.

treat-

spent

was

The largest bridge in Europe will be
completed next year. It will cross the
Volga in the Government of Samara,
Russia, on the Siberiun Railroad line.
The Volga, at the point of the bridge, is
about four'miles wide in the spring seuson, and in autumn is 4732 feet. The
bridge will be supported by twelve piers,
eighty-five feet high, with ice-cutters,
thirty-five feet high, at a distance of every
364 feet.” The ice-cutters, are covered
with granite.
The iron work is from
Belgium. A temporary colony is established for workmen employed on the bridge;
it occupies about fifty-five acres, and has
sixty different buildings, insured at 100,000 roubles. Two thousand men are enloyed, and among them are one hundred
talian masons.
Three steamers
and

The question ‘might be answered by
stating that dishonesty in public office is they are exposed; exemption from the
frequently not only condoned but approv- occasion of vice is their only hope.—Zi«d, by keeping notorious and 2lmost con- on's Herald.
fessed offenders in the places they have,
defiled.

were

in farewell words

As she

member inythe church.

ment of vices, especially that of intemperance, allows the resolutely bad to prey on
the weak.
Society should guard the
weak so far as to remove temptation from
their path. The temptable will fall if

say on the topic:

American

OT

EUROPE'S

hours

whom she had Jearned to love and
wus,
was not in vain, He was with ber to the end,
and she said, ** I am dying,leaning heavily on
the strong arm. of Jesus.”
Thus ended the
life of his child, thus opened
the joys of

of Europe. One firm in New York exported $500,000 worth of cotton goods
last year to Manchester, England, whence
most of them were re-shipped to South
America.—N. Y. Evening Post.

ment recognize this destruction «of the
weak by the strong?
Must it not interpose some safeguards for the protection of the fornier by obliging the latter to
behave properly towards them? To allow the strong to prey on the weak is to
institute the regime of sharks and hyenas
instead of that of men. Some of the rules

A BIGNIFIOANT QUESTION,

home to-morrow.”

from the United States to Brazil by way

returned

trampled in the melee by the more

the golden

W. Bellows,D. D.

ff

great care taken,

last

‘¢ In the sweet bye and bye” and “ I am going

ed from here to England or Germany,and
then re-shipped. Brazil imported
from
Europe last year $11,000,
worth of
butter, a considerable part of which was
made in this country. Edge tools,cutlery
and cotton goods were also sent largely

years,

platform the less resolute are sare to be

guided and owned and directed in an inestimaERTS

twenty

PROTEOT THE WEAK.

rule; it is not the major and minor premises
und copula of logic, but the sacred instinct of
the soul which
Jesus Christ has satisfied and
way.— Henry

for

Many more

Her

the river of death, she called for the

were sent to Brazil,
but they ‘were export-

How to deal with its non-self-reliant
classes is a problem not Jeu solved. by
modern society, especially by free governments. Despotism is better prepared to
treat such Subjects inasmuch as its theory
holds the whole people to be wards of the
ruling orders, and can, of course, regulate
the dependent classes with’ others, Republicans, on the other hand, start with
the idea of the equality of men, and on
this theory seem to be bound to place
them on a common platform; but on this

easier to

Thou hast « double nature.
Choose between
the worse and the better that is within thee.

he

mo.

|

mind.—ften-

Jigion is not the rule of three, but

and

Jou city would
0 you,
9

him of his liberty than of his conscihce, even
though it be a superstitious one; easier to despoil him of his goods than of his gods, though
his

one,

charity Yeposiiocy, and the objects

1t is one of the
proofs of the indestructible
religious nature of maa that it is or
10 rob

he would so often gain by the loss:

sum, on an

same envelope you sent it in, supposing, from

material

teach and train men and women in the art of
arts—right living. —G. S. Merriam.

enslave his body than coerce

exported.

nor have 1 any use for your kind chaiity, baving
long since learned to live within my own means.
Your charity is, therefore, returned to you in the

less than to

nothing

is

It

functions,

human

draft for any

year

about $40,000,000 in addition to the goods

in charity, to such ol the
higgs that may have
been employed in binding in stocks and land, and
in swindling the poor.
Have the goodness to inform all your friends that I have not drawn a

by the

of life

tenacity

last

States. This «country took: about twothirds of the Brazilian coffee crop, and
for that and other products sent to Brazil

lated by the Whiggs, your kind charity
18 herewith returned to you, that FL may dispose of it,

and thus insensibly nre we,as years close reund

us, detxched from our

total imports of ‘Brazil

smounted to about $100,000,000, bus only
about $8,000,000 were from the United

GENLEMEN: Your kind letter, conveying your
charity of two Soper cents, which you forwarded on heaving that I was broke, and a bill drew
by m® for $6,000
had been returned protested, has
been received; and, as
you have been imposed
upon by t e vile falsehoods that are gally curen-

in

state, the next thingto sympathy

their distresses, and even the slenderest

The

Lord.”

rayer for loved ones and

ong to he remembered.

THE

km

Joining

the

THE TRADE OF BRAZIL.

;
104
:
HERMITAGE, May 11, 1847.
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PAIN
DESTROYER AND
SPECIFI¢
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES

so

seen :

fonds ‘weep

ma

0
oe- 00

There is nig less grandeur in supporting great bad spelling and grammar, as will be

evils than in performing great deeds.—Livy.

Man

for her, Oh!
how desolate the heart when
loved ones are taken away! dow restful the
thought, ¢ ‘Absent from the body present with’

i ki

ory’s gruff, sarcastic humor, as well as his

a pang of deep anguish.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best colleges.
For further
J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal.
articulars, address the principal,
or ELIHU
AYES, Sec. Trustees.

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

TILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil.
ton, Muscatine Ce., Towa. Special arrangements

for -the OOmIng

year.

For particulars address the Secretary,
MuDpGE, Wilton Junction, lowa.

A.

O.

i A

THINGSTO REMEMBER.

PONDS EXTRACT.

children her death is an unspeakable loss, and
to her widowed mother, sister, antl Brothers

and the incident
Post-office, and it found, its way to the under any management,
Dead Letter Office - at Washington. The ‘led to the young man’s getting a fair start
original is now in the possession of Mr. as attorney and counsellor. Peopleliked
George M. Towle. It.is full of Old Hick- his pluck.— Hartford Courant.

z

Yiterary Miscellany.

THE MORNING STAR. MAY 28, 1879.
a

The

Indiana

Senate,

Prohibition

Temperance

Wednesday,

a

State

ticket.

convention

remarks

pro-

Whyte,

Hoar,

Jonas,

Conkling,

Wednesday, to permit the

the afternoon.
The regulars selected a
nominating committee.
In the evening
that part of the delegates to the Temperance Convention favoring a prohibition
ticket nominated
the
following-named

members

to attend

the races at Baltimore, Tuesday. In the House,
the unrestricted free coinage séction of the
Warner silver bill was passed by a vote of 113
to 110, and an amendment adopted providing
that the charges for melting and refining shall
he the difference between the market value of

bullion and the legal tender value

coin:

The

Indianapolis, for governor, and Rev. J. V.

passage of this amendment was a surprise to
the friends of the measure, and, rather than
The papers report the Rev. Joseph Cook suffer further disaster, an adjournment was
carried before a final vote was reached.—In
as making
quite
a triumphal
lecturing
tour through parts of the West. At Min- the House, Wednesday, the Democrats attempted to force a vote on the bill to prevent
neapolis, not only the aisles, but the winthe transfer of cases from State to federal
dows, were packed; and planks were placcourts, but the Republicans, by filibustering,
ed outside the windows, and people clung
delayed further action until Thursday.
By a
to them for one hour and a half to hear’ a
vote of 113 to 109 the fourth section of the
lecture on ‘¢ Certainties in Religion.”
At
Oberlin the windows were sold for reserv- Warner silver bill,with the Marsh amendment,
ed seats, This week he is in Indiana. was adopted,—thereby defeating the main obHis engagements
after that will be in ject of the inflationists, An effort was made
Topeka,
Omaha and
Salt Lake,
on his
to cut off debate on the eighth section of the
way to the great Sunday-school conven- | bill, but pending a vote on the question of section in the Yosemite Valley the 8th of | onding the demand for the previous question,
Jupe.
He will then deliver several lect- | an adjournment was taken.——The bill to )reures
in
San
Francisco,
Sacramento,
vent the introdaction of contagious diseases
Monterey, Oakland, etc,
into this country wus discussed at length in
Secretary Sherman’s letter to an un? the Senate, Thursday
but no action was taken.
known war Democrat in New York, is ac- In the House, the Republicans, by dilatory
cepted by all parties in Washington as an motions, prevented action on the bill restrictR. Miller for lieutenant-governor.

has entered
While there

the
are

many who criticise it as a self-nomination,
there are few

who

undertake

to

importance.

The friends of Mr.

deny

its

Sherman

answer this criticism by saying that itis a
frank and manly way of declaring himself,

and much more commendable
ing in secret

to

attain

openly intimates
few of them,

the

than
end

he

in

view.

A

disposed

to

that he has

however,

work-

are

now

find fault with the Secretary’s ¢orrespondent for giving the letter to the press, but
more of them treat it as a letier prépared
for publication in order that the Secreta-

ing the right to transfer cases from State to fed-

erul courts.

The restof the day was

in debating the

Warner

silver

occupied

The eighth section of the measure was amended inseveral particulars, but a final vote there-

on was not reached.——The

bill providing for

the redemption of subsidiary

silver

coin

was

discussed in the Senate, Friday, without, how-

Ia.,

Thursday,

burned

lumber-yard and that of J. Young

with several million

their

&

Co.,

feet of lumber

and

1,600,000 feet of lumber owned

by

Curtis

Bros.
Crossing the street, the fire swept
all the buildings from the railroad to
Twelfth avenue and west to Thirtieth

Warper silver bill was further discussed and

street, burning the old Clinton iron works,

the Marshall house and thirty dwellings.
‘The loss is estimated at $200,000; insurance $50,000.
.
President Hayes
received a very remarkable card from a caller at the White

House the other day.

It ran thus,

‘ Rev.

Tennyson, «ince 1830, has had a dozen different publishers.
.
Uzziah Wyman and his wife of Cambridgeport, Vt., have been
married seventy-one

<

any

diseuse

or

debility

of

very worst ever

proposed.

The

excessive.

The

instances, where

or

made

recovery

:

The business portion of Washington, La.,
was burned, Wednesday; loss, $75,000.
The winner of the recent six days’ bycyele
match in London, made 1,172 miles.
The legislature of Illinois has appropriated
$9,000 for the Douglas
monument in Chica~

go.

Tiously injuring J. H. Arnold, a catpenter;

writes:

Frank Reynolds, a citizen; Young, -the
firegan, and B. Overmeyer, a farmer.
‘The shock was very
ithe machinery and

severe, demolishing
walls of the mill.

‘I'he canse of the explos®n is
Loss heavy,
The will of the late Judge
"Pennsylvania bequeaths for the
endowment of Lehigh University
shem $1,500,000; for a library

unknown.
:
Packer of
permanent
of Bethle-

for

the

uni-

wersity, $500,000; to St. Luke’s Hospital,
Bethlehem, $300,000; St. Mark's Episcopal

«Church,
Mauch
Chunk, $30,000.
There
-are several other bequests which are kept

private for the present,

If the

reports

are correct,

President

Hayes will not succeed in keeping the
same persons in his Cabinet during his
term. It is said that Secretary McCrary
widl resiga the portfolio of the War Department in September, to

succeed

Judge

John ¥. Dillon as judge of the eighth judicial circuit, ‘which embraces Minnesota,

. Towa,

Arkansas,

Misseuri,

and

Kansas

Nebraska. Ex-Senator Alexander Ramsey,
of Minnesota, is understood to have been
selected by the President as Secretary

McCrary’s successor.
From statistics which the German

been prosecuted

for not

paying

:
fax,
Dr. Mary Walker shows what

the

land

a woman

_ «an do when she is bent upon having her
own way. This Washington notoriety
out

was recently ordered

of

ladies’

the

gallery in the Washington Senate for apPlauding Senator Vance in a boisterous

on i

manner.
She refused to go, though three
doorkeepers
and a policeman jsurrounded
her, and as they did not resorf to extreme

measures she stayed.
"Is mot every earnest and humble

afte
the r
truth compelled to admit with
the

Pt
AN

a
seeker

tian Weekly that *‘ the church and

the world sre not
another
as

they

as

distinct

once

from

one

Is.

the

were?”

worldly spirit any better at heart than

ever was?
Fifteen millioas of our

it

four per cent.

bonds have just been sold to a single En-

i ‘ glish
house. This. the N. Y. Herald thinks,
liows more
»

plainly

al

, Spink of American
amount of talk could

what

"

‘Britons

institutions
explain,

than

really

any

cepted the resignation of the city superintendent of public schools, Henry Kiddle, to take effect Sept. 1. -

Sec. Sherman, in a letter to the chairman

of

the Jitepublican State committee of that State,
declines to become the Republican candidate
tor Goy. of Ohio.
The shad fishermen on the Delaware caught
a large sea-lion the other day, and bad to kill
it to save their net. The lion is supposed to
have escaped from the Philadelphia zoological
gardens a year ago.
A battle took place at Perlazia, Thessaly,
recently, between the Turkish troops and in-

surgents, in. which the

former

were defeated

er.

Gov-

wages has been about twenty per cent. this
year. More than 300,000 taxpayers have

has ac-

with a loss of 450 in killed and wounded.
insurgents lost 70 mea, including their

ernment has had prepared, it seems there
aredre at present 340,000 workmen out of
work in Germany, and
14,000
employes
without place.
The average reduction . of

:

The New York Board of Education

The
lead-

Attorney General
Devens decides that a
proper navigable depth must be effected] above
us well as in the Mississippi jetties proper before Captain Eads will be entitled to puyment
under the bill which has passed Congress.
The Central committee of Russian Nihilists
in New York city have sent * a first warning”:
to the Russian consul, Cartchewsky, that, as

he “ has slandered one of their members,” if
he persists in such *‘ infamous conduct” the
conseqriences * will be us disastrous to him as
they have invariably been to those who have

disregarded our warnings.”

Horace Waters & Sons, New

:

Yor}

in pianos and organs, have assigned to Ch
8S. Fischer.
Their liabilities are $60,000 an
the total
references on promissory
notes,
$46,617.
"he trouble withthem was the general depression of business and inability to
make collections,
!
The Western railroad war continues, and

further extensive

reductions

in both freight:

and passenger rates go on.
The passenger
tariff from Chicago to New York (first class)
|; 8 now placed at $15;to Worcester, Providence

and Boston, $16, and to

Philadelphia,

$13.50.

A St. Louis despatch of Saturday evening al50 states that freights from that point to the
seaboard were reduced Suturday, to 8 cents
per barrel on flour to New York, 15 cents to
Boston, and 15 cents per hundred on grain to

|New.

York.

An immediate adjustment of the

difficulty is not anticipated, and
8 truggle is threatened.

a prolonged

.D. W., Butler, Penn.,

“1 have a colt that

had _its

hind

and continues to fin in two
large at the

places;

is very

joint, but not swollen above or be-

low is not stiff nor lame, and runs
nothing ailed it;is about
eight
Please direct me how to treat it.

Reply.

it last
broke.

Without

knowing

as though

months

old.

sufficiently as to

the precise amount of injury to the joint it is
impossible to say what should be dome.
It
seems probable thnt the joint is opened, in
which case the wound can scarcely be healed.
Otherwise the running sores may be treated by washing them and injecting a little

is

it to prevent accidental injury.
In time the
wound may heal und the swelling disappear as
the colt grows.

and presses on the nose and obstructs

CURIOSITIES OF GRAFTING.

ing; the horse must stop pulling or

Put three gills of cold-drawn

linseed oil

fortis, and fill up with vinegar.

invaluable

for

furniture

This

that

been

French-pelished, but is getting the worse for

> +oS-o-4o

RECIPES.
Cram
Soup.
Open the clams and
chop
them up fine.
To twenty clams, add one-half
gallon of water, three good onions, two tablespoonfuls of butter. = Just before taking off,
add one quart of rich milk and ‘thicken with
flour.
;
STEWED RABBIT.
Cut up the rabbit and
wash it. Put it in a stewpan and season it with
salt and pepper.”
Pour in half a pint of

water,

and

when

this has

away, add half a pint of

three blades of mace, and

port

nearly

stewed

wine,

two

or

a tablespoonful

of

flour mixed with a quarter of a pound of butter. Letit stew gently till quite tender, and

then serve hot.

LeMON ICE CREAM.

One gallon of rich

cream, six lemons, first rubbed till soft, and
then grated.
Tie the yellow peel, which has
been grated of, in a piece of coarse muslin.
Cut each lemon in halves and squeeze the
jee from it.
Strain the juice, and soak
the
muslin
bag
of Jemoun
peel
in
it,

squeezing it
frequently,
till it becomes
highly flavored and colored by it. = Then add
two

tea-cups

of

sugar.

cream, allow a tea~cup

In

sweetening

the

of sugar to each quart.

Pour the juice into it slowly, carefully stirring.
Froth and freeze, reserving a portion of

cream to pour in as it sinks in fréezing.

BakED ToMATOES,
Cut nice, ripe, smooth
“fruit in two; lay them ina dripping-pan, in

which a small piece of butter has been melted,

placing the skin side down.

Set over

a

brisk

fire. When the under side is brown take
them off the fire.
Have an earthen bakingdish, in which place them, skin side down, one

at a time, being careful not to break

them.

In

each one put a small piece of butter,a little salt

and pepper, und dredge a small portion of flour
over all, Placein a slow oven and bake three
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In Powder Form,
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This

THE

POTATOES. —Houlton, # bu 1 10; Maine Cental,

OF

THOUSANDS.

Contains

Fourteen

Different

ROOTS,

EGGS. —Eastern 11 @ il}; Northern 11; Westein

10 @ 10; P. E. Island 1v; & 11.
BEANS. ~Pea, Northern, H. P.,# bn 1 45 @ 150;
Pea, Western, H. P., $1 10 @ #150; Pea Western
common to good 81 25> @ #135; Medium, choice,
hand picked 81 30 @ #185; Medium common to
good €1 16 @ $1 25: Yellow Eyes, choice $185 a
$1 95; Improved $2 00; Red Kidneys $2 76 @ 3 00.
PEAS. —Choice, Canada, $ bu $1 00 @ $105; Common Canada 80 j 85¢; Greea Peas $150 ¢ $1 75.

WANTS

Package

.

1

fair to goOd. + ssavranes i ad
COMMOMasveensonniness 2'@q
3

FOR

50 CTS, A PACKAGE.
JVEGETINE,

6

Northern factory, choice. .....
Do
do
fair to good
Do
do
COMMONEs sonar

Herhs

FROM WHICH VEGETINE IS MADE

9

.“

IT.

The Barks, Roots, and

NEW CHEESE,
Choice fall cream, ¥ 1b.cveeiseinniniinnees 6s
Fair to good.........
including

ass

@
@

a

HERBS

AND BARKS,

OR

:

VECETINE
IN

POWDER

FORM.

¥ bu $100 @ £105; Northern 9% @ #1 00; Prolifics,
Eastern,# bu $1 00 @ $105;
Peerless 90 @ 95¢;
Jacksons Eastern 85 @ 90c; Jacksons, Northern 80

The same that I make ia liquid form and put up
in bottles. Each package will make in quantity
THREE
BOTTLES
OF
VEGETINE

Chenangoes 85 @ 90.

LIQUID,

@ 86c;

Davis’

Seedli.gs

$100; Garnets90 @ 95;
;

.

SOUTHERN PRODUCE.—Strawberries, # box 5 g

¥ Lbl 6 00 & 6 50,
GREEN APPLES.—Choite,

common

DRIED
gliced,#

.
bbl.

¥

to good 1 50 4 1 75.

200 @

225;

APPLES —Eastern and Norihern
new
1b 3% @ 4c; Eastern and Northern

uartered 3 @ ic; New

York new

sliced 8%

@d%o;

New York quartered 8}; @ 4c: Old quartered anu
sliced 13 @ 8c; Evaporated, choice y @ lic; Evaporat»d, good 7 @ Re.

Lives STOCK. —The market

been

weak, and

for Beef Cattle

prices havedrop-d

on live weight.

The

sale: ot

%

choice ranged from 53% a 7c &
with some premium lots at 7%
good to choice sold al 4% @ 57¢
with some premium Jots at 513
Oxen continue in light request,
110 @ 125 ¥ pair. Mil Sy oe

has

@ 3c

Northern

#

Bb

good

to

1b, dressed
weight
a 7%c.
Westro,
¥ 10, live weight,
@ 5%¢c.
Working
wit: a few sales at
are in large supply

and prices rule low and unsaristactory 10 sellers.

We notice sales in lots of 2 to 5 esch at from 25 &
15 ¥
head, including calf. Veal Calves dull at38 «
4}c¥ 1b. Sheep have ruled
rather slow and
weak, but prices are
unchaoged, rarging from 3»

@ 63 c ¥ Ib for wool Sheep, and at 3% @ bo # 1b tor

sherrel.
5c

¢

1b.

HAY

1700;

Fat Hogs

sold at 4%

@

1%c;

Pigs

5

@

:

AND

STRAW.—First quality, coarse 16 00 @

Medinm

1300

@

1500;

Fire

1100

@
g

12 00;
13 00;

GRASS SEEDS—Clover, Western, ¥ 1b 3X @ 64;
Clover, New York 6 @ 65; Timothy, ¥ bu 145 a
160; R>d Top, bag 140 @ 150; Canay 1 Th @ 2 Ho.

PORK.—1he sales have been at 925

a 930

for

extra prime; 11 for mess; 12 @ 1250 for Boston
clear an 13 ¥ bbl for backs.
BEEF.—We notice sales of Western mess at 10
50 @ 1076; extramess atgll @ 1125; and extra

plate at 11 50 @ 12 ¥ bbl.

SMOKED
HAMS.—Prices are firmer. with sales
of Western at 8 @ 8%c, and Boston 8 a Sic #
Ib. Fancy in bags command wi @ 10c ¢ |b.
LARD.—Continues quiet; with sales of Western
steam at 67; @ 6c, and Boston at6 @ 6c ¢ 1b.

Kettle renaered is quietat 1 @ Tc

or some over

TWO

QUARTS

after

the BARKS, ROOTS
AND
HERBS
are
steeped. © The process’ is simple, and it can be
made as easily as a cup of tea or coffee.
1 have
had a great many calls for VEGETINE in
POWDER FORM from persons who wanted
to take VEGETINE, and to take several bot.
tles, but could not spare the money.
VEGETINE
put up in this
form
comes

15¢; Green Peas, ¥ bu crate Suc 1 00; String Leans
¥ crate 1 50 @ 2 00; Cucumbers, # crate 100 @2 00;
Bermuda Onions, # crate 1 50; Bermuda Potatoes

By making the medicine
a 50.cent package, con-

within the reach of all.

yourself you can, from
taining

the

BARKS,

ROOTS

and

MERBS,

mare THREE BOTTLES of the liquid VEGETINE.
Thousands will gladly avail themselves of this opportunity, who have the convene
iences to make the medicine.

Full Directions in Every Package.
For eradicating the system of all hmpurities
the blood, it bas no equal. thas mever failed
effect a cure, giving tone and strength

tem debilitated by disease.

to

the

of
to
sya-

Its wonderful effects

upon complaints named on this package are surprising to all.
Many have been cured by the
VEGETINE who have tried many other reredies.

It can well be called

THE
BLOOD

GREAT
PURIFIER.

¥ 1b in large

lots.

PREPARED

R.

oe ADVERTISEMEN Ts

BY

STEVENS,

Sole Propietor of Vegetine.
and others.

By
16mo.

Mes.

L.

W.

464 Broadway, Boston, Mass.

$1.00.

T

or Gent

ji
left.

M. YOUNG,

PURE

consumers;

2t20e0w

& CO.

that

sends

Agenets Wanted every
-whereto sell to fami-

TEA

* lies, hotels

and

largest stock in the counwy;

and terms the best,

us

their address will re.
ceive something of great
value free by mail. On.
1 about two hundred
173 Babi
St, N.Y.
y
34151

Country

large

quality

storekeeners should

call or write THE WELLS TEA COMPANY, 201
Fulton st, N.Y.
P.O. Box 4560.
Gteows

farmers have

The New American Dictionary.
A work Saparbly dod in cloth and
umn pages, nearly
200 Engravi
and containing
30,000
words,
Av
f ny, Derr
and Pr
wr Pudi
based on the principles of the best American and
lish
age an

expen

and will not appear. again.

become convinced that they ean make more by
raising early peaches for Northern markets
than by growing oranges.
At the Michigan State Agricultural College
last year a Shorthorn cow guve an average of
38.8 pounds of milk per dav for 231 days; an
Ayrshire, 29.2 pounds for 257 days: a Jersey,

in-

use, or, it may be, abuse: and also when in
wood only partly seasoned, the resin rises up
through the polish, causing unsightly cracks
and spots.
This the aquafortis in the mixture
eats down, and restores the work to something
of its original brightness.
To use it, first
wash the furniture thoroughly clean with a
sponge and lukewarm water; shake the bottle well and rub on the polish, being careful to
use only clean cloths.
Old rags do best, as
they will not wash after being ‘used with this
mixture, and are.only fit to be thrown away.
For furniture that bas never been Frenche
polished, nothing is'better than the old-fashioned beeswax and turpentine melted together
by a gentle heat and applied with plenty of elbow grease.— Boston
Transcript.

‘Choice New York dairy 10ts........ wid
FRIr t0G000 ss sserisrssnsanssrsnssedl

WANT

VEGETINE.

Oat Meal, fancy brands......ccoeeenvee
025 @ 550
CORN.—Sales of mixed and yellow have been at
47 @ 48%c¢: and steamer Corn at 46 @ 46c
bu.
OATS. —Sales have been at 41 @ 44¢ for No1 and
extra white; 59 @ 40c for No 2 white; and 37 @ 88c
# bu for No 8 white and No 2 mixed. The market
is very firm and rather unsettied at the close.
RYE.—62 @ 65c.
i
SHORTS.—$15 @ 15 50 ¥ ton; and Middlings at
$16 @ $16
50 ¥ ton.
;
BARLEY .—The market is quiet and nothing of
any consequence has been done.
NEW BUTTER.
New York and Vermont .
Creameries # Ibseciivecsreeniiinnll? 8-19
Choice Vermont airy 10t8...........00 @ 10

LOTHROP

Florida

OF THOUSANDS

This'large volume contains many diversions admirably adspted for Sunday School Concerts,
Church Encampments, Summer Evening and other gatherings; and will be found invaluable to
those upon whom it devolves to prepare intellectual and religious entertainments. Boston. DD,

ITEMS.

mixture

has

1 3 50
@ 500

CHAMPNEY

A very large crop of oats has been sown in
northern Texas.
The fibers of a tree are strongest near the
center.
Salt given in excess to animals retards fattening.
The California crop reports received from
all parts of the State are very promising.
It has been found by experiment that with
early, rose potatoes
the smallest amount of
seed in the hill has yielded the best crop.—
N. Y. Herald,
A. colt owned in Norwich, Ontario, Cun.,
is Téported to possess four nostrils, all perfectly formed, through which he breathes.

to a quart bottle with sixteen drachms of aqua-

is

Rye Flour... ocivcsinnsinianesnnenrennd0
Oat Meal, Western.....oovvevneceisnee
400

ENTERTAINMENTS:

er a few attempts the horse has sagacity
enough
to find that the habit is inconvenient,
and be will soon abandon it.

It is said that many

600

Meal, # bblisivveeniinnisnninesend220 @ 235

breath-

choke, be,

cause he can breathe only through the nostrils.
The halter shouldbe made very strong.
Aft

FURNITURE POLISH.

375

@ 650:

Poor 900 § 1000; Western Timothy 1100
tincture of henzoin twice a day, and bandaging | Swale
850-4 800; Rye Straw +4 & 1506:

Our prescription should have special value
TO PREVENT HALTER-BREAKING.
A. W.
for the thin and dyspeptic Christian, who has
0 , Birmingham, Penn., asks how to break a
much doubt, iittle comfort, und little usefulness. Gloomy sermons, gloomy prayer-meethorse of the babit of breaking loose.
The
ings, gloomy hearts, might be cared by it al- horre is four years old and has broken loose
most always.
Half the despondency "of our
but a few times.
souls has its origin ii weak and despondent
Reply.
To prevent and in time cure, this
bodies. Half the involence of the churches
bad babit, a peculiar halter may
may be traced to the same source.
be made, is
Health is follows:
Connect
tne throat-latch with the
not piety, but it is the armor-bearer of piety,
nose-band
by
a
short
strap
having a ring at
without which the soldier of the Lord goes
Have the nose-band made as a loop,
into battle unprepared, discouraged, ready to each end.
which passes through the lower ring and is fasthalt, or ready vo flee.— Watchman.
ened to the halter.
When
the horse pulls
>
on
the halter, the nose-band is tightened-

The Centennial Association of Valley Forge,
Pa., will dediexte Washington’ headquarters,

tate.

in

;

knee hurt by the mother stepping on
February;
it swelled very much, and

impossible, life may be prolonged indefinitely
by the same simple means.
If one suffers from
a feeling of too greut fulness, let him walk or
play ivoff inthe air; or if too weak to take
vigorous exercise, let him ° sleep a
short

The French, Austrian, Turkish and Spanish
ministers in this country will pass the summer
in Newport.
The cotton caterpillar has appeared in two
different points in Dallas Co., Ala., the earliest ever known.
The call is out for the Republican State” convention in Maine. It will be held on Thursday,
June 26, in Bangor.

June 10, and Senator Bayard will- deliver an
oration.
:
A slight frost in the vicinity of Hanover; N.
H., Wednesday night, did considerable damage to vegetation.
# General Grant leaves Yokohama,Japan,the
last of June, and will reach San Francisco
about July 20.
:
:
A severe earthquake occurred at Vera Cruz
| on the morning of the 10th inst. Serious
Jamage is apprehended in the interior of the

in-

It came

{

‘AN INJURED JOINT.

In 1866 Mr. Crrillet, ef Vincennes, France,
took two young pear trees, each of which was
James Patterson, from England, Scotland,
worked on the quince stock, and one of these,
Ireland, France, Belgium, Italy, Switzerthe Beurre de Aremberg, was made to serve
land, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Russia, European and Asiatic Turas the stock, while the other, Beurre de Charkey, Greece,
Palestine, Arabia, Egypt,
neu. wus grafted upon it in an inverted posiPersia, India, Cashmere, Burmah, Chiva,
tion, having its roots fully exposed to the - air.
Japan, Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand
The operation was performed in April and
and Canada.”
The Towa Democracy, Wednesday, nominat- | dur
the summer
ing
the stock grew vigoronsly
The closing exercises of the Hampton
ed H. H. Trimble as their candidate for Govand bore two fruits, while the scion tree
{Va.) Normal School took place, Thursday,
ernor,and J. O. E. Yeoman,for Lietenant-Govthrew out buds and shoots from the quince
under favoravle
auspices. * Hon. George ernor.
stock.
Hayti is disturbed politically, and>the gov- periment,To add to the complexity ‘of the exW. McCrary, secretary of war; Mon. Carl’
M. Carillet grafted four pear scions
ernment
is
importing
muskets
and
powder.
Schurz, secretary of the Interior; Senator
‘on the principal roots of the quince, and two
Saunders and- Representative Pound
of Business is very much depressed, and there ofthese succeeded. The sap thus passed
from
have been several failures at Port au Prince.
Wisconsin, Rev. Mark Hopkins
of Boston,
quince roots through Beurre de Aremberg,
and a large number of prominent citizens
Itds said that * George Eliot” will relin- thirdly thr ough the inverted Beurre de Char, drom all points, were present.
“quish the name of Mrs. Lewes, which she bore neu, then through the quince again, and finally into the two varities of pears.—London
At Fostoria, O., Thursday afternoon, a while Mr, Lewes was alive, and ‘resume her
Garden.
Beis
1
boiler exploded in the Risdon Grist Mills, ! ‘maiden name, Miss Evans,

«owned by Ebersole & Noble, instantly
killing Carl Headly, an employe, and se-

the

Reply.
We know of no way to induce the
mare to lie on her right sidle,but the sore may be
removed and prevented by giving plenty of
soft bedding.
Perhaps if the mare were kept
in a loose box, with a soft sand floor, the diffieulty would be avoided; otherwise, the floor
should be covered deeply with sawdust.
Spruit Hoor.
E. K. H., Kelley's Island,
Ohio, writes: ‘ I have a colt, three years old,
that has a slight split in his hoof.
It extends
up an inch and a quarter.
Will itdo. any
injury, and is there any remedy ? The colt. has
been driven some, but has not been shod.”
Reply.
The split may be serious, as sand
or gravel is apt to work in and cause what is
known as‘ seedy toe,” which is troublesome
or impossible to cure.
The colt should be
shod at once, and the crack filled with cement
made of beeswax, resin, and © Venetian red,
worked in while it is warm.
It may, perhaps,
be necessary 1 putin a clinch made of a
horse-shoe nail, entered at one side of the
crack and brought out at the other, and the
ends turned dowh.
If this is done, it should
he by a careful man, who must be cautious
not to injure the inner part of the foot.

vigorous and ruddy by a year of what he would
regard as over-feeding.
No man can work
with vigor, with either mind or body, unless
the waste occasioned by work is supplied at
the tuble.
1n old age, of course, as there is
less activity, there is not the same occasion for
full meals ; nay, occasionally there may be danger of excess; yet even in this last stage of
life there are more who injure themselves by
abstinence than by indulgence.
‘I'he invalid,in particular, should be a heuarty eater, except in rare cases. The uppetite
must be forced, if it refuse to demand enough.
In many instances the only thing necessary to
recovery is abundance of wholesome food; and

other

joint.

side”

school-girl can not do good work if it does not

in many

County,

A MARE THAT Lies oN HER LEFT SIDE
ONLY.
Dr. G.
O., Tompkinsville,
Staten
Island, writes:* T have
a mare which has
lain every night on her left side ever since
owning’ her—three years—thereby causinga
sore spot on her left hip.
Somebody advised
me to put a small board, with sticking-out
nails, ip her stall in such a way that she would
come on the nail points when lying on her left
side.
Now sbe don’t lie down at all.
Is
there any way to cause her to lie on the right

of

school-boy

Bradford

Reply.
The swelling is knowo as bog spavin, and
in this case is doubtless constirutional, unless the colt has been sprained.
The
proper treatment is to bandage the part with a
padded bandage to press-on the puff and apply cold decoction of white oak bark.

cising constantly, should not be checked if his
seem

M.,

side of his leg in the hoek

man must have inventedit.
The babe needs
abundance of such sustenance as nature has
provided for it, aud its appetite may be trust
ed to determine how often it shall be fed. If
it is puny and fretful, it is probably starved.
The child at play, growing rapidly, and exerappetite’

M.

M00 @

wa 00 @

THOUSANDS,

TENS

525,

St. LoNisesernessenssnsrssensenneaennsdd80

Corn

the fall, when he was 11-2 years old; it would
come and go occasionally ull winter, but disappeared last simmer. It came on again last
fall and remains the same as it did the first
winter. He has never been lame with it, and
is now three years old. How can it be cured?”

long

enemy

fllinos...

Penn., writes: ¢ My colt has a puffon

time,

Miscellaneona.

years.

BoG SPAvIN.

veenedT6@

TDAIANA. cs iveiinnininisniirrantiieinnnn

From thé N. ¥. Times,

standing, -especially if it was complicated
with indigestion.
From the cradle to the
grave we were pursued with warnings against
over-eating.
The mother was cautioned lest
she should feed her babe too bountifully or too
often; and with an aching heart she denied iis
cries for fear she might bring it to a premature grave.
The aged were equally in danger; and they were advised to court hunger as
the best means of sustaining their feeble bodies. We hear less of this sort of thing now;
but. occasionally even yet somebody repeats
the old familiar exhortations and entreaties.
‘We have no doubt there are gluttons who
need rebuke.
Even in this country, where almost all pé¥sons work, there may be found a
few who give themselves up to a life of idleness and luxury, and who die ‘at length of
surfeiting,
But we believe that as a people
we eat too little. After a diligent trial of the
starvation cure, we have rejected it as the

depart from this beaten track, might be

ever, reaching a decision, and the bill for preventing the introduction of epidemic discuses
into whe country was passed by a vote of 34 to
12. The House concurredin the Senate amendments to the legislative appropriation bill, and
the measure now goes to the President.
The

"A fire caught in Lathb & Son’s dry-house

PE

eat largely, and if by any means it looses the
disposition to do s0,it should be compelled.
The pale and dapper clerk, who creeps {rom
his home to his desk, .from his desk to his
home, having no ambition and no strength. to

monstrosity.

| amended,the measure being considerably shorn
of its more objectionable features. Before voting on 1ts final passage, however, the Republiry’s pesition might be early understood.
cans insisted on seeing it in print. This proposition the Democrats refused to entertain, and
Reports
have it that fifty. thousand
endeavored to force acquiescence
but the minorSunday-school scholars paraded Brooklyn
ity refused to vote, and the struggle continned
on Thursday in celebration of the semi- until 9 o'clock, Saturday morning, without
centennial of the Brooklyn Sunday-school accomplishing anything, when an adjournment
taken until 12 0’clock.
On re-as~embling,
Union.
All the public buildings and many was
the fight was renewed and a brief season of
places of amusement and dwellings were
wrangling was indulged in.
Then the "dead
decorated with bunting, and business gen- lock was breken, the Democrats consenting to
- erally was suspended.
After the parade,
a vote on the Ryan amendment. which was
the several schools were served with re- offered as a substitute for the entire Warner
freshments at their school-rooms.
Four monstrosity. This was, however, defeated by
of the Brooklyn Sunday-schools agaregate avote of69 to 137, and finally Warner triumphed, his scheme passing by seventeen ma4;000;
and one alone numbers
1670 chil || jority.
.
dren.
at Clinton,

tient from

Michigan. ......

HORSE NOTES.

cure was once popular.
Health journals and
health books were unanimous in their recommendation of a process which they regarded
as almost necessary to the recovery of the pa-

Kellogg and others, finally passing by a vote of
87to 27. An adjournment
was taken until

in

candidates for State officers : R. S. Brown,

His

!

‘We are a nation of dyspeptics, and hence
we are more deeply interested than others in
the question we have asked. The starvation

the legislative appropriation bill was discussed
by Messrs.

demonstrations as to call for the police,
when they retired to an anteroom and

announcement that he
race for the Presidency.

SHALL WE STARVE OURSELVES?

speaking at

voked responses from Messrs. Vance, Eaton,
Baynrd and others.——In the Senate, Tuesday,

zation, withdrew, indulging in such noisy
separate

Blaine,

engrafted on the measure.

Quite a number were opposed to such nominations, and falling to control the organi.

agreed to meet in

Mr.

length against the political riders, sought to be

League met in Indianapolis,
under a call to nominate
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A Wige Deacon.
‘‘ Deacon Wilder, I want you to -tell me how
you kept yourself and family so well the past
season, when all the rest of us have been sick
80 much, and have had the doctors running to
us so long
“ Bro.
Taylor, the answer is very easy. I

used Hop Bitters in time and
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They

Iv

kept my

family

welland saved large doctor bills.
Three doilars’ worth of it kept vs all well and able to
work all the time, and I will warrant it has
cost you and most of the neighbors one to two
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time. I guess you'll take my medicine hereafter.” See another column.
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